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(e study considers the problem of ensuring electromagnetic compatibility of EMI-based functional destructionmeans with other
radioelectronic equipment as part of a complex for countering unmanned aerial vehicles. To solve this problem, it is proposed to
create a methodology that combines a set of diverse approaches and methods. (is study focuses on the use of hollow and thin
passive conductors, the use of a magnetodielectric in a reflection symmetric modal filter, the use of reflection symmetric structures
for decomposing the train of ultrashort pulses (USP), and the use of a meander line as a protective means against USPs. (e main
results that are expected to be obtained using the proposed approaches and methods are outlined.

1. Introduction

(e last decade has been marked by intensification in the
development of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) because
of their proliferation not only in the civilian but also in the
military areas. UAVs make it possible to significantly re-
duce the cost of services related to remote and real-time
monitoring of the environment and objects, compared with
traditional space or aviation systems [1–3]. Meanwhile, this
time also witnesses the appearance of improved medium
and small UAVs, which makes the tasks of countering them
in highly controlled areas particularly urgent [4, 5]. In
addition, modern UAVs are used as one of the most im-
portant means of increasing the combat capabilities of the
armed forces. Since UAVs have become widespread in
military domain, intense research and development ac-
tivities in this area has started, as can be seen from the
works [6–10]. At the same time, this issue is relatively new,
since the earliest work on the topic of countermeasures
against UAVs [8] dates back to 2008, and the beginning of
active scientific publications on this topic dates back to
2016–2017.

It is well-known that the task of countering UAVs
(which arose in the early 2000) can be solved in various ways:
from the use of fire weapons (i.e., air defense) and electronic
countermeasures against critical UAV systems to direct
physical interception of UAVs and the use of EMI-based
functional destruction means. (e latter method seems to be
the most promising, since it is devoid of the most serious
drawback of electronic countermeasures means–the lack of
an unambiguous reaction of the UAV to successful sup-
pression. However, the EMI-based functional destruction
means operate using the generators of powerful microwave
and laser radiation. (e examples of such EMI generators
can be electromagnetic installations (electromagnetic ac-
celerators or simply guns), explosive magnetic generators,
warheads of antiaircraft guided missiles, and antiaircraft
artillery shells with emitters of powerful electromagnetic
microwave pulses. Consequently, the high power of the
generated EMI and the difficulty of ensuring its selectivity in
relation to the affected radioelectronic equipment (REE)
worsen the internal electromagnetic environment inside the
UAV countermeasures complex. In particular, the difficulty
in ensuring the selectivity of the EMI excitation can lead to
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malfunctions of the elements of «friendly» REE (receiving
and transmitting devices, signal generators, control, stabi-
lization, command generation devices, and various elec-
tronic computers). (e reason for such malfunctions can be
as follows: excesses in useful signal amplitudes caused by
crosstalk, the overlapping of useful signal spectra with in-
terference ones, the overlapping of interference pulses in
device circuits on generated useful signals and their su-
perposition in time, and crosstalk in external and internal
circuits. It raises the issue of ensuring electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) of the EMI-based functional destruc-
tion means with other REE as part of the UAV counter-
measures complex. Another important issue is ensuring the
EMC of «friendly» UAVs, which may be in the damage area
of the EMI-based functional destruction means.

(e reason why this issue has not been raised before is
probably because the price of small UAVs is not high (in
contrast to the prices of military equipment or ammunition).
However, the additional «survivability» of UAVs can be of
great help during real combat operations. Another reason is
that ensuring the EMC of UAV countermeasures systems
can be expensive. However, recently obtained investigation
results for the first time can be exploited to find the ways to
solve this problem. In addition, it could be possible without
resorting to large financial costs.

Much attention is paid to the problem of UAV pro-
tection and countermeasures in complex electromagnetic
environment. It is evidenced by the scientific work presented
in the next section. However, the methodological aspects
have not been studied enough. Hence, the authors are not
aware of scientific works or standards devoted to the de-
scription of a unified methodology for ensuring the EMC of
the UAV countermeasures complex that employs EMI-
based functional destruction means. (e aim of this work is
to fill this gap by presenting preliminary results on such a
methodology. To achieve this, several approaches and
methods are discussed to create this methodology. In ad-
dition, the results that confirm the efficiency and applica-
bility of some of them are presented. (us, the overall
contribution of this study in developing such a scientific
direction has been motivated by new effective approaches to
creating the methodology for ensuring EMC. (ese ap-
proaches are designed to eliminate significant shortcomings
in the effectiveness of EMI-based functional destruction
means that were mentioned earlier.

(e article is divided into several sections. (ere are
numbered, taking into account the sequence order, starting
with section 2. Section 2 presents a brief review of scientific
studies on the subject of the study. Section 3 highlights the
proposed approaches and methods. In Sections 4–8, the
feasibility of the proposed methods and approaches is
demonstrated. Section 4 is devoted to modal filtration.
Section 5 describes the method of hollow and thin passive
conductors. Section 6 is devoted to the use of magnetodi-
electric in structures with modal reservation. Section 7 as-
sesses the evaluation of ultrashort pulses (USP) train
attenuation possibility. Section 8 considers the use of a
meander lines (ML) as a mean of USP protection.(e results
are discussed in section 9 and summarized in section 10.

2. Brief Review of Related Scientific Works

(ere is a well-known work [11] that investigates the
ultrawideband (UWB) electromagnetic pulse (EMP) effects
on commercial DJI Phantom 3 Standard UAV. It was found
that the UAV is vulnerable to UWB EMPs. (e authors
obtained the parameters of emitted pulses and classified the
types of equipment faults. (ey also proposed the charac-
teristics of UWB EMP emitter prototype used for UAV
jamming. Since investigations of the influence of electro-
magnetic environment on UAVs have become relevant in
recent years, a novel method is presented to test the sus-
ceptibility of UAVs to intentional electromagnetic inter-
ference [12]. Using this method, UAVs are tested on
susceptibility to radiated continuous waves.(e results show
that even if the radiated electric field is lower than 1V/m, the
data link that is used by a UAV to communicate with the
ground control station can be disrupted. It happens when
the frequency of the radiated continuous wave is the same as,
or close to, the UAVs data link. Some of the sensitive fre-
quencies, such as 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5 times of the working
frequency, could lead to the disruption of the data link
because of the harmonics produced by nonlinear units.
Another study [13] describes a high-power microwave
weapon that has many advantages to fight against UAVs.(e
basic concept of high-power pulse interference is intro-
duced, and the feasibility of the EMI against UAVs is dis-
cussed. A change in the UAV normal operation mode was
demonstrated with the help of simulation software. (e
work [14] presents a new model of the UAV datalink in
different flight states. (e relationship between the airborne
operation signal, the induced interference, and the flight
parameters is presented and compared in three typical flight
states, i.e., the fixed angle state, dive state, and hover state.
(e article [10] deals with the issue of eliminating UAVs
using nondestructive methods with the emphasis on possible
electronic warfare applications. (e results of the work
summarize possible anti-UAV defense means and evaluate
their potential defense potential. (e article [15] proposes a
warning technique in case a possible EMI appears near the
UAV, which is based on semantic analysis. (e data source
for semantic analysis is collected based on the subtle changes
of the UAV state parameters during the EMI interference
process. (e article [16] evaluates the effectiveness of the use
of high power directed energy weapons as a method to
neutralize civilian UAVs. In [17], various propulsion systems
currently used in UAVs are analyzed. In doing so, special
attention is paid to the characteristics that are essential to
conduct a specific mission, including geological and pho-
togrammetric ones. (e book [18] details the aspects of
countering a huge range of civil andmilitary UAVs and their
respective system components. (e article [19] analyzes the
EMI characteristics of the converter station equipment in the
surrounding area and the EMI impact on the UAV com-
munication circuits.(e anti-EMI countermeasures strive to
eliminate or reduce the EMI threats on the UAV hardware
and its communication network. In [20], the latest accidents
with medium and heavy UAVs in the past 10 years are
analyzed. Combined with the performance and technical
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characteristics of each device, the accident stages, causes, and
rules are classified, summarized, and analyzed in detail, and
the accident trend is predicted. In [21], various studies on the
effect of intentional EMI on UAVs are considered. (ey are
reviewed and classified on the basis of the power level, preset
information, and frequency. (e article [22] presents the
results of the experimental tests of the pulse response of a
UAV and its essential components. A standardized lightning
pulse that is often used during equipment immunity tests in
the aviation industry was applied. A model was built on the
basis of the transmittance of the circuits that are most ex-
posed to lightning surges. (e article [23] presents the
development and examination of genetic algorithms to solve
the multicriteria problems of placing the onboard equip-
ment inside UAV fuselage. In addition, the criteria for the
EMC of onboard equipment with external, intersystem, and
intrasystem electromagnetic effects are considered.

Meanwhile, since information technologies, especially
wireless communications, are rapidly developing, the
problem of EMC between systems is becoming more im-
portant. (e article [24] reviews the literature on the EMC
subject that is devoted to EMI that may affect data links
operating between UAVs and ground stations. (e study
[25] describes the possibilities of developing innovative
experimental and numerical approaches to assess the EMC
of UAVs under high EMI intensity, such as lightning and
nonnuclear electromagnetic pulses. (e article [26] con-
siders the electromagnetic environment of UAV systems and
analyzes the features of the EMI impact. (e numerical
modeling of various EMIs, their experimental testing, and
proposals on EMC are considered. In [27], the researchers
investigate the influence of intentional EMI on the sensors of
a UAV, which is a small serial quadrocopter. (e interfering
signal is a narrowband high-power electromagnetic pulse
characterized by frequencies between 100MHz and 3.4GHz
and field strengths that are above the immunity levels re-
quired by EMC standards. In [28], the interference that
occurs between the main UAV systems and the CDMA
system is investigated using the Simulink software.(e work
[29] describes the measurements of potential interference
spectra in a powerful electrical environment of a large UAV,
which is viewed as a platform for installing equipment for
measuring electromagnetic fields. (e equipment includes
an electromagnetically compatible transponder antenna for
a tactical automatic landing system. (e proposed repeater
antenna has a monopole radiator designed for X-band
operation in UAV guidance applications, and a protective
metal cover to suppress unwanted RF interference. (e
mechanisms of electromagnetic coupling between the an-
tenna and the neighboring conductive devices are also being
studied to develop transponder antenna layout guidelines
[30]. (e measurements inside the UAV fuselage could also
be carried out using a new loop probe with a double load, as
described in [31].

(e UAV EMC issues are presented in detail in two
separate perspectives: radiation and noise immunity [32].
Small UAVs usually include satellite navigation, inertial
navigation, and magnetic compass systems. Solid state in-
ertial sensors are used to maintain the position of a UAV

during flight, and a compass can be used to determine the
correct azimuth orientation. To study the effect of a powerful
microwave pulse on the UAV data transmission channel
during dynamic flight, it is proposed to use the interference
tracking model for a powerful microwave pulse source in the
direction of the UAV [33]. In addition, a dynamic flight
model is being built to determine the reception of a powerful
UAV microwave pulse. To predict the possible impact of a
powerful microwave pulse on a data channel, tests on a
certain type of UAV data link are carried out in the presence
of a powerful microwave pulse with its carrier frequency in
the L-, S-, and C-bands, respectively. (e results show that
EMI can easily enter the receiver through the antenna when
the carrier frequency of a high-power microwave pulse falls
within the operating bandwidth of the data link, causing
permanent physical damage. Finally, the importance of the
task of countering UAVs (and especially small UAVs) is
confirmed by a large number of relevant works on this topic,
for example, those presented in the book [34].

3. Suggested Approaches and Methods

(e creation of any methodology implies the development of
theoretical foundations, methods, basic principles, process,
andmeans of their implementation, aimed at solving specific
problems. In this case, the problem is to provide the EMC of
EMI-based functional destruction means with other REE as
part of the UAV countermeasures complex. To solve this
sophisticated problem, a novel set of diverse approaches and
methods are presented. (ey are given in Table 1.

In the following sections, the feasibility of the proposed
methods and approaches is demonstrated on some exam-
ples, which are as follows: modal filtration, which is a
method of hollow and thin passive conductors on the ex-
ample of a 2-conductor MF based on a conventional
microstrip line (MSL), a magnetodielectric for a reflection
symmetric MF with a triple MR as a resource for increasing
the attenuation of the interference signal, a reflection
symmetric MF and an ML as a result of TRIZ application
when they are exposed to a train of USPs, and an ML as a
means of protection against USPs.

4. Modal Filtration

(e level of the resulting voltage at the MF output is de-
termined by various factors, namely the geometric config-
uration of the protective device, the number of conductors,
the dielectric material used, and the length. (us, a con-
ventional MF based on a coupled transmission line is shown
in Figure 1, where w is the width of the conductors, s is the
distance between the conductors, t is the thickness of the
conductors, h is the thickness of the dielectric, d is the
distance from the edge of the structure to the conductors,
and εr is the relative permittivity of the substrate
(Figure 1(a)). (e length (l) of the MF was taken equal to
1m. As an excitation pulse, an EMF source with a USP in the
form of a trapezoid was used with an amplitude of 1V and
the durations of the rise, fall, and flat top (at levels 0–1) of
100 ps, so that the total duration was 300 ps (Figure 1(b)).
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(e resistance values (R) were chosen from the condition of
matching the structure with the path (the signal amplitude at
the beginning of the line (V2) should be equal to half the
EMF of the signal source (V1) (Figure 1(c)) [47].

5. Method of Hollow and Thin
Passive Conductors

UAVs performance could be improved by embedding REE
elements or protective devices. At the same time, the
minimum increase in mass is very important when devel-
oping new UAV designs or improving the existing ones. In
this regard, it is effective to employ protective MFs that
involve hollow and thin passive conductors. (is approach
reduces the mass of the final product while maintaining the
protective characteristics. For clarity, it is demonstrated on
MF prototypes with increased geometric dimensions

(relative to the designs used in real UAVs). What follows
demonstrates the main results on the design and building
these prototypes. (e main structures with hollow and thin
passive conductors and their geometric and circuit models
are shown. A full-scale experiment on measuring the
characteristics of the MF is described. (e calculated and
measured characteristics of the MF are compared.

(e cross-sections and the equivalent circuit of the
prototypes are shown in Figure 2. (e cross-sections have
the following parameters: w �10mm, s� 0.5mm, t� 10mm
(in case of the MF with a thin passive conductor t� 1mm),
h� 1.5mm, g � 1mm (wall thickness of conductors),
εr � 4.6, and tgδ � 0.025 (dielectric loss tangent). (e pa-
rameters of the circuit are as follows: RG �RL � 50Ω, and
R� 10Ω for the MF with solid, hollow, and corner passive
conductors; and R� 13Ω for the MF with a thin passive
conductor to approximate the values of the mean geometric

Table 1: Suggested approaches and methods.

Title Description
A priori awareness of «friendly» impact,
possibly from a database (from open
sources like [35]) of the characteristics
of EMI-based functional destruction
means

A priori knowledge of the specific parameters of the induced interference (for example, a
dangerous USP) on numerous REE operating as a part of the UAV opens up the possibility of
ensuring the operation of «friendly» UAVs after it being affected by EMI-based functional

destruction means.

(e use of the theory of inventive
problem solving (TRIZ) as part of a
diversionary approach [36]

TRIZ guarantees the discovery of hidden resources. (e theoretical foundations of TRIZ are the
laws of technical system development, formulated as a result of analyzing large arrays of patents,
and studying the history and logic of technical system development. TRIZ is built as an exact
science that has its own field of study, its own methods, its own language, and its own tools. In
addition, TRIZ can be effectively used as part of a diversionary approach to identify weaknesses

in case of deliberate impacts.

Modal filtration [37]

(is method involves the protection of critical circuits of REE by means of the sequential
decomposition of ultrashort pulses (USPs) into a sequence of pulses (because of the difference
between mode delays in the transmission line) with much lower amplitudes. Devices based on

this technique are called modal filters (MF).

(e use of the method of hollow and
thin passive conductors in an MF [38]

(emethod of hollow and thin passive conductors proposed in the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research project for spacecraft reduces the mass of MF. In particular, UAV supporting structures
can be employed. Placing transmission lines along them can form a protective structure.

Modal reservation (MR) of circuits
[39, 40]

Complex reservation of UAV circuits at the level of components, boards, and cables ensures the
survivability of the UAV using modal decomposition. A number of studies have been carried out
directly on the hybridization of reservation and modal filtration into a single whole. (ey prove
the possibility to successfully and efficiently apply MR. In this case, multicriteria optimization

will be used to improve protection and reduce the mass of conductors and dielectrics.

Considering the possibility of
dangerous USP impact bypassing
protective means [41]

USP protection at a junction of the segments in coupled lines that have the opposite signs of the
differences in per-unit-length delays of even and odd modes may be useless. (e reason for this
may be the USP decomposition into smaller amplitude pulses at this junction with its further

recovery at the end of the structure.

(e use of a spiral power bus [42]

A spiral power bus proposed for a spacecraft within the framework of the RFBR grant, which is
used to protect the UAV, adds a minimum increase in the mass. (is approach could reduce the

mass and inductance of the bus at the same current load, utilize a minimum number of
connectors, and shield (inside this bus) other conductors that are connected to critical nodes.

(e use of a protective ML [43]

An ML in air dielectric filling (or an air ML) differs by a complete lack of a dielectric and a single
frequency response in a wide frequency band. Nevertheless, it can decompose the USP of
unlimited voltage into 2 main pulses of lower voltages. Microstrip MLs allow for USP

decomposition into 3 or even 4 pulses.
Resonance shift in the body slots caused
by their overlap with a thin
magnetodielectric [44, 45]

New models that could set the values of the relative dielectric and magnetic permeability can be
selected in accordance with the spectrum of the destructive impact for the masking or protective
shift of resonances in the body slots because of their overlap with a thin magnetodielectric.

(e use of software tools adapted for the
goals of the work [46]

Software tools provide a complex estimation of how efficient the protection against arbitrary
influences is according to the criterion of reducing 5 standard N-norms of the time response.

(ey also enable optimization with any set of criteria using a genetic algorithm.
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resistances of the even and odd MFmodes. (e lengths (l) of
all MFs are 28 cm.

A full-scale experiment was conducted using the ap-
proach from [48]. In this case, the time and frequency
characteristics were calculated in the ADS system based on
the experimentally obtained S-parameters. After the MFs

under study were measured in the frequency domain, they
were analyzed in the time domain in the ADS 2020 system.
(e device defined in the frequency domain was represented
as an n-port device. It is described by equations that show
the relation between the spectral variables of each port. Since
the parameters of the scattering matrix (output format of the
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S2P type) were determined for the MFs that are coupled
MSLs, their circuit in ADS 2020 appeared to be a 2-port
device.

(e method of determining the time and frequency
characteristics based on the measured S-parameters was
used to describe the signal propagation through the MF so it
is possible to use any form of influence. (erefore, an ideal
trapezoidal pulse signal was used with an EMF amplitude of
1V and the duration of the rise, fall, and flat top of 100 ps
each (total duration was 200 ps at a level of 0.5).

(e prototypes of the MFs are shown in Figure 3. To
make the measurements more convenient, a single FR-4
dielectric substrate (obtained from a compound of 2 FR-4
substrates) was used. In this case, one of the conductors
(active) is fixed, and the second is removable. (us, the
passive conductor in the MF can be replaced to measure the
characteristics under the same conditions. To ensure the
fixation and integrity of the structure, as well as the specified
separation between the conductors, recesses were made in
the substrate to accommodate the conductors. (e recesses
were 10mm wide and 300 µm high. After fixing the con-
ductors into the recesses, they were soldered along the edges
for additional fixation and electrical contact (the active
conductor was additionally placed on a thin layer of epoxy
glue). SMA-connectors were installed at the ends of the
active (solid) conductor.

(e results of a full-scale experiment on measuring the
MF characteristics with solid, hollow, corner, and thin
passive conductors are considered in the time and frequency
domains.(emeasuring setup with the MF prototype with a
corner passive conductor is shown in Figure 4 (the rest of the
passive conductors lie on the table). Figure 5 shows the
frequency dependences of |S21| for each MF (measured by
the vector network analyzer «Panorama» P4226).

It follows from the measurement results that the
bandwidth of all MFs is 77–82MHz. (e frequency de-
pendences of |S21| for the MF with solid, hollow, and corner
passive conductors are very close. In this case, the frequency
dependence of the MF with a thin passive conductor has
significant differences from as high as 2.5GHz.

U(t) dependences at the output of all MFs, obtained by the
experiment and the simulation that took into account losses,
are shown in Figure 6. (e values of the maximum output
voltage for solid, hollow, corner, and thin passive conductors
were 0.177, 0.178, 0.192, and 0.251V during the measure-
ments and 0.116, 0.117, 0.119, and 0.151V during the sim-
ulation, respectively. (e maximum deviation of the obtained
values during the measurements and simulation was ±25%
for the MF with a thin passive conductor. (e measurements
showed that the values of the maximum output voltage are
5.6, 5.61, 5.2, and 4 times less than the EMF amplitude.

It can be seen that the output signal arrives at ap-
proximately the same time with an average deviation of ±3%
for the odd (early) mode. Unfortunately, because of the
dispersion, it is impossible to accurately determine the ar-
rival time of each pulse during measurements. In addition to
dispersion, the voltage waveforms are affected by losses in
conductors and dielectrics. It leads to an increase in the rise
and fall times of each output pulse and to their partial

superposition, which is clearly observed for the MF with a
thin passive conductor. In addition, the pulse amplitudes
obtained by the simulation and experimentally differ (de-
spite the fact that in both cases, the active conductor was
loaded by 50Ω and the passive conductor by 10Ω for theMF
with solid, hollow, and corner passive conductors, and 13Ω
for the MF with a thin passive conductor). (e reason
probably lies in the reflections caused by the mode mis-
match, which are clearly manifested during the measure-
ment. (us, the first sequence of reflections is observed in
the range of 3.4–7 ns (not shown in Figure 6 because it was
important to detail the main output signal). Additionally,
reflections caused by inhomogeneities that arrived at the end
of the MF are superimposed on the main mode pulses
(mainly on the even pulse (pulse 2)), leading to an increase in
the resulting amplitude. It also explains the difference be-
tween the pulse amplitudes when simulating and measuring
the MF with a thin passive conductor. Despite this, the
modal filtration effect is seen to be preserved when the
passive conductor of the MF is replaced. In general, there is
consistency in the output voltage waveforms obtained ex-
perimentally and by the simulation.

Next, the mass of the developed MFs was estimated.
Since the filters differ only in the passive conductor, its mass
was estimated for various MF configurations.

With w � 10mm, t� 10mm, g � 1mm, l� 30 cm, and
aluminum density ρ� 2.71 g/cm3, the volume of a solid
conductor is as follows:

V � lwt � 30 cm3
, (1)

and the mass is as follows:

m � Vρ � 81.3 g. (2)

(e conductor cavity volume is as follows:

Vh � (l–2g)(w–2g)(t–2g) � 19.072cm3
, (3)

and the mass of a hollow conductor is as follows:

mh � V–Vh( ρ � 29.615 g, (4)

which is almost 3 times less than the mass of a solid
conductor.

(e corner conductor mass is as follows:

mS �
mh

2
� 14.807 g, (5)

which is 5.5 times less than the mass of a solid conductor.
For a thin conductor, according to (1) and (2) at

t� 1mm, the volume will be 3 cm3, and the mass will be
8.13 g, which is 10 times less than the mass of a solid
conductor.

6. Magnetodielectric in Structures with
Modal Reservation

Redundancy is used to increase the reliability of REE. En-
gineers widely use cold redundancy because of the low
complexity of its implementation. (is approach provides
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the operation of redundant REE without failures. However,
in regular situations, without failures, REE does not utilize
the reserved units. Modal reservation (MR) is a type of cold
redundancy that provides USP suppression by modal dis-
tortions [49]. Using MR to improve the reliability of vul-
nerable or critical units of UAVs also improves their
interference immunity. (ere are many different structures
with MR, which differ in application areas, the efficiency of
USP suppression, and mass and size parameters [50, 51]. Of
interest are reflection symmetric structures that provide the
same USP suppression efficiency for each of the connected
units [52]. (ey have good mass and size parameters, which
allow their use in civil and military UAVs. Figure 7(a) shows
a cross-section of the initial configuration of the proposed
MR structure, which is a shielded four-layer printed circuit
board. Figure 7(b) shows its connection diagram. In such a
structure, internal conductors can connect power and
ground circuits, while external conductors can be used for
reserving particularly vulnerable or critical units of the UAV.
(e UAV enclosure can be used as a shielding surface.
However, there may be apertures in the enclosure walls that
reduce shielding effectiveness (SE). Shielding integrity can
be provided by careful design, however, this task requires
accurate solutions.

To reduce the resonance effects of the apertures, it is
necessary to use TRIZ. By analyzing the existing methods of
increasing SE, a technical solution was found. (us, the
space between the external conductors of the structure with a
triple MR and the UAV enclosure can be filled with

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: MF with a passive conductor: (a) solid, (b) hollow, (c) corner, and (d) thin.

Figure 4: Vector network analyzer «Panorama» P4226 and an MF
prototype with a corner passive conductor.
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broadband radio-absorbing materials (RAM), for example,
magnetodielectric ZIPSIL RPM-P1, which can effectively be
used as a resonance absorber. (e high values of εr1 and μr1
can improve the USP suppression by increasing the dif-
ferences in the per-unit-length delays. (e electrodynamic
simulations of the modified configuration with a triple MR
and RAMwere performed to evaluate its time and frequency
characteristics. (e structure was simulated with the fol-
lowing geometric parameters from [53]: s� 700 μm,
w � 1000 μm, t� 35 μm, H� 920 μm, H1 � 2000 μm, and
h� 510 μm. (e dielectric and magnetodielectric electrical
parameters were the following: εr � 4.5, tgδ � 0.025, εr1 � 20,
tgδε1 � 0.06, μr1 � 3, and tgδμ1 � 0.5. To match the trans-
mission line with the interference sourceUs and the load, the
resistances of all resistors (R) in the simulation were equal to
50Ω. Frequency characteristics were analyzed in the range

from 0 to 3GHz. To analyze the time characteristics, two
Gaussian pulses with a total duration of 0.8 and 2.4 ns were
separately fed to the input of the reserved conductor (node
V1) (most of the energy is in the frequency range of 0 to
3GHz and 0 to 1GHz, respectively). To evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of suppressing such USPs, N-norms can be used
[54]. (ey are also used to evaluate the possibility of di-
electric electrical breakdown, and the burnout of connected
elements. (e analyzed norms and their characteristics from
[55] are given in Table 2. (e voltage waveforms of the
decomposed pulses U(t) are given as an argument in the
equation.

Figure 8 shows the frequency dependences of |S21| and
the voltage waveforms at the output of the reserved con-
ductor (node V2), which were obtained in the course of the
electrodynamic simulation. (e frequency characteristics
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Figure 5: Measured frequency dependences |S21| of the MF with passive conductors: (–) solid, (- -) hollow, (- · -) corner, and (–) thin.
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show that both configurations have the characteristics of a
low-pass filter. (e use of RAM reduced the cutoff and first
resonance frequencies of the structure with MR. (e fre-
quency response of the configuration with RAM decreases
monotonically with increasing the frequency because of the
presence of heavy losses in the magnetodielectric. (e time
response shows that modal distortions and losses signifi-
cantly influence the USP waveform. (us, both configura-
tions decomposed the input pulse into a sequence of 4
pulses. Because of heavy dispersion, complete modal de-
composition is not observed. However, both configurations
attenuated USPs by several times.

Table 3 provides the values of the cutoff and first res-
onance frequencies, as well as the maximum voltage at the
output of the structure under investigation. (e calculated
N-norms for the two USPs are given in Table 4.

Table 3 provides that the fc value decreased by 150MHz
and reached 40MHz. It is also seen that the fr value decreased
by 490MHz. Changing these two parameters indicates an
increase in the duration of the maximum possible interfer-
ence pulse, which will be decomposed in the structure with
MR. Table 4 provides that both structures significantly at-
tenuated both USPs, and using RAM reduced the values of all
norms. (us, in the case of N1, an additional attenuation of
1.87 times was obtained for USPs of 0.8 ns duration, and 2.51
times for USPs of 2.4 ns duration. Because of the strong
dispersion, the N2 value in the RAM configuration is much
lower than that in the source configuration. At the same time,
the maximum attenuation of the input excitation was 38
times for USPs with a duration of 0.8 ns. In the case ofN3 and
N4, there is also a decrease in the input excitation. Since there
are no negative components in the waveform, the two norms

will be identical.(e use of RAMgives only a small advantage
under these norms. In the case of N5, large differences are
observed.(us, the use of RAM reduced the values of the last
norm by at least a factor of 1.74 for both USPs.

7. Evaluation of USP Train
Attenuation Possibility

(e progress of USP generators is steadily continuing. (eir
impact on the onboard equipment of the UAVs is more
effective than the impact of other types of electromagnetic
pulses at the same values of electric field strengths. It is
explained by the fact that the duration of interference and
information signals commensurate, which leads to an in-
crease in the probability of violating the information pro-
cessed by the UAV control system [56]. (us, because of the
rapid development of digital computing technology, the
increase in the volume and speed of data transmission, and
the ability to remotely control UAVs in real time, there
appears a need to ensure the stable operation of UAVs under
the conditions of possible USP impact. However, modern
devices have a number of disadvantages that do not allow full
USP protection (insufficient processing speed, parasitic
parameters, complexity, and high cost), which urges the
development of new devices.

Known are USP protection devices working on the
principle of modal filtration. (e principle lies in using
coupled transmission lines with inhomogeneous dielectric
filling to decompose the input USP of a large amplitude into
several pulses of smaller amplitudes. As mentioned earlier,
one of the devices where modal filtration is implemented is a
reflection symmetric modal filter (MF) [57]. However, this
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Table 2: N-norms description and application.

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5

Formula |U(t)|max |dU(t)/dt|max | 
t

0 U(t)dt|max 
∞
0 |U(t)|dt 

∞
0 |U(t)|2dt 

1/2

Name (e peak value (absolute) (e peak derivative
(absolute) (e peak pulse (absolute) Rectified

general pulse
(e square root of the

action integral

Application
Circuit failure/electric
breakdown/electric arc

effects

Component
sparking/circuit

failure

Dielectric breakdown (if U
means the E field)

Equipment
damage Component burnout
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device has some disadvantages. An important parameter of
the MF is the difference in modes’ delays. (e larger the
difference, the longer the USP can be decomposed. (us, the
existing structure should be improved. In this case, it is
effective to use TRIZ. By analyzing the existing methods of
improving the MF, several solutions were found. One so-
lution is to increase the value of the delay difference by

increasing the length. However, it will result in an increase in
theMF size and weight. Another solution is to increase the εr
value, however, the cost of the device will increase.(e use of
TRIZ led to the idea that there is no need to change the cross-
section of the reflection symmetric MF but only its boundary
conditions. It was proposed to obtain a reflection symmetric
meander line (ML) from a reflection symmetric MF by
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Figure 8: Characteristics of the two structures with MR: (a) frequency dependences of |S21|, and output voltage waveforms for a USP with
the duration of (b) 0.8 and (c) 2.4 ns.

Table 3: Cutoff and first resonance frequencies, as well as the maximum voltage at the output under the influence of USPs.

Parameters fc, MHz fr, MHz Umax, V (0.8 ns) Umax, V (2.4 ns)
Source configuration 190 610 0.088 0.229
Configuration with RAM 40 120 0.048 0.091
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electrically connecting the conductors at the ends of the line
with bridges, instead of resistive ends to ground. In this case,
the length and dimensions will remain unchanged, and the
delay difference will increase by 2 times.

(e main parameters of a USP are voltage amplitude,
pulse duration, and steepness of its front, type, and width of
the spectrum, as well as the number of consecutive pulses and
the time intervals between them. In a real situation, USPs are
generated in the form of a train with a certain frequency or
repetition period. In this case, the effectiveness of the impact
increases with an increase of its repetition frequency. In this
regard, the analysis of the modal decomposition of USP train
in reflection symmetric MFs and MLs is relevant.

(e simulations were performed in the ADS 2020
software. (e time characteristics were obtained using the
inverse Fourier transform with the approach from [48].
Initially, S-parameters of the structures were measured with
a vector network analyzer «Panorama» P4226 in the fre-
quency range from 10MHz to 20GHz. (en, a two-port
device was set in the ADS software, which was defined by the
frequency characteristics obtained during the measure-
ments. After that, the influence in the form of a train of USPs
was applied to its input. Equivalent circuits of a reflection
symmetric MF and an ML are shown in Figures 9(a) and
9(b), respectively. (e cross-section is shown in Figure 9(c),
where w and t are the width and thickness of the conductors
(1075 and 35 µm), s is the distance between the conductors
(700 µm), h is the dielectric thickness (1000 µm), and εr is the
relative permittivity (4.5). (e signal of 4 pulses with rep-
etition periods (T) equal to 0.5, 1, and 2 ns was selected as an

excitation. (e amplitude of each pulse is 1V, the duration
of the front, fall, and flat top are 50 ps each, and the total
duration (tΣ) is 150 ps.

Figure 10 shows the simulation results for the reflection
symmetric MFs and MLs excited by a USP train, and Table 5
provides the amplitudes (Umax) at the output of the
structures.

It follows from Figure 10 that the superposition of the
decomposition pulse sequences of individual USPs from the
train increases the voltage amplitudes at the MF and ML
outputs as the T value decreases. At T� 2 ns, there is a di-
vision of each pulse from the USP train into a separate
sequence of decomposition pulses. (erefore, with the fixed
values of T and the duration of each pulse from the train,
their complete decomposition is possible if the value of T is
greater than or equal to the total duration of the sequence of
decomposition pulses of one USP.

8. Using an ML as a USP Protection Means

Consider an ML to attenuate a USP amplitude. It is known
that in one turn of an ML in air dielectric filling (or an air
ML), the USP can be decomposed into 2 pulses (crosstalk
and main signal) of smaller amplitudes [43], and in a turn of
a microstrip ML, it is decomposed into 3 pulses (crosstalk
and pulses of odd and even modes) of even smaller am-
plitudes [58]. Hence, for instance, the USP attenuation in the
air ML was 1.6 times, and in the microstrip, it was 2.4 times.
Moreover, the researchers managed to decompose a USP
into as many as 4 pulses of smaller amplitudes [59]. (e
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Figure 9: Equivalent circuits of reflection symmetric (a) MF, (b) ML, and their (c) cross-section.

Table 4: N-norms for USPs of different durations.

Durations of the USP Type of configuration N1 N2 N3 N4 N5

0.8 ns
Input excitation 1 5.32 ·109 285 ·10−12 285 ·10−12 14.2 ·10−6

Source configuration 0.088 0.32 ·109 136 ·10−12 136 ·10−12 2.95 ·10−6

Configuration with RAM 0.047 0.14 ·109 126 ·10−12 126 ·10−12 1.69 ·10−6

2.4 ns
Input excitation 1 1.77 ·109 856 ·10−12 856 ·10−12 24.6 ·10−6

Source configuration 0.229 0.28 ·109 396 ·10−12 396 ·10−12 8.09 ·10−6

Configuration with RAM 0.091 1.37 ·109 375 ·10−12 375 ·10−12 4.56 ·10−6
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research on the ML application to protect against USPs
proved the possibility to increase the USP attenuation in the
line.(us, because of the asymmetry in the cross-section of a
microstrip ML and the addition of another passive con-
ductor [60], the USP attenuation in the line was as much as
5.4 times. Another resource is ML cascading [61], which
allowed for the 5-time USP attenuation in the MSL with 2
turns connected in the cascade. When the line had 3 turns,
the attenuation was 8 times: 4 turns–20 times, and 5
turns–33 times. Finally, the ML and MF can form a hybrid
device based on their cascade connection. (us, the cascade

connection of a 3-conductor MF and a turn of a meander
MSL allowed for the 10-time USP attenuation [62]. (e
structures based on a cascade connection of 3 and 4-con-
ductor MF and the ML with a broadside coupling enabled as
much as 12-time attenuation of the USP [63]. Note that these
publications formulated conditions that allow complete USP
decomposition for its maximum attenuation. (ese condi-
tions are directly related to the matrices of the secondary
parameters of the structures, which, in turn, are determined
by their geometric parameters. (ese results were revealed
with the help of TRIZ and previously developed approaches
and methods.

9. Discussion

For the first time, the authors propose a set of diverse ap-
proaches and methods to solve the problem of providing the
EMC of EMI-based functional destruction means with other
REE as part of the UAV countermeasures complex. (e
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Figure 10: Voltage waveforms at the output of the reflection symmetric (–) MF and (- -) ML when excited by a USP train with repetition
periods of (a) 0.5, (b) 1, and (c) 2 ns.

Table 5: Amplitudes at the output of the structures.

Repetition period of pulses in the USP train
(ns) 0.5 1 2

Umax at the output of the reflection
symmetric MF (mV) 141.39 82.27 69.45

Umax at the output of the reflection
symmetric ML (mV) 100.97 69.71 41.71
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feasibility of the proposed approach has been demonstrated
using some examples.

(1) Modal filtration
Modal filtration technology underlies a number of
approaches aimed to solve the problem of ensuring
EMC for both UAV countermeasure systems and
«friendly» UAVs. At the same time, the very essence
of the decomposition of conductive pulse excitations
of short duration into a sequence of pulses with
smaller amplitudes is valid for a wide range of MFs.
However, an important factor is the possibility of
using the available interconnects of a specific REE
instead of a separate printed circuit board. For in-
stance, such options that can be employed are as
follows: the enclosure as a ground return plane, the
free space on the printed circuit board, the existing
cables and cable assemblies (replacement or mod-
ernization) as part of the REE, and the conventional
printed conductors (with proper routing).

(2) Method of hollow and thin passive conductors
(e measurement results confirm that the exciting
pulse can be decomposed at the end of the active
conductor of the MF when a solid passive conductor
is replaced with a hollow, corner, or thin conductor.
(e consistency of the output voltage waveforms
obtained experimentally and during the simulation
was achieved. It was shown that the measured MFs
had a bandwidth of about 77–82MHz, and the values
of the maximum output voltage were 5.6, 5.61, 5.2,
and 4 times less than the EMF amplitude for the MFs
with solid, hollow, corner, and thin passive con-
ductors, respectively. Finally, it was estimated that
when a solid passive conductor was replaced with a
hollow one, it was possible to achieve a gain in mass
by 3 times, with a corner conductor by 5.5 times, and
with a thin conductor by 10 times. In this case, the
decomposition of the USP into a sequence of pulses
of smaller amplitudes is preserved.

(3) Magnetodielectric in structures with modal
reservation
(e application of TRIZ approachmade it possible to
design a device with a tripleMR, which has improved
interference protection characteristics. Using mag-
netodielectrics, it became possible to shift the res-
onant frequencies of the enclosure and suppress
emissions. (e N-norms of decomposed pulses were
evaluated using two different durations of USPs and
revealed the high efficiency of the investigated
structure with MR in suppressing dangerous con-
ducted interference.

(4) (e evaluation of USP train attenuation possibility
In the considered example, the reflection symmetric
MF attenuated the USP by 3, 6, and 7 times, and the
ML by 5, 7, and 12 times at repetition periods of 0.5,
1, and 2 ns, respectively. More effective attenuation
in the ML is explained by the fact that the time

intervals between the decomposition pulses of one
USP is 2 times longer than that in the MF. (e
construction of such a device, which retains the
dimensions of the original one and at the same time
has improved characteristics, was possible, thanks to
the use of the TRIZ approach in the development
process.

(5) Using an ML as a USP protection means
A further increase in the attenuation of a USP in an
ML (relative to the data in the main part of the study)
and the applicability of MLs in UAVs will be carried
out using verified approaches and methods, as well
as, if necessary, new ones using the TRIZ approach.
Now, it seems attractive to take advantage of an
increase in the number of passive conductors, the use
of asymmetry, cascading, as well as the hybridization
of new structures based on MLs and MFs to increase
USP attenuation. (e approaches and methods
discussed will allow for the synthesis of these devices
while considering the requirements for the UAVs in
which they will be used.

(us, a careful study of the presented approaches and
techniques resulted in a unified blended methodology that
could further motivate the formulation of unique private
methods. (eir results will be represented by specific
technical solutions aimed to ensure the EMC of specific
UAV countermeasures systems, as well as «friendly» UAVs
during potential military operations. As a result, there is a
prospect of eliminating «enemy» UAVs (by means of EMI-
based functional destruction means), without damaging
«friendly» infrastructure and UAVs. On top of all, it can be
done cost-effectively.

10. Conclusions

(e study demonstrates the expediency of using a number of
proposed approaches and methods exemplified by specific
structures and under specific interference effects. A unique
methodology was proposed for ensuring the EMC of UAV
countermeasure systems that incorporate EMI-based
functional destruction means. (e obtained results are
highly relevant and their use is incredibly broad because they
imply additional protection (within the proposed method-
ology). It is true for REE operating as part of the UAV
countermeasures complex and for «friendly» UAVs.

(e next step is to create the valid design of the
methodology, taking into account the proposed methods
and approaches. For this purpose, it is important to make an
extensive review and analysis of well-known methods for
ensuring the EMC of critical components and systems. In
addition, it is important to systematize the well-known
means of EMI-based functional destructionmeans, as well as
UAVs.
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In the mining industry, smart surveying and exploration operations for the minerals are essential during mining missions.
Usually, these missions are performed in remote areas that do not have a wireless communications infrastructure. (is paper
proposes to use the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) as a relay communication node between the exploration team and the ground
control station (GCs). UAV can act as a relay node to provide mobile, flexible, and reliable communication links in remote
environments and complex topologies. In this work, the pathloss models in millimeter-wave technology are considered because
they provide massive data rates for line of sight scenarios. (e optimization problem of identifying a 3D location and trajectory of
the UAV relay node is formulated to maximize the total teammembers’ data rate. Because the problem is non-convex, the particle
swarm optimization algorithm is used to solve it and determine an efficient location and trajectory of the UAV.

1. Introduction

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have recently been
employed in a variety of civilian applications, including real-
time monitoring, infrastructure inspection, remote sensing,
search and rescue operations, cargo delivery, surveillance,
precision agriculture, and assisting with wireless coverage
[1]. (e UAV can be used for a variety of purposes in
wireless communications, including providing coverage in
the scenario of a base station failure during a disaster or
temporary congestion in a specific geographic area [2–4].

On the one hand, numerous studies use UAVs as
wireless communication relay nodes. For example, the
analysis in [5] proposed employing a UAV as a relay to lower
UAV transmission power. In addition, the team designed an
energy-efficient relay UAV deployment in [6], which re-
duces backhaul link capacity and backhaul link latency.
Kumar et al. [7] also addressed utilizing a UAV as a relay

communication node to guarantee the quality of service
requirements was met. Furthermore, the authors devised a
closed-form to discover the optimal position of the UAV
acting as a relay in [8], to maximize network reliability. In
[9], the authors study the problem of locating an aerial relay
node efficiently that is presented as an optimization prob-
lem, with the goal of maximizing total wireless device
throughput. When conventional base stations’ capacity is
suffering in some extreme scenarios, such as congestion
inside the cell or a particular event, the authors of [10]
propose an efficient three-dimensional placement of a single
UAV-assisted wireless network.(e goal of the research is to
determine the 3D location of the UAV base station as well as
the percentage of available bandwidth that must be allocated
to the UAV in order to maximize the number of users
serviced. (e authors of [11] investigate a UAV-enabled
uplink NOMA network in which the UAV receives data
from ground users while flying at a predetermined altitude.
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(ey study the topic of user pairing and provide a dynamic
power allocation technique for calculating the user’s power
allocation coefficients, as well as a closed-form equation for
the ergodic sum rate. In [12], the authors utilize a cell on
wheels that cooperates with a single UAV in order to provide
maximum wireless coverage to ground users.

On the other side, Zhan et al. proposed in [8] a multi-
UAV relaying network between a group of users and a
distant base station to establish a single-hop communication
between ground users and the base station. In this work, a
fixed-wing UAV relay communication node was used.
Specifically, the communication link between the relay node
and the ground users was described using free-space
pathloss model. (e authors concentrated on the physical
communication layer, link efficiency, message error rate, and
the ground device handoff mechanism for switching be-
tween relay nodes.

Moreover, the topic of relay selection for UAV-assisted
vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) was investigated in
[13].(ey investigate multi-UAV collaboration, the network
communication node motion model, and the quality of
service for air-to-surface connections for UAV relaying in
VANETs.

In [14], the authors take advantage of two sleep-
scheduling policies for massive machine-type communica-
tion devices, namely, the multiple vacation policy and the
start-up threshold policy, which are defined in the context by
three different multiple access protocols: time-division
multiple access, frequency-division multiple access, and
non-orthogonal multiple access. Furthermore, under the
constraints of energy harvesting power, status update rate,
and stability conditions, they develop closed-form formulas
for the massive machine-type communication devices sys-
tem’s peak age of information (AoI), which are formulated
as the optimization objective. By fixing the status update
rate, an exact linear search-based approach is proposed for
finding the optimal solution. A low-complexity concave-
convex technique is also proposed as a design alternative for
finding a near-optimal solution by transforming the original
problem into a form represented by the difference of two
convex problems. (e authors in [15] study an AoI-energy-
aware data collection system for UAV-assisted Internet of
(ings (IoT) networks using age of information as a per-
formance metric to assess the temporal correlation among
data packets consecutively sampled by the Internet of(ings
devices. By optimizing the UAV flight speed, hovering sites,
and bandwidth allocation for data collection, they aim to
reduce the weighted sum of predicted average AoI, UAV
propulsion energy, and transmission energy at IoT devices.
By adding a deep neural network for feature extraction, they
develop a twin-delayed deep deterministic policy gradient-
based UAV trajectory planning algorithm to deal with the
multidimensional action space. In [16], the authors study an
energy-efficient computation offloading technique for UAV-
mobile-edge computing (MEC) systems with a focus on
physical-layer security. For secure UAV-MEC systems, they
design a set of energy-efficiency challenges, which are
subsequently transformed into convex problems. Finally, the

optimal solutions for both active and passive eavesdroppers
are found.

Typically, in the exploration and search for minerals, the
site to be analyzed in mining operations is first examined by
the work team using geophysical equipment. (is infor-
mation is forwarded to the ground control station (GCs) for
analysis, processing, and creating maps of the Earth’s layers.
Surveys are conducted in remote places where no tele-
communication networks are available. As a result, the data
acquired is kept and processed later at the GCs. Our research
suggests a practical 3D placement of a dynamic UAV to
operate as a relay node between the work team devices and
the distant GCs over millimeter-wave frequencies in remote
areas.

Because the surrounding environment in mining is
typically harsh terrain, wireless communications network
planning and enhancement is a challenging task. It differs
from what communications engineers are used to when
constructing wireless communications networks. In [17],
they addressed the planning and optimization of broadband
wireless networks in open-pit mines.

On the other hand, due to the constant change in to-
pology and fleet in an open-pit mining environment, the
study in [18] emphasizes the requirement for persistent
wireless communication planning. Also, they provide an
example of an LTE network that was planned and estab-
lished in an open-pit mining site in 2007 to meet the needs of
users and devices on the site, but in 2014 this network was no
longer in service with only 34% of users; furthermore, the
mine became more significant, and more areas needed to be
connected by wireless communications.

Since working in an open-pit mine requires a collabo-
rative system that includes mining people, sensors, and
communications infrastructure. Rangan et al. discussed the
possibility of a wireless emergency communications
framework based on UAVs in deep open mines [19]. (ey
found that, in open-pit mines, a UAV-based system has a
viable communication method during an emergency and to
bridge the coverage gap where there is no communication
infrastructure. (e rigorous performance evaluation of their
proposed communications Skyhelp framework was imple-
mented as a proof of concept.

1.1. Paper Contributions. (e paper contributions are out-
lined as follows:

1 Two path losses models are utilized: (e Air-to-
Ground (ATG) pathloss model is utilized for the
backhaul link. While, for the uplink, the Ground-to-
Air pathloss model is used. (ese pathloss models are
appropriate for 5G Aerial Millimeter Wave Networks.

2 (e problem of determining the most efficient location
and trajectory of a single UAV is addressed in order to
optimize the total data rates of wireless devices in the
scenario of uplink transmissions.

3 (e RPGM mobility model is proposed and used to
represent the users’ movement inside the targeted

2 Complexity



mining area and the PSO algorithm to find the efficient
placements and trajectory for a UAV that maximizes
the data rates of the wireless devices on uplink
transmissions scenario.

(e rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section
2, the system model is presented. (is section also includes
the pathloss models for uplink and backhaul links. Section 3
presents the problem of determining an efficient UAV 3-D
location and trajectory. Next, in Section 4, the Reference
point group mobility model (RPGM) is presented. (en,
Section 5 discusses the proposed UAV Placement and
Trajectory Algorithm. After that, the simulation results are
presented in Section 6. Finally, the conclusions are shown in
Section 7.

2. System Model

Let the location of the aerial relay node is denoted by
(x, y, z) and M wireless devices are assumed to be far away
from the GCs. Due to the lack of line-of-sight linkages and
substantial route losses caused by operating at high fre-
quencies, these wireless devices are unable to communicate
with the remote GCs. (e drone, which works as an aerial
relay node to convey information from the wireless devices
to the GCs, must service the wireless devices, as illustrated in
Figure 1. We assume an uplink situation in which the data is
sent to the UAV using a frequency-division multiple access
(FDMA) method with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) larger
than or equal to SNRth threshold.

(is section considers a rectangular geographical region
as a targetedmining area,G ⊂ R2, this region is divided into
n sub-regions D ∈ (n1, n2, . . . , nk), where D denoted as
(xminimum, yminimum) and (xmaximum, ymaximum) as presented
in Figure 2. More specifically, the users are distributed non-
uniformly inside each sub-regions using beta random dis-
tribution and moving from sub-regions n to n + 1.

In this model, a single UAV serves and tracks mobile
users during their movement inside the targeted region to
accomplish the survey mission for mining. (e UAV 3-D
placement is represented by (xuav, yuav, zuav) where
(xuav, yuav) is the 2-D UAV placement and zuav is the height
of the UAV.

(e mobile UAV can change its location to serve the
ground users in the uplink scenario. We employ two mm
wave pathloss models operating in 28GHz in this scenario.
(e first model is the uplink model between users and UAV;
the ground to air path model [20], and the second is between
UAV and GCs [3]. Moreover, the RPGM mobility model
represents the ground users’ movement inside the targeted
region.

2.1. Path Loss Models. Millimeter waves technology can
support bandwidth up to 2GHz since it operates in an
extremely high frequency (EHF) band, ranging from 28GB
to 100GB, allowing multiple gigabit data rates transmission.
Millimeter-wave technology is unsuitable for non-line of
sight (NLOS) communication link scenarios for a relatively
large distance due to the high signal attenuation, not only

from buildings or barriers but also from being blocked by the
human body [21]. But it is possible to use the millimeter-
wave technique in cases where there are (NLOS) commu-
nication links at relatively small distances or in the LOS
communication link for several kilometers.

In this research, we assume that a group of geologists are
in the process of geological surveying and imaging the
Earth’s layers to detect minerals underground. (ere is a
ground control station at a distance from them to process the
data captured by exploration and prospecting devices. Since
we use millimeter waves and do not have reliable LOS
communication links with the ground control station, we
use a UAV as a relay node between the wireless devices and
the ground station. (is study considers the uplink scenario
between the ground users’ devices and the UAV relay node.

2.2. Ground to Air Channel Model. We assume the survey
team is working in semi-rugged terrain and providing data
directly to the UAV relay node over millimeter waves in the
case of uplink. To describe the channel between the ground
users and the UAV relay node, we use the rural area route
loss model. (e mean pathloss between the i th user and
UAV is given by [20, 22, 23].

Figure 1: UAV acting as a relay node.
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Figure 2: System settings of a coverage sub-area.
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La,i � PL ri, zu( LL,i + 1 − PL ri, zu(  LN,i, (1)

where LL,i and LN,i are the pathlosses for LOS and NLOS
links and they are given by

LL,i � AL + 10BLlog10 di( ,

LN,i � AN + 10BNlog10 di( ,
(2)

where AL, BL, AN, and BN are the parameters of the line of
sight (LOS) and non-line of sight (NLOS) pathloss models,

and di �

�����������������������������

(xi − xu)2 + (yi − yu)2 + (zi − zu)2


is the 3D
distance between the user and the UAV. Moreover,
PL(ri, zu) represents the probability of human body
blockage for the i th user and can be modeled as [23].

PL ri, zu(  � exp −λgB

ri hB − hR( 

zu − zi( 
 , (3)

where ri is 2D distance between the i th user and the UAV, zu

is the height of the UAV, λ is the density of human blockers,
gB is the diameter of human blockers, hB is the height of the
human blocker, and zi is the height of the user.

2.3. Air to Ground. Since we assumed the exploration and
surveying operations take place in a remote area, we use the
free space pathloss model to characterize communication
channel between the UAV and the GCs. In free space
pathloss model, LFS the signal strength has a proportional
relationship with the carrier frequency and the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver, whereas the fre-
quency or the distance increases, the pathloss will increase,
as follows [3].

LUAV−GC d3 D(  � 20log10 d3 D(  + 20log10(f) + 92.45, (4)

where d3 D �

������������������������������������

(XU − XGC)2 + (YU − YGC)2 + (ZU − ZGC)2


is the 3D distance between the projection of the UAV and
the GCs in Km, and f is the carrier frequency of the
transmitted signal in GHz.

3. Problem Formulation

(e problem of data rate maximization between ground
users and the GCs via the UAV relay node is discussed in this
work. As a result, we have two communication channels: one
between ground users and the UAV and another between
the UAV and the GCs.(e data rate between a ground user i

and the UAV can be calculated from Shannon’s theorem as
follows [24]:

Ci−UAV � Bi−UAVlog2 1 + SNRi−UAV( , (5)

where Bi−UAV is the bandwidth assigned for ground user i,
and SNRi−UAV is the signal-to-noise ratio of the received
signal of ground user i at UAV relay node. However, the data
rate between the UAV relay node and the GCs is given by

CUAV−GCs � BUAV−GCslog2 1 + SNRUAV−GCs( , (6)

where BUAV−GCs is the bandwidth assigned for the com-
munication channel between the UAV relay node and the
GCs, and SNRUAV−GCs is the SNR of the UAV relay node
transmitted signal at the GCs receiver.

(is work aims to find an efficient placement and tra-
jectory of a single UAV where the objective is to maximize
the total data rate for ground nodes. (e problem is for-
mulated as follows:

x
t
u, y

t
u, z

t
u 

|U|

i�1

|T|

Bi−UAVlog2 1 + SNRt
i−UAV , (7a)



|U|

i�1
Bi−UAVlog2 1 + SNRt

i−UAV ≤BUAV−GCslog2 1 + SNRt
UAV−GCs ,∀t ∈ T, (7b)

SNRt
i−UAV ≥ SNRth,∀i ∈ U,∀t ∈ T, (7c)

p
t
i ≤p

max
,∀i ∈ U,∀t ∈ T, (7d)

p
t
i ≥ 0,∀i ∈ U,∀t ∈ T, (7e)

xmin ≤X
t
u ≤ xmax, (7f)

ymin ≤Y
t
u ≤ymax, (7g)

zmin ≤Z
t
u ≤ zmax. (7h)

Constraint (7b) is used to guarantee that the data rate for
the connection between the drone and the ground wireless

devices is less than or equal to the data rate of the connection
between the GCs and the drone. (e constraint (7c) is to
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ensure that the devices’ SNR is greater than or equal to the
threshold. Moreover, constraint (7d) is used to ensure that
the power consumption for each ground device is less than
the maximum power for this device. (e constraint (7e) is to
ensure that the power consumption for each device is greater
than or equal to zero.(e constraints from (7f)–(7h) present
the maximum and minimum Xt

u, Yt
u, and Zt

u values.

4. Mobility Model

Mobility models describe mobile nodes and users’ move-
ment patterns and mobility behavior. Moreover, it describes
the location, velocity, and acceleration changes for users over
time. Mobility models are split into two classes; individual
movement models like a Random-Walk, or Brownian
motion, Probabilistic Random Walk [25], Random Way-
point [26], Weighted Waypoint [27], and Random Direc-
tions [28]. (e second category is group movement models
such as Reference Point Group Model (RPGM) [29], Col-
umn Mobility Model, Nomadic Mobility Model, and Pursue
mobility model [25]. RPGM illustrates the users’ mobility
inside the targeted mining area in this paper.

In RPGM model [29], the users’ cluster has a centroid
point, namely, logical reference point (RP). Moreover, all
cluster members track the RP movement. Group RP’s
motion represents its behavior, with additional movement
parameters such as the user’s velocity, locations, direction,
and acceleration. Hence, the group’s trajectory is defined
according to the RP movement. (e group members are
distributed uniformly near the reference point center within
the targeted mining region.

For every time slot, the users’ are moved inside the
targeted sub-region and move from one sub-region to an-
other by tacking the RP. (e sub-region members are dis-
tributed randomly near the RP.

(e RPGM model describes the mobility of group
members for numerous approaches, such as in battleground
communications and during catastrophe scenarios in search
and rescue missions. In these systems, group members
progress towards a common objective and create all users’
cooperative movement.

(e RPGM consists of RP (group centroid) and all group
members inside the sub-region. (e main components of
this model will be represented as:

1 Reference point (RP) :(e RP guides the group
member’s movement, representing the group’s motion
pattern. Vector Vg(t)

����→
denotes the RP mobility of the

group member’s at time t and velocity v. (e vector’s
path Vg(t)

����→
will be selected based on a predefined path

or in a random manner. In this study, a predefined
path to represent the member’s trajectory is
considered.

2 Group nodes: (e RP movement will impact the
mobility of the cluster members. (e movement of
each member is associated with the RP movement,
which lets the cluster members heed the model
movement. (e allocation of group members is ran-
domly distributed around the RP.

Group members represent the nodes located inside the
sub-region of the team members.

(e motion vector Veli(t)

������→
for member i at time t de-

scribed as the following equation [30]:

Veli(t)

������→
� Velg(t)

������→
+ GMVi

(t), (8)

where GMVi
(t) is the group motion vector of member i, and

Velg(t)

������→
is the motion vector of the reference point.

5. UAV Placement and Trajectory Algorithm

In this section, the PSO algorithm [31, 32] is utilized to find
the efficient UAV placement and trajectory such that the
total data rate for all wireless devices in the uplink con-
nection between all users and UAV is less than or equal to
the total data rate for the backhaul connection between UAV
and GCs. Specifically, the PSO algorithm is utilized to locate
an efficient solution for the formulated problem in Section 3.
Moreover, the proposed algorithm pseudo-code is presented
in this section.

5.1. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (PSO).
Eberhart, Russell, and Kennedy proposed in [33] the PSO
algorithm in 1995. PSO is a heuristic algorithm works based
on the paradigm of a swarm and animal social behavior such
as schools of fish and swarm of birds. In this algorithm, the
swarm consists of n particles, and the particles communicate
with each other for finding an efficient output to the for-
mulated problem. During every iteration, the location and
velocity of all particles are updated to better positions. (e
update process occurred according to the particles cost and
the cost of their neighbors.

PSO is initialized with a set of n possible solutions
(particles/members). (en, PSO updates the best local lo-
cation and velocity for all particles/members according to
velocity and position equations (9) and (10). In addition,
PSO updates the global best location.

Vj(t + 1) � Vj(t) +(k1∗ rand)∗ P
Best Loc
j (t) − Pj(t) 

+(k2∗ rand)∗ P
G Best

(t) − Pj(t) .

(9)

Here, Vj(t + 1) is the speed at t + 1, k1 is the acceleration
coefficients for best local solution. While, k2 is the accel-
eration coefficients global best solution. rand is a function
used to generate a random number between 0 and 1, Pj(t) is
the location of the jth particle/member, PBest Loc

j (t) is the
best location of the jth particle/member at time t, and
PG Best(t) is the global best location of the problem.

(e following equation presents the positions update for
particle/member:

Pj(t + 1) � Pj(t) + Vj(t + 1). (10)

(e PSO algorithm is considered one of the most
popular meta-heuristic algorithms. It can be used for finding
or choosing a near-optimal solution to the optimization
problem. PSO employs a global search method to locate the
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global optimal point instead of being stuck in a local
minimum solution. (us, the employment of the global
search approach in PSO can overcome the problem of the
local search methods that converges optimal local solutions.
Moreover, it can converge to the efficient solution faster than
other meta-heuristic algorithms [11].

5.2. Meta-Heuristic Algorithms Complexity. In this section,
we present the computation complexity of two meta-heu-
ristic algorithms, the PSO and the genetic algorithm GA. For
PSO, the complexity depends on the following steps $a-
Initialization of the population. b- Fitness function evalu-
ation which requires t iterations. c- Performs Nit iterations
for step b. d- Performs pit iterations to update velocity and
position for each particle.(e worst-case complexity of these
steps can be expressed as O(tpitNit). For constant Nit the
algorithm complexity is O(tpit).

On the other hand, the performance of the PSO-based
approach is compared and evaluated against the GA algo-
rithm. (e computation complexity of the GA algorithm is
discussed in detail in [30]. In GA, the fitness function of each
particle of n population will be evaluated, then, the tour-
nament selection to select m individuals that have the best
fitness score, to become parents of the new generation of m

individuals using the crossover andmutation process, will be
evaluated. Specifically, in the tournament selection, it takes
O(log(m)) operations, after building the initial tournament
in O(m). (us, considering the worst-case scenario, the
computational complexity of the GA algorithm can be
denoted as O(n.mlog(m)).

(e simulation results section presents the results for
both PSO and GA algorithms, and we show that the PSO
requires less computational complexity and less execution
time.

5.3. Efficient UAV Placement Approach. (is section dis-
cusses the proposed approach to find the efficient 3D UAV
placement and trajectory such that the total group members
throughput is maximized and satisfies the backhaul link
throughput. Algorithm 1 presents the proposed approach. In
this algorithm, we apply the PSO to solve the optimization

problem and find the 3-D UAV placement that minimizes
the total path losses between ground users and the UAV;
then, we compare this pathloss with the backhaul pathloss
between UAV and GCs. Here, we aim to guarantee that the
total throughput between all users and UAV does not exceed
the backhaul link throughput, specifically, to satisfy con-
straint 8a in the problem formulation. If the total pathloss
between users and UAV is less than the backhaul link
pathloss, then we move UAV 1 meter towards the GCs as in
Step 5 in the proposed algorithm. (ese steps will be re-
peated until this constraint is satisfied.

6. Simulation Results and Discussion

In this section, the results of the proposed approach are
presented. PSO is employed to find a UAV trajectory
considering the mobility of the mining team, where their
movement follows the RPGM models. In this paper, we aim
to maximize the throughput of the mining team’s members,
satisfying the constraints in the problem formulation
(7a)–(7h). (e simulation parameters used in this work are
presented in Table 1.

In this work, the dimension of the targeted mining re-
gion,D is 500m × 2000m. Moreover, the teammembers are
uniformly distributed inside the sub-region and moving in a
group based on RPGM model. In this scenario, the total
number of team members is 20.

(e total required time to finish the mining mission in
each targeted area G is defined as T. (en, the targeted area
G is split into n sub-areas, with dimensions of
500m × 2000m, where the 200m is the sub-area length ∈∈D.
(e average movement speed of the team members is
0.41m/s [30].

Figure 3 illustrates the movement of the mining team
members from one sub-area to another at a speed of
0.41m/s. Here, the worst-case distribution scenario for the
mining teammembers inside sub-region kn is considered. In
this scenario, the users are distributed inside the whole kn.
(en, we find an efficient UAV placement, where the total
path-losses between team members and the UAV are
minimized, and guarantees that the total throughput be-
tween users and UAV does not exceed the backhaul link

1 Efficient UAV 3-D Placement
2 Input:
3 (hmin, hmax): min. and max. UAV height. (xmin, xmax), (ymin, ymax): MIN. and MAX. dimensionalities of the 2-D region.
4 Initialization: z1� total_pathloss from users to UAV; z2� total_pathloss from UAV to GCs;
5 For (h� hmin: hmax, x� xmin: xmax, y� ymin: ymax)
6 for All users (U): a) Apply PSO to find 3-D UAV placement that minimizes z 1; b) Find z2;
7 end
8 If z1 ≤ z2, then xmin � xmin +1;
9 Go to Step 3
10 else
11 Efficient 3-D UAV placement� (x, y, h)

12 end
13 (x, y, h) is the efficient 3-D UAV placement at minimum pathloss between users and UAV that satisfying the constraint in (7a).

ALGORITHM 1: Proposed algorithm for efficient UAV 3-D placement.
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throughput. Specifically, this figure shows the users distri-
bution, reference point for RPGM model, GCs, and the
efficient 3-D UAV placement for each sub-region from T1 to
T10.

As we can see in Figures 3–1, the sub-region dimensions
(0, 0) to (500, 200), themining teammembers starts forward
movement from the beginning of the trajectory between
(0, 500) with velocity 0.41m/s. (e reference point for this
sub-region is (230, 86) as shown in Figures 3–1. (e mining
team members are distributed uniformly around this point.
(e time required to survey this sub-region is 8.1 minutes.
Moreover, an efficient 3D UAV placement using PSO is
(472, 58.38, 100). (is figure also presents the UAV 3-D
placement and the reference point for the RPGM model for
all time steps from T1 to T10.

Table 2 depicts the dimension of the sub-regions, the
reference point of the RPGM model, the efficient 3-D UAV
placement using two different heuristic algorithms PSO and
GA. (is table also presents the average pathloss for the
uplink between team members and the aerial UAV; and the
pathloss between UAV and the GCs for all time steps.

Moreover, from this table, it can be clearly seen that the
PSO and GA algorithms converge to the same efficient
placement. As a result, to compare these two meta-heuristic
algorithms, we consider the execution time and the com-
putational complexity for the worst-case scenario. On the
other hand, the required time to find the efficient placement
using GA is 1.9644 sec. Moreover, the PSO requires, on
average, 1.6417 sec. (erefore, the PSO algorithm outper-
forms the GA in terms of execution time. (e PSO reduces
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Figure 3: Users movement and trajectory based on RPGM inside the sub-area from T1 to T10. (e dimensionalities of the axes are meters.

Table 1: Simulation and system parameters.

Simulation and System Parameters
Targeted mining area, G (xmax, ymax) (500m, 2000m) Frequency f 28GHz
Min UAV height hmin 100 m (α, β, ζ ∼ N(0, σ2) ) NLOS (113.63, 1.16, 2.58)
Number of teams members U 20 (α, β, ζ ∼ N(0, σ2) ) LOS (84.64, 1.55, 0.12)
GCs location (xGCs, yGCs) (1000, 1000) PSO max # of iterations Nit 100
Mining mission period T ≃80min PSO population size Npop 50
Users velocity Vi ≃0.41m/sec Height of GCs hGCs 6m
# Of sub-regions inside each G k 10 Noise power Np −100 dBm
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the execution time by 16% compared to GA. In this paper,
the minimum height of the aerial drone is 100m for safety
and collision avoidance. References [34, 35].

On the other hand, Figure 4 presents an efficient tra-
jectory for the UAV during mining surveying operations
from T1 toT10 using the proposed algorithm.Moreover, this
figure shows the trajectory of the reference point for the
RPGM model during team members’ movement for all time
slots.

Figure 5 shows the average sum rate of ground users for
three different UAV placement scenarios, namely, dynamic,
RPGM center, and static. Specifically, in the dynamic UAV
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Figure 4: Efficient UAV and RPGM trajectories from T1 to T10.
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Figure 5: Users average sum rate over different time slots for 3
UAV placement approaches efficient, RPGM center and static.

Table 2: Simulation results for mining mission inside a subarea.

Time Alg. Sub-region Efficient UAV 3-D Reference RPGM Average pathloss Pathloss
Step (Tn) (m) Placement Model placement Usr-UAV UAV-GCs

T1 PSO 0–200 (472, 58.379, 100) (230.81, 86.72, 0) 122.1563 122.094GA (470.22, 56.01, 102.74) 122.1650

T2 PSO 200–400 (409, 293.248, 100) (245.38, 300.45, 0) 120.7329 120.7300GA (409.3761, 293.6445, 100) 120.7400

T3 PSO 400–600 (310, 518.708, 100) (255.06, 519.13, 0) 120.0709 119.9504GA (312.42, 520.07, 100) 120.0714

T4 PSO 600–800 (237, 723.795, 100) (213.89, 716.78,0) 119.8564 119.641GA (239.10, 702.38, 100) 119.700

T5 PSO 800–1000 (200, 903.039, 100) (228.72, 903.46, 0) 119.6643 119.5821GA (203.88, 908.61, 100.06) 119.6856

T6 PSO 1000–1200 (250, 1.1112e + 03, 100) (260, 1101.8, 0) 119.6257 119.0550GA (251.42 1.1112e + 03 100) 119.6258

T7 PSO 1200–1400 (271, 1.2872e + 03, 100) (237.8, 1283.5, 0) 119.3638 119.3418GA (272.6354, 1.2923e + 03, 101.3710) 119.4084

T8 PSO 1400–1600 (327, 1.4976e + 0,3 100) (231.2, 1483.5, 0) 120.0784 119.9063GA (328.40 1.4974e + 03 100) 120.0877

T9 PSO 1600–1800 423, 1.7112e + 03, 100) (262.9, 1713.5, 0) 120.7655] 120.6787GA (428.29 1.7084e + 03 100.54) 120.8518

T10 PSO 1800–2000 (443, 1.8982e + 03, 100) (214.1, 1885.6, 0) 122.0125 121.9112GA (454.91 1.8977e + 03 101.68) 122.2650
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placement scenario, the PSO algorithm is used to find the
efficient trajectory of the UAV satisfying the constraints
from (7b) to (7h). (en, in the static UAV placement, we
consider the center of the coverage region (500, 1000) as a
location of the UAV. Moreover, for the third scenario, we
use the center of the RPGM as a UAV placement from T1 to
T10. In the second and third scenarios, the UAV height is set
to 100m. (ese two scenarios are employed as a bench-
marking for comparison with the dynamic approach. As
shown in Figure 5, the sum rate of team members in the
dynamic UAV scenario outperforms both RPGM centers
and static UAV scenarios for all time slots. Moreover, Table 3
presents the values of the average sum data rate for opti-
mized dynamic UAV, RPGM centers, and static UAV lo-
cations [36].

7. Conclusion

UAVs in wireless communication networks have a great
value on the mining industry. In this paper, a single UAV
was used in the mining mission; specifically, UAV acted as a
relay node between the exploration team and the GCs using
millimeter-wave technologies. Two pathloss models were
used to present the communication channel; the first is the
ground to air pathloss to describe the uplink communication
channel between the team members and the UAV that acts
as a relay node. (e second model is the free space pathloss,
which is used to represent the downlink communication
channel between the UAV and the GCs. (e optimization
problem was formulated with an objective function to find
the 3-D location and trajectory of the UAV such that it
maximizes the data rate of team members. Since the for-
mulated problem is non-convex, we have used the PSO to
find the UAV relay node’s efficient 3D location and
trajectory.
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Floods are one of the main natural disasters, which cause huge damage to property, infrastructure, and economic losses every year.
*ere is a need to develop an approach that could instantly detect flooded extent. Satellite remote sensing has been useful in
emergency responses; however, with significant weakness due to long revisit period and unavailability during rainy/cloudy
weather conditions. In recent years, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) systems have been widely used, especially in the fields of
disaster monitoring and complex environments. *is study employs deep learning models to develop an automated detection of
flooded buildings with UAV aerial images. *e method was explored in a case study for the Kangshan levee of Poyang Lake.
Experimental results show that the inundation for the focal buildings and vegetation can be detected from the images with 88%
and 85% accuracy, respectively. And further, we can estimate the buildings’ inundation area according to the UAV images and
flight parameters.*e result of this study shows promising value of the accuracy and timely visualization of the spatial distribution
of inundation at the object level for the end users from flood emergency response sector.

1. Introduction

Floods are the most frequently occurring and damaging
natural disasters in the world.*e average annual deaths and
economic losses caused by floods are 1354.9 people and US
$32.847 billion in China, ranked 4th and 2nd in the world,
respectively [1]. Traditional flood monitoring uses hydro-
logical processes simulation with precipitation data from
surface hydrological stations, satellite observations, re-
analysis data based on numerical models, and assimilation.
*ese data have certain limitations in terms of temporal
resolution, spatial resolution, and accuracy [2]. *is signifies
the need to quickly detect flood-affected areas with advanced
technologies so that efficiently rescue activities can be ini-
tiated as soon as possible.

Satellite remote-sensing techniques have been widely
used when nature disasters occurred. *e main advantages
of satellite data are its time and cost effectiveness, since
satellite data of large areas can be gathered quickly and
economically [3, 4]. *e application of space borne remote

sensing in flood detection varies across the large variety of
spatial and temporal scales, as well as multisensor, operating
in several platforms [5]. Numerous studies have been carried
out for flood monitoring, inundation mapping, and loss
assessment. However, the quality of satellite images is greatly
affected by weather conditions such as clouds’ cover and
shadow effect. Another important consideration is the long
revisit time of most satellites that might be useful for long-
term and large-scale floods monitoring [6].

In recent years, the UAV remote-sensing system has
been used in disaster detection due to the advantages of real-
time data acquisition and full-time observation [7]. *is
makes UAVs to be an efficient way to investigate high-risk
areas that are unreachable by humans during disaster events.
Flood rescue agencies can use UAV to quickly collect data
and visualize flooded regions and grasp the state of the
disaster. Some studies have investigated the applications of
the UAV system for flood hazard modeling [8–10]. Lei used
UAV remote sensing to investigate and monitor the severe
cold rain, snow, and freezing disasters in southern of China
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in 2008 [11]. Schumann et al. evaluated the accuracy of a
UAV-derived Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and assessed
its reliability on flood mapping operation [12]. Annis et al.
demonstrated the performances of the UAV data in simu-
lating flood extension and depth [13]. Hashemi-Beni et al.
adopted the UAV system for spatial flood assessment
mapping and evaluating the extent of a flood event [14].
Most of the related works focus on the large-scale flood
model integrated with DEM and GIS data. However, when
flood occurred, transferring the trapped people in time is the
focus of rescue work. Detection of submerged buildings
would provide timely information for rescue efforts. To our
knowledge, the applications of UAV to retrieve flood in-
formation at the object level are usually less investigated.

Flooded object recognition such as the buildings, crops,
and infrastructures from aerial images can be analyzed to
make disaster response decisions. UAV can obtain a large
amount of image data when flood occurred. Remondino,
Han, and other scholars have carried out research in flood
data acquisition and disaster assessment using UAV remote-
sensing technology [15–19]. *e pertinent literature shows
that image processing such as edge detection, segmentation,
and machine learning have been widely utilized for flood
detection, but deep learning techniques are rare and not well
investigated with for this purposes [20].

*e images acquired with UAV have the characteristics
of small picture format and image distortion, which in-
crease the difficulty in image processing and information
extraction [21]. In recent years, major breakthroughs have
been made in the field of computer vision based on deep
learning technology. In 2012, Hinton proposed a deep
convolutional neural network algorithm and won the
ImageNet competition champion in the field of computer
vision [22]. Since then, companies such as Microsoft,
Facebook, Google, and Baidu have successfully applied
deep learning in image recognition and voice identification.
In flood research, Chang utilized artificial neural network
(ANN) to create a flood inundation forecast model [23].
Abbot optimized rainfall forecasting using ANNs [24].
Jiménez-Jiménez proposed an object-based approach for
flood damage assessment [25].

*is study proposes a method to detect flooded buildings
and vegetation by integrating deep learning and UAV image
processing. We use the YOLOv3 algorithm as a deep
learning model on aerial images and estimate the area of
submerged buildings through the relationship among the
UAV flight parameters.*e case study is the flood area of the
Kangshan Levee of Poyang Lake. *is study aims to estimate
the affected area and potential trapped people by detecting
the inundated buildings, analyze the disaster intensity, and
provide real-time data for flood rescue departments to make
decision.

*e study is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the study area, the Kangshan levee of Poyang Lake. Section 3
focusses on the research methodology, and the process of
image acquisition is also elaborated. Section 4 illustrates data
processing and experimental results. Finally, the overall
achievements and limitations of the proposed approach are
presented.*emain contribution of this study is to combine

UAV image data and deep learning algorithm for flood
detection at the object level and provide timely visualization
of the spatial distribution of inundation for flood emergency
response sector.

2. Study Area

Poyang Lake is located at the north of Jiangxi Province,
China. It is the largest freshwater lake in China and one of
the main tributaries of the middle and lower Yangtze River.
*e lake is about 3,150 square kilometers, supplied by the
Ganjiang River, Xiuhe River, Xinjiang River, Raohe River,
and other water sources. It flows into the Yangtze River in
Jiujiang City from south to north. *e geographical location
of Poyang Lake is shown in Figure 1.

In late June 2020, most of Jiangxi Province continued to
rain heavily. Affected by heavy rainfall and upstream water,
the total rainfall in northern Jiangxi was more than three
times that of normal years. *e area of the main body of
Poyang Lake expanded by 352 square kilometers on July 8
compared with that on July 2. On July 14, the area expanded
to 4,403 square kilometers, which was 2.5% larger than the
historical average (3,510 square kilometers) during the same
time period.*e flood disaster has affected 499,000 people in
36 counties in Jiangxi. *e flood control pressure of the local
government is increasing along with the flooding area of
Poyang Lake.

From July 2 to July 8, 2020, high-resolution satellite
images with a spatial resolution of 10meters were used for
remote sensing monitoring by National Satellite Meteoro-
logical Center. *e flooded areas of Poyang Lake are shown
in Figure 2. *e blue in the figure indicates the unchanged
water body, the red indicates the expanded water body, and
the green box is the study area, which is located at Kangshan
Dike of Poyang Lake.

3. Data and Methodology

3.1. Data Acquisition. In response to the emergency floods
in the Poyang Lake area, the aerial images were captured by
Feima F200 UAV system. A total of 10 sorties were flown,
covering an area of more than 50 square kilometers in total,
and more than 3000 images were captured by the UAV
platform.*e forward overlap of the aerial image is 70%, and
the lateral overlap is 65%.

*e F200 UAV platform is a light fixed-wing UAV
with a wingspan of 1.9meters and a maximum flight time
of 1.5 hours. *e system has high stability and can repeat
high-precision flight operations. It can be thrown off by
hand, landed by parachute, easy to control, and can be
operated by one person. Due to the limited load of the
UAV, the size and weight of the sensor are limited. *e
UAV carries a miniature Sony ILCE-5100 camera. Its
effective pixels are about 24.3 million, and the focal length
is 20mm. Figure 3 shows part of the trajectory planning of
the F200 UAV equipped with a Sony ILCE-5100 camera to
obtain flood image data. Table 1 shows the parameters of
the Sony camera.
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3.2. Methodology. *is study uses the UAV image data and
deep learning method to conduct flood automatic detection
and estimation. *e proposed methodology is shown in
Figure 4. *e methodology consists of three main steps.

3.2.1. Flood Image Dataset Construction. *e purpose is to
extract buildings and vegetation submerged by floods.
*erefore, the flood images obtained by the UAV system
need to be filtered out which contains buildings and vege-
tation submerged scenes. Since the forward and lateral
overlap of the acquired images by UAV is as high as 65% to
75% of a single image and a large number of images are
completely flooded areas, about 600 images have been
screened as flood image samples for training and testing. We
choose 500 images as the training data and 100 images as the
test data.*e dataset sample is shown in Figure 5 (Section 4).

*e construction of the training dataset includes the
collection of flood images and object labeling. At present,

there are still no public datasets consist of aerial flood
images, and image search engines such as Google and Baidu
are used to collect aerial flood images. Totally, there are
about 500 aerial flood images collected through the Internet,
together with the images obtained by the UAV system,
which form a training dataset. After that, the training
samples are labeled and input into the deep learning model
for feature learning.

3.2.2. Deep Learning Model. *e research conducts the
object detection based on YOLOv3 algorithm with Ten-
sorflow framework. *e model learns the characteristics of
the buildings and vegetation inundated by flood through
data labeling and training.*en, the inundated objects could
be extracted using the trained model.

*e deep learning framework Tensorflow has very
powerful versatility. *is study chooses Tensorflow as the
operating environment. *e experimental platform chooses
the YOLOv3 algorithm to conduct object detection.
YOLOv3 is a new peak in target recognition after the
emergence of R-CNN series models. *e object detection
method with YOLOv3 [26] is shown in Figure 6.

*e YOLOv3 algorithm divides the input images into
S∗S grids; for each object and grid, it calculates the prob-
ability that the center of the objects falls within the grids. If
the probability exceeds a threshold value, it is determined
that there is an object in the grid. *e boundary boxes are
built for the grids with objects, and the confidence level of
each box is computed simultaneously. Each bounding box
contains five parameters: center of bounding box relative to
the bounds of the tile (x, y), the width and height related to
the entire image (w, h), and confidence level.

Figure 1: Geographical location of Poyang Lake.

Unchanged water body
Enlarged water body
Study area

Figure 2: Flood change monitoring in Poyang Lake area.

Study area

Route planning (partial area)

Feima F200 UAV

Digital camera

Figure 3: Flood image data acquired by UAV in the study area.

Table 1: Camera parameters of Sony ILCE-5100.

Name Parameters
Pixel 6000∗4000
Sensor CMOS (23.4∗15.6)
Shutter speed 1/1600s
Pixel size 6.41 μm
Focal length 20mm
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Flood image dataset

Public datasets
available

Model optimization

Data labeling and training

Tensorflow framework

Deep learning model

Route planning

Obtain image in study area

Training & test dataset

UAV system

Collected
images through

internet
Images

acquired by
UAV

Flood Detection & Estimation

Figure 4: Proposed methodology.
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Results of detectionInput image
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C

Figure 5: *e relationship of UAV flight parameters.

PixImage
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Figure 6: Dataset sample.
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*e output of each grid includes the position infor-
mation, the confidence level of the boundary box, and the
class probabilities. *us, the loss function consists of three
parts: the coordinate error (Errorcoord), the intersection-
over-union error (Erroriou), and the classification error
(Errorclass) [27]. *e loss function is defined as follows:

Loss � 
S2

i�0
λcoordErrorcoord + λnoobjErroriou + Errorclass ,

(1)

where Errorcoord represents the sum of the squared errors of
the position information, Erroriou is the sum of the squared
errors of the confidence level, and Errorclass represents the
sum of squared errors of the classes. *e formula of loss
function is as follows:
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where S is the number of grid that input images are divided into,
B is the number of bounding boxes predicted for each tile, Iiobj
denotes if the target appears in tile i and Iijobj denotes that the jth
bounding box predictor in tile i is responsible for that prediction,
and λcoord and λnoobj are hyperparameters that separate the loss to
loss from bounding box coordinate predictions and that from
confidence predictions for boxes that do not contain targets.
During the deep learning training process, when looking for the
optimal parameters in themodel, it is to find the parameters that
make the value of the loss function as small as possible [28].

3.2.3. Flooded Buildings’ Estimation. *e deep learning
model could detect flooded object; after that, we can estimate
the area of the flooded object.*e flying height of the UAV is
mainly related to the focal length (f ) of the camera, the pixel
size, and the image ground sampling distance (GSD). *e
relationship of the UAV flight parameters is shown in
Figure 7 and the following equation:

f

H
�

pix
GSD

. (3)

*e formula for calculating the area corresponding to a
single pixel is as follows:

Area of the pixel � GSD2
�

pix ∗ H

f
 

2

, (4)

whereGSD is the ground sample distance,H is the UAV flight
altitude relative to the ground level, f is the focal length of

digital camera, and pix is the size of one single pixel on the
CCD of the digital camera.*us, the area of flooded buildings
is the product of the pixel area and the number of pixels.

4. Flood Automated Detection Method

4.1. Data Preparation. Currently, there is no flood-related
image data in the public datasets. *e research in this study
uses the Internet to search for aerial images of flooded
houses and vegetation, together with the data obtained by
UAV in the Poyang Lake flood area. *e software Labelimg
is used for labeling to create the training sample dataset.
When UAVs perform more flood monitoring missions in
the future, the acquired images can continuously fill the
sample database to improve the accuracy and reliability of
the model. Figure 7 shows part of the flood sample data.

4.2. Training Data Labeling. Deep learning methods need to
train themodel through a large amount of data. An important
step is to label the data in the training dataset. In this study,
the software Labelimg is used to label the training data.

Figure 8 shows the software Labelimg operation inter-
face. Select the create-RectBox button to mark the flooded
houses and vegetation on the right side. *e green border in
the picture is the effect after marking. If an image has
multiple targets, repeat the above steps. After an image is
marked, it would be saved as xml file.

*e training data selected in this study contain about
1,000 images of houses and vegetation submerged by floods.
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In total, the identifiers are marked as building and vege-
tation. Table 2 shows the training data statistics.

4.3. Model Training and Optimization. Object detection
based on deep learning is different from traditional methods.
It no longer requires time-consuming steps such as feature
selection and extraction; effective feature discovery can be
made through deep learning networks. *e main factors
affecting the accuracy of the model are the richness and
connotation of the training dataset. Figure 9 shows the
training process.

*e model is trained using YOLOv3 algorithm, and it
took about 60 hours to get the parameters optimization. If
the learning rate is appropriate, it should be ensured that the
loss after each round of complete training is reduced and
maintained at a small level after a period of training. During
the training process, loss will continue to decline at the
beginning and drop quickly; after a period of time, it will
begin to converge, and finally, it will gradually stabilize.
Figure 10 shows the loss curve of the model that when the
number of iterations reaches about 5000 times, it starts to
converge and gradually stabilizes and fluctuates around a
fixed value.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

5.1. Experimental Results. After the model training is
completed, the model can perform target recognition on the
test images. We select flood images from different scenes to
verify the recognition effect of submerged buildings and
vegetation. Figure 11 shows the detect effect of different
scenes include images with good quality and illumination
condition, images under insufficient light, images under
occlusion, and only the building roof is exposed. *e blue
box represents building recognition, and the red box rep-
resents vegetation recognition.

Approximately 100 flood images were used for testing. For
images with good quality and illumination condition, the
recognition results are satisfactory. When the images are
captured under insufficient light, the recognition accuracy is
unsatisfactory for long-distance objects. In the case of images

flood (1) flood (2) flood (3) flood (4) flood (5) flood (6)

flood (12)flood (11)flood (10)flood (9)flood (8)

flood (13) flood (14) flood (15) flood (16) flood (17) flood (18)

flood (7)

Figure 7: *e YOLOv3 object detection method.

Figure 8: Training data labeling.

Table 2: Training data statistics.

Class name Building Vegetation
Total number 1623 2190

Figure 9: Training process.
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under occlusion, as long as the main features of the recognized
object can be captured, it can be recognized. If the objects are
severely occluded, it is difficult to identify the target. For images
only the building roof is exposed, there are few test data that
cannot be recognized due to incomplete features. However, in
general, the detection and recognition rate are satisfactory.

5.2. Recognition Result Evaluation. *e model was evalu-
ated with the test results. *ere are 120 buildings and 230
vegetation in 100 test images, as shown in Table 3. *e
results show the model can effectively identify the

inundated objects in the images from different scenes.
*e overall recognition rate can reach more than 85%. In
terms of recognition speed, the detection time of each
image only needs 2–4s. Experiments show that the UAV
system can obtain flood data in time, and the proposed
method can identify submerged buildings and vegetation
effectively.

5.3. Inundated Building Area Estimation. We chose one
flood image as an example to estimate the inundated
building area. *e pixel number of the example image is

0.35

0.30

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.00
0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000

batches

The loss curves

avg_loss

Figure 10: Loss function curve.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: Examples of the recognition effect. (a) Good quality and illumination condition. (b) Image under insufficient light. (c) Image
under occlusion. (d) Only the building roof is exposed.
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1080∗810, and the pixel number of the flooded building area
includes three sky blue labeling boxes, as shown in Figure 12,
which is calculated as 44,3159 pixels.

*e formula for calculating the area corresponding to a
single pixel is shown in formula (4). In this example, the
parameters are shown in Table 1:

H � 500m, f � 20mm, pix � 6.41μm. (5)

After unifying the measure units, we can get the result of
the pixel is 0.025 square meters, and the area of inundated
buildings in the example image is 11078.98 square meters,
which is shown in equation (5):

Area � Area of the pixel ∗Number of pixels,

�
pix∗H

f
 

2
∗Number of pixels ,

� 0.025∗443159,

� 11078.98.

(6)

According to the area of buildings inundated by flood,
the affected people and economic losses can be estimated,
and scientific decisions can be made for evacuation and
rescue work.

6. Conclusions

Floods cause great damage to the infrastructure and
property, resulting in huge economic losses. Due to the lack
of technologies that could automatically detect the flood
affected at the object level, recovery services sometimes
cannot be provided on time. Traditional remote-sensing
satellites have demonstrated delayed response due to orbital
period. At present, the UAV system has been widely used
in the fields of natural disasters due to ideal for acquiring

high-resolution images in a short period. *e pertinent
literature shows that UAV and deep learning techniques
have been used for flood simulation model, but are rare and
not well experimented with flooded object detection.

In this study, we introduce the deployed UAV remote-
sensing system, deep learning method, and procedures for
flood detection. *e case study is adopted where the flood-
prone area of Poyang Lake. We use YOLOv3 algorithm as a
deep learningmodel on aerial images to detect the inundated
buildings and vegetation. Experimental results show that
flooded buildings and vegetation can be detected from the
images with 88% and 85% accuracy, respectively. And then,
we can estimate the inundated buildings area through the
relationship among the UAV flight parameters. *e ex-
periment results have proved the feasibility and effectiveness
of applying the UAV system for flooded region detection.
Such timely flood inundation detection can provide visual
disaster information in time and is crucial to efficiently
rescue activities. For areas with severe floods, the rescue
department will allocate resources according to the flooded
buildings to ensure the safety of people’s lives and property.

Nevertheless, there are still some items for improvement.
For instance, we were unable to acquire more information
such as the depth of floodwater and the destroyed degree of
the buildings. For future work, we may employ UAV oblique
photography or Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)
equipment which could generate the three-dimensional
(3D) model. More effort should be made to perform in-
depth analyses by expanding the 3D image dataset using the
UAV system. Considering the disaster scene, we would use
lightweight algorithms such as YOLOv3_tiny and Mobile-
Net to carry out future work. And furthermore, we try to
integrate lightweight algorithms into the UAV flight control
board for real-time target detection instead of data post-
processing. *is may improve the efficiency of the flooded
objects detection and provide timely information for disaster
emergency response and rescue.

Table 3: Objects’ recognition rate.

Class name Number Recognition number Recognition rate (%) Recognition speed
Building 120 106 88 2-4s
Vegetation 230 195 85 2-4s

Figure 12: Example of flooded building area estimation.
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(is paper proposes a super-twisting terminal sliding mode-based robust impedance controller to improve the compliance and
robustness in robot-environment interaction. Based on the desired impedance dynamics, an impedance reference trajectory is
constructed.(en, based on a super-twisting terminal sliding-mode, the robust impedance controller is designed to guarantee the
achievement of the desired impedance dynamics in finite-time through the finite-time convergence of an impedance error. (e
main contribution of this paper is that the proposed control improves impedance control robustness by using the super-twisting
nonsingular terminal sliding-mode without causing the chattering problem. (e finite-time stability of the closed-loop control
system is validated by theoretical analysis based on the Lyapunov theory, and the control effectiveness is illustrated by simulations
on a two-link robot manipulator.

1. Introduction

Compliant behavior of a robot is required in its interaction
with its environment to ensure safe interaction [1] but
cannot be provided by traditional position control of rigid-
link robots. Impedance control proposed by Hogan in 1980s
is one of the most popular used active compliance control
approaches [2]. In this approach, the desired spring-
damping dynamics between robot positions and interaction
forces is constructed to improve interaction compliance.
(is active compliance control has been applied in service
robots and industrial robots. In applications, one difficulty in
impedance control design comes from robot modeling
uncertainties, which hinders the convergence of impedance
errors to zero or its small neighborhood and affects the
control stability and control robustness. How to improve
impedance control robustness has always been a significant
research topic.

In the last decades, varieties of robust impedance control
approaches including iterative learning impedance control
[3–5], adaptive impedance control [6–9], neural network
impedance control [10–15], and fuzzy impedance control
[16] were proposed to improve impedance control

robustness. However, these control strategies have the fol-
lowing deficiencies. (i) (e desired impedance dynamics
requires to be factorized in the real space, which restricts the
application ranges. (ii) Iterative learning impedance control
is mainly applied in repetitive motions, adaptive impedance
control requires linear factorization of robot dynamics,
while neural/fuzzy impedance control only obtains finite-
ness of impedance errors and cannot get the convergence of
impedance errors to zero.

Sliding-mode control is well known for its strong robust.
In [17], a sliding-mode impedance control strategy was
proposed based on robust passivity. However, the inherent
chattering problem in sliding-mode control severely affects
the impedance control performances. To alleviate the
chattering problem, a dead-zone strategy was used in de-
signing sliding-mode impedance control [18]. However, this
strategy may not effectively decrease chattering. What is
worse, the used dead-zone strategy may hinder arriving at
the desired sliding surface, which further affects the im-
pedance control performances.

By traditional sliding-mode control, tracking errors
asymptotically converge to zero after related variables ar-
riving at the desired sliding surfaces. Terminal siding mode
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control with a nonlinear sliding-mode can guarantee the
finite-time convergence of tracking errors, which is better
than the asymptotic convergence to some extent [19]. Super-
twisting algorithm considered as second-order sliding-mode
control has strong control robustness to modeling uncer-
tainties without causing chattering problems [20]. (is
paper proposes a robust impedance control approach for
robots by exploiting the advantages of super-twisting ter-
minal siding mode. Based on the desired impedance dy-
namics, an impedance trajectory is constructed. (en, based
on a super-twisting siding mode, a robust impedance
controller is designed to guarantee the achievement of the
desired impedance through the finite-time convergence of
an impedance error. (is proposed control approach im-
proves the impedance control robustness using the super-
twisting sliding-mode without causing the chattering. (e
finite-time control stability and the control effectiveness are
validated by theoretical analysis and simulation results.

2. Robot Dynamics

Consider the robot arm with the following dynamics:

€q � f(q, _q) + Δ(q, _q) + M
− 1

(q) τ + τe( , (1)

where q and _q denote the robot angular vector and velocity
vector, respectively; M(q) denotes the inertial matrix; f(q, _q)

denotes a known robot function; Δ(q, _q) denotes robot
modeling uncertainties; τ is the control input; and τe � JTfe

is the interaction force in joint space with J being the Ja-
cobian matrix and fe the interaction force in work space.

Assumption 1. (e desire trajectory qd and its first- and
second-order time derivative are bounded.

Assumption 2. On a compact set Ω, the uncertainty term
Δ(q, _q) satisfies dΔ � dΔ1, . . . , dΔn 

T
� _Δ, where

|dΔi|≤ dmax, i � 1, 2, · · · , n and dmax is a positive constant.
(e objective of this paper is to design a robust im-

pedance controller for (1) based on a super-twisting non-
singular terminal sliding-mode control approach to achieve
the following desired impedance dynamics:

−τe � Md €qd − €q(  + Dd _qd − _q(  + Kd qd − q( , (2)

where Md, Dd, andKd denote the desired inertial matrix,
the desired damping matrix, and the desired stiffness matrix,
respectively.

3. Super-Twisting Terminal Sliding-Mode
Impedance Control

Passing τe through the following filter:

Md €qe + Dd _qe + Kdqe � τe, (3)

then the desired impedance dynamics in (2) can be
expressed as

Md €qr − €q(  + Dd _qr − _q(  + Kd qr − q(  � 0, (4)

where qr � qd + qe is the constructed impedance trajectory.

Remark 1. In (2), Md, Dd, and Kd are usually chosen as
positive definite diagonal matrices that guarantees the fol-
lowing: (i) qd − q in (2) converges to zero when τe equals to
zero; (ii) given τe ∈ L∞, q, _q, and €q in (2) are bounded and
qe, _qe, and €qe in (3) are bounded. Combining qe, _qe, €qe ∈ L∞
and Assumption 1, one can obtain qr, _qr, €qr ∈ L∞.

Define e1 � qr − q, e2 � _qr − _q. (e impedance error has
the following form:

eim � Md €qd − €q(  + Dd _qd − _q(  + Kd qd − q(  + τe,

� Md €qr − €q(  + Dd _qr − _q(  + Kd qr − q( .
(5)

From (5), the desired impedance dynamics in (2) can be
realized through the convergence of eim, if e1, e2, _e2 converge
to zero. In the following, super-twisting-based robust
control is designed to make e1, e2, _e2 converge to zero.

Define the following terminal mode:

s � ce
α1/α2
1 + e2, (6)

where s � [s1, · · · , sn]T and α1, α2 are odd and satisfy
1〈α1/α2〈2. Based on the dynamics in (1), the dynamics of s
satisfies

_s � c
α1
α2

e
α1/α2−1
1 e2 − f(q, _q) − Δ − M

− 1
(q) τ + τe(  + €qr . (7)

Design the following super-twisting mode control:

τ � −τe + M(q) c
α1
α2

e
α1/α2−1
1 e2 + €qr + k1|s|

1/2sgn(s)

+ k2 
t

0
sgn(s(τ))dτ − f(q, _q).

(8)

where k1 and k2 are positive constants and satisfy
k
2
1〉4k2, k2〉dmax . Substituting (8) into (7) yields

_s � −k1|s|
1/2sgn(s) − k2 

t

0
sgn(s(τ))dτ − Δ. (9)

Theorem 1. Design the super-twisting sliding-mode con-
troller in (8) for the robot with dynamics (1). -en, the errors
e1, e2, _e2 converge to zero in finite-time, which further
guarantees the finite-time convergence of eim and the reali-
zation of the impedance dynamics in (2).

Proof. Define

z1i � si,

z2i � k2 
t

0
sgn si(τ)( dτ + Δi,

x � x1, x2 
T

� z1i


sgn z1i( , z2i 

T
.

(10)

From (9), the dynamics of x satisfies

_x �
1
x1




Ax + BdΔ , (11)

where dΔ � |x1|dΔ and satisfies |dΔ|≤dmax|x1|，and ma-
trices A and B are defined by
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A �

−k1

2
1
2

−k2 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, B �

0

1
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦. (12)

Define C � [1, 0]. (en， d2
maxx

TCTCx − d
T

ΔdΔ ≥ 0，
and there exist a positive matrix P and a positive constant
ε，such that

A
T
P + PA + d

2
maxC

T
C + ϵP PB

B
T
P −1

⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦〈0. (13)

Consider the following Lyapunov function:

V � x
T
Px. (14)

Taking the time derivative of V with respect to the time t
and substituting (13) and (15) into it yields

_V �
1
x1




x
T
, d

T

Δ 

A
T
P + PA PB

B
T

P 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ x

T
, d

T

Δ 
T

,

≤
1
x1




x
T
, d

T

Δ 

A
T
P + PA PB

B
T
P 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ x

T
, d

T

Δ 
T

+ d
2
maxx

T
C

T
Cx − d

T

ΔdΔ,

�
1
x1




x
T
, d

T

Δ 

A
T
P + PA + d

2
maxC

T
C PB

B
T
P −1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ x

T
, d

T

Δ 
T

,

≤
−ϵ
x1



x

T
Px � −

−ϵ
x1



V.

(15)

Since |x|≤V1/2/λ1/2min(P)，then

−1
|x|
≤ −

λ1/2min(P)

V
1/2 . (16)

From (15) and (16), one can obtain

_V≤ − ϵλ

1
2
min(P)V

1
2.

(17)

Based on (17), V converges to zero in finite-time T0
which is defined by

T0 �
2V

1/2
(x(0))

ϵλ1/2min(P)
. (18)

From the finite-time convergence of V(x), x, si, z2i, i �

1, 2, · · · , n converge to zero in finite-time. From the defi-
nitions of si and s，we can further obtain the finite-time
convergence of e1, e2 in the finite-time T0. (e dynamics of
e2 can be expressed as

_e2 � c
α1
α2

e

α1
α2

− 1
1 e2 − k1|s|

1
2sgn(s) − k2 

t

0
sgn(s(τ))dτ − Δ.

(19)

As e1, e2, s, z2i converge to zero in the finite-time T0,
from (19), _e2 converges to zero in the finite-time T0. (e
finite-time convergence of e1, e2, and _e2 implies the finite-
time convergence of the impedance error which guarantees
the achievement of the dynamics in (2). □

Remark 2. If x1i � 0, then z1i � si � 0 and _si � 0 which
imply e1 � 0, e2 � 0, and _e2 � 0. (en, the desired imped-
ance dynamics is achieved.

Remark 3. In comparison with nonfinite-time control, fi-
nite-time control can make the robot converge to the desired
signal in finite-time. It has been illustrated that finite-time
control has faster convergence, better robust, and anti-
disturbance performances.

Remark 4. Neural networks (NNs), fuzzy logic (FL), and
sliding-mode control can be applied to improve impedance
control robustness. However, neural networks- and fuzzy
logic-based control typically only achieves infinite-time
uniformly ultimately bounded stability owing to the in-
herent approximation errors of NNs and FL. Compared with
NNs- and FL-based impedance control, the proposed super-
twisting impedance control can obtain finite-time control
stability and has better control robustness.

4. Simulation Results

To show the control effectiveness，simulations are con-
ducted on a two-link robot manipulator (see Figure 1) with
the dynamics in (1), where f(q, _q) � 0,

Δ(q, _q) � M
− 1

(q)(C(q, _q) _q + G(q) + F _q),

M(q) �
M11 M12

M21 M22
 ,

C(q, _q) �
−w3sin q2(  _q2 −w3sin q2(  _q1 + _q2( 

w3sin q2(  _q1 0
 ,

G �
g1

g2
 , F �

v1 0

0 v2
 ,

J �
−l1sin q1( −l2sin q1+q2(  −l2sin q1+q2( 

l1cos q1( +l2cos q1+q2(  l2cos q1+q2( 
 ,

M11� w1+2w3cos q2( ,

M22� w2,

M12� w3cos q2( +w2, M21 � M12,

g1� w4gcos q1( +w5gcos q1+q2( , g2� w5gcos q1+q2( .

(20)

(e related parameters in the above equations are de-
fined by
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Figure 1: Two-link robot arm.
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w1� I1+I2+m1l
2
c1+m2l

2
1+m2l

2
c2,w2� m2l

2
c2+I2,w3� m2l1lc2,w4� m1lc1+m2l1,w5� m2lc2,w6� v1,w7� v2,

m1 � m2 � 1.5kg, l1 � l2 � 0.8m lc1� lc2 � 0.4m I1 � I2 � 0.3kg.m2
,

v1� v2 � 0.3N.m.s, g � 9.8
m
s2

.

(21)

Choose the interaction force
fe � [5 sin(0.2t), 5 cos(0.2t)]T，the robot initial position
q(0) � _q(0) � [0, 0]T，the desired trajectory
qd � [0.5 + 0.2 cos(πt/3)]T，and the desired inertial ma-
trix, the desired damping, the desired stiffness as I, 10I, and
20I, respectively. Design the control parameters as
c � 3, α1 � 5, α2 � 3, k1 � 8, and k2 � 10. Figures 2 and 3
depict the performances of tracking errors e1, e2 and the
impedance error eim by the proposed super-twisting sliding-
mode impedance control in Figure 4. Under the proposed
robust impedance controller, the auxiliary tracking errors e1
and e2 converge to zero after 10 second, which guarantees
the convergence of the impedance error eim. From the
simulation results, the super-twisting terminal sliding-mode
impedance control effectively improves the impedance
control robustness without causing the chattering problem
in sliding-mode control.

5. Conclusions

(is paper proposes a super-twisting terminal sliding-mode
impedance controller for robots to improve the compliance
and robustness of robot-environment interaction.

By finite-time control theory, we validate the finite-time
control stability and the impedance control robustness by
theoretical analysis. (e control effectiveness is illustrated by
simulations on a two-link robot arm.(emain contribution and
innovation of this paper lie in the super-twisting terminal
sliding-mode impedance controller which improves the im-
pedance control robustness without causing chattering.

(e desired impedance dynamics in (2) has infinite-time
stability. In the near coming future, we will construct finite-
time impedance dynamics and design robust impedance
control to achieve the desired finite-time impedance dy-
namics using sliding-mode control or sliding-mode
observer.
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Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), particularly quadcopters, have several medical, agriculture, surveillance, and security ap-
plications. However, the use of this innovative technology for civilian applications is still very limited in low-income countries due
to the high cost, whereas low-cost controllers available in the market are often tuned using the hit and trial approach and are
limited for specific applications. +is paper addresses this issue and presents a novel proof of concept (POC) low-cost quadcopter
UAV design approach using a systematic Model-Based Design (MBD) method for mathematical modeling, simulation, real-time
testing, and prototyping. +e quadcopter dynamic model is developed, and controllers are designed using Proportional Integral,
and Derivative (PID), Pole Placement, and Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) control strategies. +e stability of the controllers is
also checked using Lyapunov stability analysis. For verification and validation (V&V) of the design, Software-in-the-Loop,
Processor-in-the-Loop, Hardware-in-the-loop testing, and Rapid Control Prototyping have been performed. +e V&V methods
of theMBD approach showed practically valid results with a stable flight of the quadcopter prototype.+e proposed low-cost POC
quadcopter design approach can be easily modified to have enhanced features, and quadcopters with different design parameters
can be assembled using this approach for a diverse range of applications.

1. Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are quite popular as they
are small and can be flown without a pilot, either remotely or
through autonomous algorithms. UAVs have applications in
several domains like agriculture, military, rescue missions,
etc. [1]. Several types of UAVs have been introduced; their
classification can be done according to size and payload,
aerodynamic configuration, applications, level of autonomy,
or their range of action [2].

+e quadcopter/quadrotor is a type of UAV compact
and possesses diverse capabilities like better maneuver-
ability, stationary hovering, and vertical takeoff and landing
(VTOL) [3]. A quadcopter consists of a frame/skeleton
responsible for supporting its components. It has four

propellers attached to Brushless DC (BLDC) motors to
control the motion of the quadcopter [4]; each motor speed
varies according to the control strategy to maintain its
stability. It also contains electronic speed controllers (ESCs),
which provide PWM signals to the motors, a flight con-
troller, and a battery. +e rotation of the motors is paired as
clockwise and anticlockwise to keep the total angular mo-
mentum zero.

During the flight, the quadcopter experiences external
forces like gravity, viscous friction, propellers, thrust and
drag forces, etc. and thus makes the gyroscope output of the
quadcopter nonlinear [5]. Such nonlinear behavior and the
mechanical structure of the system make the quadcopter
quite complex to control [6]. To counter these challenges, the
controller must be designed in such a way that it can keep the
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quadcopter stabilized under different real-world conditions.
Among other control techniques, Linear Quadratic Regu-
lator (LQR), Model Predictive Control, Proportional Inte-
gral, and Derivative (PID), backstepping, and neural
network are quite prominent [7] in this field.

Many researchers have proposed different design tech-
niques to develop mathematical models of the quadcopter. A
dynamic control model is proposed by [8], using linear and
nonlinear control techniques combined to create algorithms
that stabilize the altitude, attitude, heading, and position in
space. +e proposed model includes the effects of rotor and
aerodynamics with two control techniques, i.e., PD and
nonlinear sliding mode controller. A limitation of this work
is that the designed Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) system is not controllable, so a proper MIMO
controller for this model could not be developed. Reference
[9] developed a dynamic model using Euler and Newton
equations, and the modeling for the environmental effects
was done with high accuracy to validate the model under
different circumstances. +e model performance results are
quite good and show quite realistic results. Still, the designed
model is not suitable to be used for MIMO controller design
since the nonlinearities in the model are not dealt with
efficiently.

Reference [10] has introduced a mathematical design for
the quadcopter and developed a simulation environment to
validate the software development. +e developed model
performed exceptionally well, but the approach used to
validate the model had hardware limitations. Reference [11]
proposed a sliding mode controller technique with state
estimation through linear observer by employing the re-
sidual-based method for control configuration. +e model
can also distinguish between disturbances and faults, thus
theoretically making it quite suitable for use. However, the
processing cost of the proposed technique is quite extensive,
thus making it nonfeasible for practical use. Reference [12]
proposed dynamic modeling of the system in the Math-
Works Simulink environment. PID control strategy is built
for single-axis control, and STM32 is used for practical
validation of the system, which showed promising results.
Reference [13] proposed a cascaded PID control strategy and
compared classical and cascaded PID controller perfor-
mances. However, the conventional hit and trial method is
employed to get PID gains rather than designing a proper
autotuning setup for the system.

Apart from this, reference [14] proposed a tiltrotor
model with H-configuration, which allowed relatively the
undefined weight to be pulled easily theoretically. Reference
[15] proposed a variable pitch-based quadrotor model,
which showed disturbance compensation during a wind
gust. Reference [16] proposed a model with the capability to
change shape during flight by compensating for the dynamic
center of gravity and continuous variation in a moment of
inertia.

+e Model-Based Design (MBD) approach has become
quite popular in recent years due to its ability to design and
test plant and controller models iteratively and detect errors
early in the design process. Software In Loop (SIL) and

Processor In Loop (PIL) simulations are an essential part of
the MBD approach [17]. It integrates visual and mathe-
matical methods to address the complex problems related to
signal processing, communication systems, and embedded
software. It provides a mutual design environment that helps
in data analysis, general communication, and system veri-
fication. It lets engineers locate and remove early errors in
the system, minimizing the time and financial impact of the
system [18]. +e HIL-based model and testing have been
proposed in [19], in which a quadcopter model setup is
developed, and indoor testing for hardware is done.

Moreover, the designed system can be upgraded/mod-
ified easily as per the requirements due to the modular
approach. After successfully validating SIL and PIL simu-
lations, Hardware In Loop (HIL) testing is adopted by
deploying an actual controller to identify real-world prob-
lems and issues. After the successful real-time HIL testing,
rapid control prototyping is done using plant and controller
hardware, and the complete system is validated in the real
world. MBD has become a standard approach for system
design in many industries such as aerospace, automotive,
and industrial equipment manufacturing. +e designed
model can also be utilized for wireless-powered commu-
nication to improve energy efficiency in a distributed
nonorthogonal multiple access PSN [20].

+is paper presents a novel end-to-end approach of
quadcopter system design through systematic design and
implementation strategy, mathematical modeling, control
algorithm, and real-time testing of a low-cost quadcopter by
employing the MBD approach. Previously, this kind of
system design and prototyping approach having similar
features with low-cost components is not available in the
literature to the best of our knowledge. +e following are the
key contributions of the paper:

(1) Mathematical modeling a quadcopter with multiple
control techniques using a model-based design
approach

(2) Defining criteria for practical implementation of the
validated theoretical system

(3) Validation of proposed system by practical testing of
the prototype.

Apart from these, the controllers can be efficiently
designed and adapted according to required tasks; e.g., a
controller designed for speed can be modified to carry heavy
loads without moving to any hit and trial approach. +is
increases work efficiency and cost optimization by adopting
the system as per requirements.

+e remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 comprises mathematical modeling of the plant,
while the mathematical modeling of the controller is pre-
sented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the results obtained
from SIL and PIL simulations. Section 5 presents HIL testing
on different microcontrollers, while Section 6 comprises
rapid control prototyping of the proposed system, Section 7
discusses the cost and computational complexity of the
system, and finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
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2. System Modelling

In system modeling, the mathematical models of the system
through transfer functions or state-space equations are
derived and developed. Primarily derived systems are
nonlinear, and to design a controller for them, they need to
be linearized. Newton Euler equations are used for quad-
copter dynamic modeling to develop the quadcopter frames.
To limit the variable constraints, some assumptions are
made as follows:

(1) +e body of the quadcopter is rigid and symmetrical
(2) +e center of gravity of the quadcopter is in the

center of the body
(3) Quadcopter rotors are inflexible

Generally, two frame references are used to express the
quadcopter position: one is Earth Frame Reference (EFR),
presented as ex, ey, ez and the other is body frame reference
(BFR), presented as x, y, z. +e lists of abbreviations and
symbols with descriptions have been mentioned in Tables 1
and 2, respectively.

In EFR, an initial point on ground/plane/Earth is taken
as a reference, while, in the case of BFR, the center of the
quadcopter is treated as a reference point, where the z-axis
points downwards/ground. Roll, pitch, and yaw are used to
represent the quadcopter’s orientation. EFR and BFR con-
version is required for some states, so the rotation matrix,
given below, is used:

Rxyz �

cos θ cos ψ sin ϕ sin θ cos ψ cos ϕ sin θ cos ψ + sin ϕ sin ψ

cos θ sin ψ sin ϕ sin θ sin ψ + cos θ cos ψ cos ϕ sin θ sin ψ + sin θ cos ψ

− sin θ sin ϕ cos θ cos ϕ cos θ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (1)

Quadcopter motion velocities are generated from the
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensor model (embedded
in the equation), and the body coordinated (Euler) rates (η)
are converted into angular rates (ω) by using the following
relation:

ω � RT _η. (2)

Here, RT is given as

RT �

1 0 − sin θ

0 cos ϕ sin ϕ cos θ

0 − sin ϕ cos θ cos ϕ cos θ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (3)

+e system is decomposed into two parts to generate a
dynamic mathematical model of the quadcopter. One is
rotational (along ϕ, θ, and ψ axes), and the other is the
translation (along x, y, and z axes). Here, the rotational part
is actuated; however, the translational part is underactuated.
Gyroscopic moments derive rotational equations of motions
because the desired inertial matrix should be independent of
time. +e rotational equation of motion for the system is
given as

J _ω + ω × Jω + ω 0 0 Jr ωr 
T

. (4)

Here, Jr is rotor inertia, J is quadcopter’s diagonal inertia
matrix, ω is angular body rate, and ωr is rotors speed
(ωr � ω2 − ω1 + ω4 − ω3). As quadcopter is in symmetry, so
inertia matrix is a diagonal matrix given by

J �

Ix 0 0

0 Iy 0

0 0 Iz

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (5)

where Ix, Iy and Iz are the moment of inertial of the system
along the three perpendicular axes.

Individual axis moments are derived and combined
using the right-hand rule. +e forces impacting the quad-
copter are derived to estimate eachmotor rotation impact on
the system. After adding these two forces, the obtained
equations are

BM �

FAl ω2
4 − ω2

2 

FAl ω2
3 − ω2

1 

FM ω2
2 − ω2

1 + ω2
4 − ω2

3 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (6)

where BM is turning force acting on a quadcopter with
respect to its body frame, FM is moment acting on quad-
copter model (it is the constant derived from the product of
the quadcopter’s air density, propeller area, and the radius of
the propeller [21]), FA is aerodynamic force, and l is pro-
peller length, which can be modified as per the available
system.

Quadcopter in hovering state exerts force in a downward
direction only, which is equal to the thrust force generated
by the system, i.e., against the gravitational force. +e x- and
y-axis movements will be zero in the hovering state because
pitch and yaw angles are zero. +e hovering state forces are
given by

BF �

0

0

FA ω2
1 + ω2

2 + ω2
3 + ω2

4 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (7)

+e air friction causes drag forces given by DF and their
impact is in the opposite direction to the moment of
quadcopter body, i.e., BM - DF.

State-space modeling of the system helps in MIMO
controller design. Quadcopter degrees of freedom (DOF) are
mapped into state vector X presented as
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X � [ϕ _ϕ θ _θ ψ _ψ x _x y _y z _z]′

� x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 ′
(8)

Input vectors are presented as u � u1 u2 u3 u4 .
Moment constant as kM and aerodynamic force constant as

kf are considered for the derivation of frame forces. +us,
the system state-space model becomes

_x1 � x2

_x2 �
kf ω2

4 − ω2
2 

Ixx

_x3 � x4

_x4 �
kf ω2

3 − ω2
1 

Iyy

_x5 � x6

_x6 �
kM ω2

1 − ω2
2 + ω2

3 − ω2
4 

Izz

_x7 � x8

_x8 � Axx1

_x9 � x10

_x10 � Ayx3

_x11 � x12

_x12 � Azx5 − g +
1
m

ω2
1 + ω2

2 + ω2
3 + ω2

4  

(9)

where Ixx, Iyy, and Izz are the area moments of inertia about
the principal axes of quadcopter body frame, m is mass, and
g is the gravitational force. Ax, Ay , and Az are the drag
coefficients taken from the dynamic behavior of the system
of [22].

+e developed state-space model is then transformed
into A, B, and C matrices and used for controller design.
However, a nonlinear model is used as a plant model for
testing purposes. One significant benefit of this design is that
m variable can be varied as per load requirements.

3. Controller Design

+e main objective of the state-space modeling of the
quadcopter is to minimize the complexity of control
strategies as MIMO systems can be efficiently dealt with in
this form. +ree control strategies are designed in this work:
PID that is capable of altitude control, pole placement
controller (designed through full state feedback), and LQR
technique that offers position control of quadcopter.

3.1. PIDController Design. A PID controller combines three
actions to control the signal. +ey are responsible for de-
livering zero error between the feedback signal (process
variable) and the desired output (setpoint). Proportional (P)
control calculates error and multiples with P constant to
generate output. P-controller provides stable operation but

Table 1: List of abbreviations.

Abbreviations Description
EFR Earth frame reference
BFR Body frame reference
IMU Inertial measurement unit
MIMO Multiple input multiple output
LQR Linear quadratic regulator
SIL Software in the loop
COG Center of gravity
MBD Model based design
HIL Hardware in the loop
RCP Rapid control prototyping
ESC Electronic speed controller
BLDC Brushless DC motor
PPM Pulse position modulation

Table 2: List of symbols.

Symbols Description
ex X position w.r.t BFR
ey Y position w.r.t BFR
ez Z position w.r.t BFR
x X position w.r.t EFR
Y Y position w.r.t EFR
Z Z position w.r.t EFR
ϕ Angular position phi
θ Angular position theta
ψ Angular position psi
η Eta – viscosity
RT Rotation matrix
Jr Rotor inertia
J Diagonal inertia matrix
ω Angular rate
Ix Moment of inertial along the x-axis
Iy Moment of inertial along the y-axis
Iz Moment of inertial along the z-axis
Ixx, Iyy, Izz Moment of inertia for body frame principle axes
Ax, Ay, Az Drag coefficients
FA Aerodynamic force
FM Moment force
BM Quadcopter moment
DF Drag force
kM Moment constant
kf Aerodynamic force constant
P Pitch
T +rust
D Diameter
Kvrequire d Required Kv

Vbattery Battery voltage
Kvnominal Nominal Kv

Pout Output power
BC Battery capacity
Inominal Nominal current
E Endurance
e Efficiency

4 Complexity



never reaches steady-state; thus, it needs a manual reset or
basing. I-controller holds error value time until error be-
comes zero; this resolves the P-controller steady-state
problem. A nonlinear plant can cause integral output to
increase event at zero error state, also known as an integral
windup condition, so a limiter is required at the output of
integral action. Also, I-controller cannot predict future er-
rors and only operates when the setpoint is changed.
D-controller can predict future system behavior by con-
sidering the rate of change of error with time. If the con-
troller observes any rate change, it acts on output increasing
system response [23]. A general PID can be presented using

u(t) � Kp e(t) +
1
Ti


t

0
e(τ)dτ + Td

de(t)

t
 , (10)

where Kp is the gain.
A PID can only do Single Input Single Output (SISO)

operation. A quadcopter has at least four controllable states
(orientation with altitude control), so individual PID is
required for each state. Before placing in the system, all four
PIDs are tuned separately using the LabVIEW PID tuning
module. PID controller in the proposed model is only
designed for position control. System states are defined
using LabVIEW subVIs, and indicators show results.

3.2. Full State Feedback Control Design. A system can have
multiple degrees of freedom. A closed-loop characteristic
equation for a system can be expressed as

s
n

+ an− 1s
n− 1

+ · · · + a1s + a0 � 0. (11)

Poles in the closed-loop system can be set at the desired
location by selecting the n value. A typical feedback control

system has its output y fed/added to the input u. In a full
state feedback control system, again k is introduced; if the
system has multiple inputs/outputs, it can be a vector or
matrix that multiplies with output y and then fed/added to
the input u [24]. +us, (11) can be modified to (11), where
higher orders are divided into smaller single order
equations.

_x � Ax + Bu(− Kx + r) � (A − BK)x + Br; y � Cx (12)

Gains k of the closed-loop system are designed by
equating characteristic equations of the closed-loop system,
equating desired characteristic equation. +en, these
equations are compared to get gain values. Typically, in
state-space representation, a system can be represented as
either phase variable form or canonical form [25]. Phase
variable form is defined as

A �

0 1 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋮

− a0 − a1 − a2

· · · 0
⋮ ⋮
· · · − a(n− 1)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦;

B �

0
⋮
1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦;

C � c1 . . . cn .

(13)

+e systemmodeling from the beginning is performed in
phase variable form; thus, the controller design of the de-
veloped model is also done in phase variable form. It is done
by introducing K (vector or matrix) in the closed-loop
system of A − BK as shown in the following equation:

A − BK �

0 1 0

⋮ ⋮ ⋮

− a0 + k1(  − a1 + k2(  − a2 + k3( 

. . . 0

⋮ ⋮

· · · − a(n− 1) + kn 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (14)

+us, the closed-loop characteristic equation becomes

det(sI − (A − BK)) � s
n

+ a(n− 1) + kn s
(n− 1)

+ · · · + a0 + k1(  � 0.
(15)

+e desired characteristic equation is given in

s
n

+ d(n− 1)s
(n− 1)

+ · · · + s2s
2

+ d1s + d0 � 0. (16)

Since the gain matrix is desired from the characteristic
equation, thus by subtracting (15) from (16), we get the
desired gain values k.

k(i+1) � di + ai. (17)

+e controller for closed-loop systems cannot be directly
designed as the system may have one or more than one
noncontrollable state. +us, to ensure that every state of the

system is controllable, a controllability matrix is designed
and then evaluated by checking its rank and determinants.
+e controllability matrix is generated by putting the A and
B matrices of the system into (17). +is causes the highest
order nonsingular square submatrix, which gives the system
rank, and then the determinant of the matrix is evaluated as

Cc � B AB A
2
B ... A

n− 1
B . (18)

For this system, poles are taken at -2 ± 1.96j to keep
overshoot at less than 4%, while poles are paired at -1.5, -2,
-2.5, -3, and -3.5.+e pole placement controller design has K

gain in the matrix form. +e matrix is multiplied on the
feedback terminal, i.e., from output to input.

3.3. Linear Quadratic Regulator Design. Optimal control
theory is used to operate the dynamic system at lower costs.
Linear Quadratic Controller (LQR) is a type of optimal
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control that allows user custom cost/performance ratio
control strategy design. LQR controller has better accuracy
because, in contrast to pole placement where eigenvalues set
location is specified in the designing process, LQR has
performance weighting matrices that define eigenvalues set
location guaranteeing system stability. So, LQR is an au-
tomated state feedback controller [26]. +e cost function of
the system is given as

J � 
∞

0
x

T
Qz + u

T
Ru dt. (19)

Here, Q penalizes system performance, while R penalizes
controller efforts. In this work, an iterative approach is used
where the cost function is used to calculate the controller’s
gains. Q and R values are predefined, gains are calculated,
and system response is noted for the designed controller.
Since it is an iterative approach, it is repeated over 1000
times. Briefly, the steps of this approach are as follows:

(1) Define the value of Q and change R over iteration
(2) Design controller over this value and store system

response
(3) Change Q value by a step and change R over iteration
(4) Design controller over this value and store system

response
(5) Repeat steps 1 to 4 over the defined iterative range of

Q and R

(6) Compare performance matrices of this system to
shortlist the best performing controller

After comparing results of different iterations, the se-
lected weight matrix Q and quantity weight matrix R are 100
×I× (12) and 0.1 ×I× (12).

3.4. Stability Analysis. +e Lyapunov stability analysis of the
stable system is performed by using controlled A matrix
obtained from A − BK with Lyapunov equation with
Q � I12. +e generic P matrix is defined in the following
equation:

P �

p11 p12 p13 . . . p1n

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

p1n p2n p3n . . . pnn

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (20)

Unknown values of P are estimated using
ATP + PA � − Q. By solving the matrix P values, eigenvalues
are calculated to be positive definite, thus proving that the
system is stable.

4. Simulation Implementation and Results

+e model-based design approach is used to develop the
plant and controller models. +e system is tested in two
phases, SIL and PIL simulation.

4.1. Software in-the-Loop (SIL) Simulation. Initially, the
system is designed for SIL simulation where plant and
controller models are designed and simulated, and an in-
terface is developed to monitor and control the system
response. +e front panel of LabVIEW is created where the
3D GUI of the quadcopter is designed, as shown in Figure 1;
the object is shaped as a quadcopter in a plane environment.
+e position and orientation of the quadcopter with respect
to the plane are set through inputs defined in the block
window in the form of x, y, z, ϕ, θ,and ψ

Latitude (X) is the x-axis, longitude (Y) is the y-axis, and
attitude (Z) is the z-axis reference point for the designed
model. In contrast, ϕ, θ,and ψ reference points are set zero as
system stability on angular axes is required. Figure 2 shows
the block diagram of the implemented system. Here, the
system in mathematical form is defined using modules with
multiple pellets (e.g., CDSim pellet, programming pellet,
etc.). PID controller is designed for position control along
with altitude control.

Simulations are run for thirty seconds setting the ref-
erence altitude to one meter, reference angle (ϕ, θ, and ψ) to
zero, and environmental conditions are set as per Table 3.

Figure 3 shows the angular response of the plant model;
it offers a very low angular change. +e zoomed view shows
the slight difference in ϕ, and θ angles to attain the required
altitude of 1meter within seconds (the altitude response is
shown in Figure 4).

Although ψ response takes around 30 seconds to become
zero completely, it is negligible since its value is relatively
low. Pole placement and LQR controller are also capable of
performing position control. Simulation for this scenario is
run for thirty seconds. +e reference positions of x, y and z

are set to one meter, reference angles (ϕ, θ,and ψ) are set to
zero, and model conditions are set as per Table 1.

Figure 5 is the results comparison graph for two con-
trollers where 5(a) shows the system linear response using
LQR and pole placement controller. Figure 5(b) shows the
angular response of the system using LQR and pole
placement controller, where ϕ, θ, and ψ changes can be
observed minimizing as the required x and y positions are
being approached. +e angular response becomes zero as
soon as the required position is reached.

Figure 6 shows the angular response of the quadcopter
for ψ at 45° while the x and y are at 1meter and altitude
movement to 20meters. +e response of LQR is relatively
stable since there is not much deviation with respect to the
reference. +e error between the reference and original
position is obtained, and the mean error is calculated; the
controller showed 94% accuracy. However, the accuracy is
reduced if the position of the quadcopter is changed ran-
domly and abruptly over small time steps.

4.2. Processor in-the-Loop (PIL) Simulation. After the system
stability is verified in SIL simulation in theMBD approach, it
is tested in a PIL simulator. +e plant model is set in a
LabVIEW simulator (without any controller) in PIL, and
control techniques are deployed on the myRIO controller.

6 Complexity



myRIO is a real-time embedded evaluation board made by
National Instruments and is used to develop applications
that utilize a microcontroller. myRIO is programmed using
LabVIEW, and for PIL simulation, it is used with the
simulator (where the plant model is operational). For
communication between controller and simulator, there is
the network stream where a local network is defined and
myRIO is connected using an IP address. +e designed
system modules from the Virtual Instrument Software

Architecture (VISA) palette enable communication in the
plant model. +us, the plant model structure is almost the
same as that in Figure 2, but the controller structure has
changed since it was deployed onmyRIO. Figure 7 shows the
block diagram of the controller designed and deployed on
myRIO.

In PIL simulation, the system showed similar results as
SIL results. Besides, the model is simulated in an infinite loop
to monitor its continuous response for around 48 hours, and
it ran without any errors, thus justifying the controller’s
stability. Table 4 shows the PID gains.

5. Hardware-in-the-Loop Testing

+e second last step for system verification in the MBD system
design approach is HIL testing. To perform HIL real-time
simulation and testing, motors with sensors are deployed on
the fixed frame to estimate their response under different
conditions. Moreover, the controller is mounted on the pro-
totype, while the plant model is still deployed on the simulator.

Figure 1: LabVIEW GUI of quadcopter flight simulation.

Reference Reference to
system points Sum Controller

Scheme B
+

-

ω
Sum

A

1/s C
+

-

X’ X y

Figure 2: LabVIEW block diagram of SIL simulation.

Table 3: Model parameters.

Parameter Value
Mass (m) 1.316 kg
Length of rotor from COG (l) 0.5m
Lift coefficient (b) 1.14e− 7 N rad− 1 s− 1

Aerodynamic frictions 0.45Nm− 1 s− 1

Body inertia 3.57e− 6 kgm2

Gravity acceleration (g) 9.81m s− 2

Drag coefficient (k) 2.98e− 6 Nm rad− 1 s− 1
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+e basic frame is wood with a 1.5-meter height and 1-
meter width (on both sides). +e quadcopter frame is set in
the middle through the ropes with maximum flexibility of
approximately 20° between the string and the quadcopter
frame. +is ensures that the system’s behavior is observable,
while the propeller would not hit any part of the bindings.
+e limitation of this fixed/bounded prototype is that the
system behavior for limited orientation angles (along with

pitch and yaw) and hovering state are measurable only. +e
quadcopter frame is set at 1-meter height (from the base of
the frame) and centered in between.+e quadcopter stability
was tested by using myRIO and ATmega 328p.

+e controller model developed in PIL testing is further
improved by defining motors’ output. A complementary
filter is designed to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
(noise in the plant model is generated using additive white
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Figure 3: PID Angular Response of SIL simulation.
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Gaussian noise). +e complementary filters consist of two
basic filters: a low pass filter (for filtering accelerometer data)
and a high pass filter (for filtering gyroscope data).+e signal
is then passed to the controller gain, and the resultant values
are serially sent to the plant model deployed in the LabVIEW
simulator.

Pole placement gains and LQR controller showed better
results, and the response observed from the motors with
respect to variations in input was also satisfactory. +e
response of the PID controller to small changes was rather
abrupt; after some manual adjustment of the derivative gain,
the controller showed significant improvement. Table 5
shows the revised PID gains.

ATmega code to serially receive/send data from Lab-
VIEW is developed (as shown in Figures 8 and 9).

Figure 10 shows the data obtained (without and with
filter) from ATmega only as both controller strategies have
shown identical responses.

6. Rapid Control Prototyping (RCP)

For the core of the quadcopter, i.e., the structure of the
system, DJI 450 frame is selected to be used in the designed
system. Propellers are responsible for propelling the
quadcopter in the upward direction, and they consist of
radiating blades with revolving hubs. +e propellers selected
for the frame are 1045. +e correction factor from [27] is
1.45 (it is a unitless quantity).

+e system’s total weight is calculated by adding the
values of different components used in the quadcopter (as
given in Table 6). Here, the weight of motors, battery, and
ESC is supposedly taken as an approximate value.

Force (upward exerted by the quadcopter) to weight is
termed as thrust to weight ratio. It is calculated to estimate
other requirements of the quadcopter. For the default chosen
system, the weight from Table 6 is 1316 grams. +us, its
totally required thrust is the product of the desired thrust
and the system’s total weight. And for individual motors, the
individual motor thrust is calculated by dividing the total
thrust with total motors.

+e motors’ desired revolutions per minute (RPM) are
computed using (24) [24] to calculate the motors and battery
required for the system. +e case of full throttle (i.e., motors
running at the maximum possible speed) is considered to

ensure system durability. +e quadcopter’s already defined
pitch, diameter, and desired thrust are used here. Battery
voltage and capacity are taken to be 11.1 V and 5.2 A (ratings
taken from the available batteries in the market). To estimate
the motor RPM, the parameters of required thrust, propeller
pitch, and diameter are used in the following equation:

RPM �
2362.39

P
×

�������������������������������

(T × D)/0.098102 × α1/3

(0.0254 × D)
2

× (D/(P∗ 3.29546))
1.5



,

(21)

Here, T is the thrust generated by the quadcopter, D is
the diameter of propellers, and P is the pitch (the distance
the propeller would move forward in one rotation if it were
moving through a soft solid).

Propellers are responsible for propelling the quadcopter
in the upward direction, and they consist of radiating blades
with a revolving hub. +e propellers selected for the frame
are 1045, so its dimensions are as follows: diameter is 10
inches, the pitch is 4.5 inches, and the correction factor from
[27] is used to be 1.45 (unitless quantity).

Using (24) and putting the defined parameter values as
required, the RPM value is 8281. In motors, the constant
velocity is given by Kv and is measured by the number of
RPMs that a motor turns when 1V (one volt) is applied with
no load attached to that motor [28].

Now, (21 and 22) are used to get the nominal battery
voltage value of the required motor specs. +en, with respect
to the estimated efficiency (in this scenario, according to the
datasheet, it is taken as 0.8), the minimum required Kv of the
motor is estimated to be 753, while the nominal Kv is 903.6.

Kvrequired �
RPM

Vbattery
� 753Kv, (22)

Kvnominal � Kvrequired(1 +(1 − e)). (23)

Here, Kvrequired is required KV, Kvnominal is nominal KV,
Vbattery is battery voltage, and e is efficiency.

+e thrust force generation (electrical power for it)
depends on the diameter and pitch of propellers and the
estimated RPM of the motor. +us, the electrical power
consumption is estimated using Equation (23) to be 136W.
For nominal estimation, the efficiency is estimated to be 0.8,

Check/Read
Data on IP

Convert Data to
Suitable Format
for Operation

Convert Data to
Suitable Format to

send on IP

Send Data
on IP

Controller

Figure 7: Block diagram for PIL simulation in simulator.

Table 4: Gains from PIL testing.

Axis Kp Ki Kd

ϕ 0.55 0.4 0.1
θ 0.55 0.4 0.1
ѱ 0.55 0.4 0.1
Z-axis/altitude 0.75 1.75 0.1
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Table 5: Gains from HIL testing.

Axis Kp Ki Kd

ϕ 0.15 0.1 0.01
θ 0.15 0.1 0.01
ψ 0.15 0.1 0.01
Z-axis/altitude 0.75 1.5 0.1

Figure 8: myRIO Serial Receiving Setup for ATmega Microcontroller.

Figure 9: myRIO Serial Receiving and conversion from ASCII to Float Array.
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which gives the desired power of 163.2W. +e required
current for this system is estimated to be 18 A with an offset
of 20%. Now, for the desired battery rating/discharge rate,
(24) is used; it gives a rating of 14C of discharge rate.

Pout �
D

4
× P × RPMrequired

1.4 × 1017
× 746. (24)

Usually, a quadcopter starts to hover at 35–45% thrust of
the total thrust generated by the motor. Updating the es-
timation in equations (20)–(28) shows that the new desired

power for the individual motor is approximately 4 A. System
endurance depicts the amount of time a quadcopter can take
flight and is calculated using equation (25). Estimated
system endurance at full throttle is 4.16minutes, while, in the
hovering state, it is 15.6minutes, thus giving an average
flight time of around 9.88minutes.

E �
BC × e × 60
Inominal × 4 . (25)

Here, e is endurance, BC is battery capacity, and Inominal
is nominal current.

Considering the requirements and prototype availability
in the local market, a 5200 mAh LiPo battery with 30C
discharge rate, A2212 BLDC motor with specs given in
Table 7, and ESCs of 30 A are used.

After calculating the required prototype specifications
for the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), sensor GY-521
(Chinese variant of MPU-6050) is used. It has an acceler-
ometer and gyroscope, is operable on 3.3-5V, and allows I2C
communication. For GPS, Neo-M8N is selected; it offers an
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Figure 10: IMU Sensor Data on Inclined Surface with and without filter.

Table 6: System weight calculations.

Sr. no. Parameter Weight (grams)
1 Frame 282
2 Motor 75
3 ESC (α) 25
4 Battery 374
5 Miscellaneous (α) 260
Total 1316
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accuracy of 0.6–0.9meters and supports a 10Hz update rate;
however, later, it was not deployed due to practical limi-
tations. As for manual control of the quadcopter, Fly-Sky i6
is used with a TGY-iA6B receiver that supports six channels
at 2.4GHz and Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) data re-
ceiving. 2 Bluetooth (HC-05) devices are used in master-
slave configuration to transmit data from the controller to
the computer.

Figure 11 shows the assembled prototype with labeled
hardware components. +e assembled prototype is tested in
two different conditions: initially in a room with constraints
to minimize the possible damage, and then in an open
environment for final testing. +e quadcopter showed a
stable response within the confined room, but results col-
lection was quite tricky due to area limitations. +erefore,
tests were conducted in the open area after some practice

and obtained relatively good results. Flight response in terms
of attitude and position for around 70 seconds is shown in
Figure 12.

+e quadcopter took a stable takeoff and flew at low
altitude; however, due to wind (the speed of the wind was
around 10–14 km/h), the position of the quadcopter was not
maintained. Still, due to robust orientation control, the
quadcopter maintained its stability. Multiple flights are
carried out to estimate battery drainage, and the average
flight time, including takeoff and landing, was 9minutes and
7 seconds, which is quite close to the estimated time.

Although there are several other prebuilt options
available in the market (which are relatively way expensive),
however, cost evaluation is done between the cheapest so-
lutions available in the market to the proposed model. +e
calculations show that the proposed model is more than 25%

Table 7: Summarized system.

Sr. no. Parameter Value Value (weight) Unit
1 Required RPM FT 8281 10985 RPM
2 Required kv FT 753 990 Kv
3 Required nom. kV FT 904 1188 Kv
4 Pout FT 136 318 W
5 Pin FT 163.2 380 RPM
6 Motor ampere 15 35 A
7 Required ESC 18 42 A
8 Battery rating 14 32.3 C
9 Endurance FT 4.16 1.78 Minutes
10 Required RPM H 5233 6947 RPM
11 Pout H 34.4 80.4 W
12 Pin H 41.28 96.4 W
13 Endurance H 15.6 9 Minutes
14 Flight time (average) 9.88 4.35 Minutes

Figure 11: Assembled quadcopter prototype.
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less expensive than the most affordable solution available in
the market; details are given in the next section.

7. ComputationalComplexity andCostAnalysis

+e computational cost analysis is done on the code by
analyzing the function calls on different operations.+e base
initialization of parameters is considered constant c, thus
making its complexity to O(n); after that, receiving data
from IMU and Rx (ground transceiver) also has the com-
plexity of O(n). However, the control and stabilization part
has double nested loops, thus increasing the complexity to
O(n2), making the overall operation complexity O(n2). As

for cost analysis, Table 8 gives a detailed cost analysis of the
system, where the prototype costs PKR 26,200, and the
generic model costs around PKR 35100. +e professionally
developed systems sold in the market cost from PKR 70,000
to PKR 200,000.

8. Conclusion

A cost-effective end-to-end quadcopter design, develop-
ment, and validation framework is presented using model-
based design, HIL testing, and a rapid control prototyping
approach. Firstly, a mathematical model of the dynamic
behavior of the quadcopter is developed, and PID, LQR, and
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Figure 12: Prototype linear and angular response.

Table 8: Cost comparison.

Sr. no. Component name Price (PKR) Prototype Generic
1 DJI 450 frame 1700 Yes Yes
2 Landing gear 1300 Yes Yes
3 Fly-Sky Tx/Rx 10000 Yes Yes
4 Pixhawk 10000 No Yes
5 ATmega with PCB 800 Yes No
6 GY-521 300 Yes No
7 ESCs (4) 3200 Yes Yes
8 Motors and propellers (4) 4400 Yes Yes
9 Battery Li–Po 4500 Yes Yes
Total 26200 35100
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full state feedback controllers are designed and compared.
Moreover, Lyapunov stability analysis, SIL, PIL, and HIL
testing are performed to evaluate the stability of all the
controllers. +e LQR controller showed an accuracy of 94%
with the limitation of a simple path. +e accuracy decreased
for abrupt path proving the validity of the designed model.
Finally, the RCP approach has been used to implement a
prototype and test the stability under different real-time
scenarios. +e developed POC prototype quadcopter took a
stable flight and proved the idea of an affordable quadcopter
design approach. It is concluded that the proposed frame-
work and design approach can be employed with low-cost
components and different design parameters for various
quadcopter use cases and applications.

Future work includes a ground control station for the
autonomous operation of the quadcopter to enable addi-
tional features like preflight planning, real-time flight ob-
servation, and data collection from onboard sensors during
the flight.
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'is paper proposes a novel adaptive dynamic programming (ADP) approach to address the optimal consensus control problem
for discrete-time multiagent systems (MASs). Compared with the traditional optimal control algorithms for MASs, the proposed
algorithm is designed on the basis of the event-triggered scheme which can save the communication and computation resources.
First, the consensus tracking problem is transferred into the input-state stable (ISS) problem. Based on this, the event-triggered
condition for each agent is designed and the event-triggered ADP is presented. Second, neural networks are introduced to simplify
the application of the proposed algorithm. 'ird, the stability analysis of the MASs under the event-triggered conditions is
provided and the estimate errors of the neural networks’ weights are also proved to be ultimately uniformly bounded. Finally, the
simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the event-triggered ADP consensus control method.

1. Introduction

Because of the wide applications in the control field [1–6],
the consensus control of MASs gained more and more at-
tentions. In recent years, quite a few methods have been
reported to solve the consensus control problem of MASs,
such as adaptive control [7, 8] and sliding mode control
[9, 10]. It is worth mentioning that the previous methods
focus on the stability of the MASs. However, the optimal
characteristic is also worth considering in the consensus
control problem. Optimal consensus control problem aims
to find the optimal control policies which guarantee the
stability of MASs and minimize the energy cost. As one of
the core methods to achieve the optimal control policies,
ADP approaches address the issue abovementioned by
approximating the solutions of Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman
(HJB) equation [11–13].

Till now, ADP approaches have been applied in the
optimal consensus control of MASs [14–20]. In [14], an
optimal coordination control algorithm has been designed

to address the consensus problem of the multiagent dif-
ferential games through fuzzy ADP. 'e optimal output
heterogeneous MASs was considered in [15]. Based on this
work, Gao et al. [16] considered the dynamic uncertainties
factor in the cooperative output regulation problems. Zhang
et al. [17, 18] considered the optimal consensus tracking
control for discrete-time/continuous-timeMASs. In order to
address the optimal consensus problem for unknown MASs
with input delay, the authors proposed a data-driven dis-
turbed adaptive controller based on ADP technique in [19].
In [20], the problem of data-based optimal consensus
control was studied for MASs with multiple time delays. All
the above results are based on the assumption that the
communication and computing resources are big enough to
transmit system data and update the control policy in every
time step. However, it is difficult to be satisfied in practice.

Event-triggered control (ETC) is a well-recognized
technology to address the above issue [21–24]. Different
from the time-triggered control, whether the systems sample
the signals or not only depends on the event-triggered
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condition. If it is satisfied at some time instants, then the data
will be transmitted and the control policy will be updated.
'erefore, compared with the control algorithms based on
time-triggered scheme, the event-trigger control algorithms
can efficiently save the computation resources [25]. In the
past years, ETC is introduced to solve the optimal control
problem under the limited computing resources [26–29]. In
[26], an ETC method based on ADP is developed for
continuous-time MASs. 'e authors considered the un-
known internal states factor in the event-triggered optimal
control for continuous-time MASs in [27]. 'e multiplayer
zero-sum differential games are considered in [28] and an
optimal consensus tracking control based on event-triggered
is designed to solve this problem. In [29], an event-triggered
optimal control algorithm is designed for unmatched un-
certain nonlinear continuous-time systems. In [30], to save
the limited network resources, an event-triggered mecha-
nism was introduced to address the consensus problem of
linear discrete-time MASs. 'e authors considered the
event-triggered consensus problem of discrete-time multi-
agent networks in [31]. It is worthy to say, all the results in
[26–29] studied the event-triggered optimal control for
continuous-time MASs, but there were few works [30, 31]
which consider the discrete-time MASs.

Motivated by the above discussions, an event-triggered
ADP control algorithm is designed to address the optimal
consensus tracking problem for discrete-time MASs. 'e
major contributions of this paper are emphasized as follows:

(1) Comparing with the existing event-triggered ADP
consensus control methods [27–29], we design the
adaptive ET condition for every agent in the MASs.
'en, the agent samples the data and communicates
with the neighbors only when its event-triggered
condition is satisfied. 'at means the agents in the
MASs may not communicate with their neighbors or
update their control policies at the same time instant,
and then, the communicate resources are saved.

(2) In this paper, we give the stability analysis for the
MASs under the event-triggered condition. It shows
all agents in the discrete-time MASs will achieve
consensus under the ET condition. And, we also
prove the weight estimate errors for the critic neural
networks (NNs) and actor NNs are uniformly ulti-
mately bounded during the learning process.

'e rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the discrete-time MASs are considered and the consensus
problem is formed. 'e event-triggered conditions for each
agent in the system are introduced and the stability analysis

is given in Section 3. 'en, NN-based event-triggered ADP
algorithm is introduced in Section 4, and the simulation
results of this algorithm are given in Section 5. Finally, the
conclusions are shown in Section 6.

2. Problem Formation

Consider the discrete-time MASs:

xi(k + 1) � Axi(k) + Biui(k), (1)

where xi(k) ∈ Rn×1 and ui(k) ∈ Rmi×1 denote the state and
the coordination control of agent i, i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N, respec-
tively. A ∈ Rn×n andBi ∈ Rn×mi are the constant matrices.

'e leader’s dynamics function is defined as

x0(k + 1) � Ax0(k), (2)

where x0(k) ∈ Rn denotes the state of the leader.
'e local neighbor consensus tracking error ξi is defined

as

ξi(k) � 
j∈Ni

αij xi(k) − xj(k)  + βi xi(k) − x0(k)( .
(3)

where αij denotes the adjacency elements, aij > 0 if agent i

can communicate with agent j, otherwise, αij � 0, and βi

denotes the pinning gain, βi > 0, if agent i can communicate
with the leader, otherwise, βi � 0. We assume that there is at
least one agent who can get the information from the leader.

Under the event-triggered scheme, the discrete-time
MASs transmit the systems’ data only when the event is
triggered. Here, we define that the event is triggered at the
discrete-time instants’ sequence ki,1, ki,2, . . . , ki,p− 1, ki,p, for
i � 1, 2, . . . , N andp � 1, 2, . . . ,∞. At the pth event-trig-
gered instant of agent i, the consensus errors of agent i

denote as ξi(ki,p) � 
j∈Ni

αij(xi(ki,p) − xj (kj,q)) + βi(xi (ki,p)

− x0(ki,p)).
'e event-triggered error is defined as

δ(k) � ξi ki,p  − ξi(k), (4)

which means the difference between the consensus tracking
errors at the pth event-triggered instant and the current local
neighbor consensus tracking errors.

'en, the consensus problem of the discrete-time MASs
is to find the distributed feedback control law,
ui(k) � χ(ξi(ki,p)), which becomes a continuous signal
through a zero-order hold (ZOH) device when
ki,p ≤ k< ki,p+1.

'en, the local cost function is defined as

Ji ξi(k), ui(k), uj(k)  � 
∞

l�k

ρt− k
Ui ξi(t), ui(t), uj(t) 

� Ui ξi(k), ui(k), uj(k)  + ρJi ξi(k + 1), ui(k + 1), uj(k + 1) ,

(5)

where
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(i) Ui(ξi(k), ui(k), uj(k)): the utility function, for
agent i,

Ui ξi(k), ui(k), uj(k)  � ξΤi (k)Qiiξi(k) + uΤi (k)Riiui(k)

+ 
j∈Ni

uΤj (k)Sijuj(k).

(6)

(ii) uj(k): the control of the neighbors of agent i.
(iii) Qii, Rii, and Sij: positive symmetric weighting

matrices.
(iv) p: the discount factor, 0< ρ≤ 1.

According to Bellman’s principle, the optimal local cost
function J∗i (ξi(k), ui(k), uj(k)) can be defined as

J
∗
i ξi(k), ui(k), uj(k)  � min

ui ξi ki,p( ( 
Ui ξi(k), ui(k), uj(k) 

+ρJ
∗
i ξi(k + 1), ui(k + 1), uj(k + 1) ,

(7)

which is also called discrete-time HJB equations.
'e optimal disturbed control law u∗i (ξi(ki,p)) is defined

as

u∗i ξi ki,p   � arg min
ui ξi ki,p( ( 

Ui ξi(k), ui(k), uj(k)  + ρJ
∗
i ξi(k + 1),ui(k + 1), uj(k + 1)  .

(8)

3. Stability Analysis

Assumption 1 (see [32]). 'ere exist positive constants L, L1,
ϕ, and ψ, a C1 function V: Rn⟶ R≥ 0, and class κ∞
functions c1 and c2, such that

‖A‖≤ L, ‖B‖≤L, χ ξi(k) + δ((k)( 
����

����≤L ξi ki,p 
�����

�����, (9)

c1(‖x‖)≤V(x(k))≤ c2(‖x‖)∀x ∈ Rn
, (10)

V Axi(k) + Biχ ξi(k) + δ(k)( (  − V xi(k)( ≤ − ϕV xi(k)(  + ψ‖δ(k)‖. (11)

If (10) and (11) are satisfied, function V is called an ISS-
Lyapunov function for the discrete-time MAS.

Let us consider a situation that k ∈ [ki,p, ki,p+1), which
means that the ET condition is satisfied at the sampling
instant ki,p. In this situation, it is obvious that
δi,p(k + 1) � ξi(ki,p) − ξi(k + 1). 'en, we have

‖δ(k + 1)‖≤ ξi ki,p 
�����

����� + ξi(k + 1)
����

����. (12)

Substituting (1) and (2) into (3), we have

ξi(k + 1) � 
j∈Ni

αij A xi(k) − xj(k)  + Biui(k) − Bjuj(k)  + βi A(xi(k) − x0(k) + Biui(k)( 

� Aξi(k) + 
j∈Ni

αij Biui(k) − Bjuj(k)  + βiBiui(k)).
(13)

'en, we can have
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ξi(k + 1)
����

����≤ ‖A‖ ξi(k)
����

���� + 
j∈Ni

αij Biui(k) − Bjuj(k) 
�����

����� + βi Biui(k)
����

����

≤ ‖A‖ ξi(k)
����

���� + 
j∈Ni

αij Biui(k) − Bjuj(k) 
�����

����� + βi Biui(k)
����

����

≤ ‖A‖ ξi(k)
����

���� + 
j∈Ni

αij Biui(k)
����

���� + Bjuj(k)
�����

�����  + βi Biui(k)
����

����.

(14)

Substituting (9) into (14), we have

ξi(k + 1)
����

����≤ ‖A‖ ξi(k)
����

���� + 
j∈Ni

αij Biui(k)
����

���� + Bjuj(k)
�����

�����  + βiL ui(k)
����

����

≤ L ξi(k)
����

���� + L 
j∈Ni

αij uj(k)
�����

����� + ui(k)
����

����  + βiL ui(k)
����

����

≤ L ξi(k)
����

���� + L 
j∈Ni

αij uj(k)
�����

����� + L ξi ki,p 
�����

�����  + βiL
2 ξi ki,p 
�����

�����.

(15)

'erefore,

‖δ(k)‖≤ ξi ki,p 
�����

����� + ξi(k − 1)
����

����≤ ξi ki,p 
�����

����� + L ξi(k − 1)
����

����

+ L 
j∈Ni

αij uj(k)
�����

����� + L ξi ki,p 
�����

�����  + βiL
2 ξi ki,p 
�����

�����

� ξi ki,p 
�����

����� + βiL
2 ξi ki,p 
�����

����� + L 
j∈Ni

αij uj(k)
�����

����� + L ξi ki,p 
�����

����� 

+ L ξi(k − 1)
����

����≤ 1 + βiL
2

  ξi ki,p 
�����

����� + L 
j∈Ni

αij uj(k)
�����

����� + L ξi ki,p 
�����

����� 

+ L L ξi(k − 2)
����

���� + L 
j∈Ni

αij uj(k)
�����

����� + L ξi ki,p 
�����

�����  + βiL
2 ξi ki,p 
�����

�����⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

· · · ≤ 1 + βiL
2

+ βiL
3

+ · · · + βiL
k− ki,p+1

  ξi ki,p 
�����

�����

+ 1 + L + · · · + L
k− ki,p− 1

 L 
j∈Ni

αij uj(k)
�����

����� + L ξi ki,p 
�����

�����  + L
k− ki,p ξi ki,p 

�����

�����.

(16)

'en, we can rewrite the ET condition as

δi,p(k)
�����

�����≤ δiT � 1 + L
k− ki,p  ξ ki,p 

�����

����� + βi

L
2 1 − L

k− ki,p 

1 − L
ξ ki,p 

�����

�����

+ L
1 − L

k− ki,p

1 − L


j∈Ni

αij uj(k)
�����

����� + L ξi ki,p 
�����

����� ,

(17)

for every k ∈ [ki,p, ki,p+1).
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To better illustrate the control process, a flowchart has
been displayed in Figure 1. 'e transmitted data and control
policies are updated at ki,p instant, and the event-triggered
error is reset to zero. Once the event-triggered condition is
satisfied, the current instant becomes the next triggering
instant ki,p+1, and the system data are transmitted.

Otherwise, keep the transmitted data and control policies
unchanged.

'en, we will prove the discrete-time MAS is stable
under our event-triggered conditions.

Theorem 1. If a discrete-time MASs which is under as-
sumption 1 and satisfies the function,

V(x(k))≤V x ki,p+1   � − φϕV( x(ki,p ) ki,p+1 − ki,p  + ψV x ki,p  , (18)

for every k ∈ [ki,p, ki,p+1), where φ ∈ (0, 1), then the system is
asymptotically stable.

Proof. According to (9) and (11), we obtain

V Axi(k) + Biχ ξi(k) + δ(k)( ( ≤ (1 − ϕ)V xi(k)(  + ψ‖δ(k)‖.

(19)

'en, applying (18) into (19), we have

V Axi(k) + Biχ ξi(k) + δ(k)( ( ≤ (1 − ϕ)V xi(k)(  + ψδ(k)

≤ (1 − ϕ)V xi(k)(  + ψ 1 + L
k− ki,p + βi

L
2 1 − L

k− ki,p 

1 − L
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ ξi ki,p 

�����

�����⎛⎝

+L
1 − L

k− ki,p

1 − L


j∈Ni

αij uj(k)
�����

����� + L ξi ki,p 
�����

����� ⎞⎠.

(20)

Solving (20), we can obtain

V Axi(k) + Biχ ξi(k) + δ(k)( ( ≤ (1 − ϕ)
k− ki,p V xi ki,p  

+ ψ
1 − (1 − ϕ)

k− ki,p

ϕ
1 + L

k− ki,p + βi

L
2 1 − L

k− ki,p 

1 − L
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ ξi ki,p 

�����

�����⎛⎝

+L
1 − L

k− ki,p

1 − L


j∈Ni

αij uj(k)
�����

����� + L ξi ki,p 
�����

����� ⎞⎠.

(21)

We define a function as

F(x(k)) � − φϕV((x ki,p   k − ki,p  + ψV x ki,p  , ∀k ∈ ki,p, ki,p+1 . (22)

According to (18), we have

V(x(k))≤F(x(k)), (23)

for every k ∈ [ki,p, ki,p+1).
From (22), we obtain

ΔF � F x(k + 1) − F(x(k)) � − φϕV x ki,p   . (24)

Applying (9) into (24), we have

ΔF≤ − φϕc1 x ki,p 
�����

�����∀k ∈ ki,p, ki,p+1 . (25)

Since (23) and (25) hold, the stability of the discrete-time
MAS is proved. □
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Remark 1. We give the event-triggered condition for each
agent in the discrete-time MASs. Moreover, the stability of
the systems is also proved in this paper.

4. Event-Trggered Controller Design

In this section, considering the good fitting characteristics of
the neural networks (NN) [33, 34], the actor-critic neural
network structure is introduced to approximate the local
cost function Ji(ξi(k), ui(k), uj(k)) and the distributed
feedback control law ui(x). 'e actor-critic NNs are defined
as

F(ω, z, w) � ωΤΨ w
Τ
z  � ωΤΨ(Z), (26)

where z denotes the input data, Ψ(·) denotes the activation
functions, and w and ω denote the weight matrices of the NNs.

4.1. Formulation of the Critic Networks. 'e critic NN ap-
proximates the local cost function Ji(ξi(k), ui(k), uj(k)) in
this paper as follows:

Vi(k) � ωΤciΨci w
Τ
cizci(k) , (27)

where zci(k) denotes the input vector of the critic NN which
is constituted by ξi(k), ui(k), and uN(i)(k), Ψci(·) denotes
the activation function of the critic NN, and wci and ωci are
the weight matrices for the critic NN.

We define the difference between the current cost value
and the estimate value as the error function of the critic NN
as follows:

εci(k) � − Ui ξi(k), ui(k), uj(k) + ρωT
ciΨci w

Τ
cizci(k + 1)   + ωT

ciΨci w
T
cizci(k) . (28)

'en, the loss function for the critic NN is given as

Eci �
1
2
εΤci(k)εci(k). (29)

Our objective is to minimize the loss function during the
critic NN training.

'e weights for the critic NN are updated according to
the gradient-based rule, which is given as follows:

ωci(k + 1) � ωci(k) − Kci

zEci(k)

zεci(k)

zεci(k)

zωci(k)

� ωci(k) − Kciε
T
ci(k) − ρψci w

T
cizci(k + 1) 

+ ψci w
T
cizci(k) ,

(30)

where Kci denotes the learning rate.

4.2. Formulation of the Actor Networks. 'e actor NN ap-
proximates the disturbed control law ui(k), which can be
formulated as

ui(k) � ωT
aiΨai w

T
aizai(k) , (31)

where zai(k) is the input vector of the actor NN, ψai(·) is the
activation function for the actor NN, and ωai and wai are the
weight matrices for the actor NN.

We define the difference between the current local cost
value Vi(k) and the target cost value Pi(k) as the error
function, which is given as

εai � Vi(k) − Pi(k). (32)

Yes

Keep current transmitted state

No

Keep current control policy

Update the transmitted state

Update the control policy

xi = xi (ki,p), δi (ki,p) = 0
ui = ui (ki,p), uj = uj (ki,p)

xi = Axi + Bui
x0 = Ax0

Compute δi (k), k Є (ki,p, ki,p+1)

ki,p+1 = k, xj = xj (k)

ui = ui (k) ui = ui (ki,p)

xj = xj (ki,p)

||δi (k)||2 > δiT (K)

Figure 1: 'e flowchart of the event-triggered consensus control algorithm.
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In this paper, the target cost value is defined as 0.
'en, the loss function for the actor NN is given as

Eai �
1
2
εT

ai(k)εai(k). (33)

Our objective is to minimize the loss function during the
actor NN training.

'e weights for the actor NN is updated according to the
gradient-based rule, which is given as follows:

ωai(k + 1) � ωai(k) − Kai

zEai(k)

zεai(k)

zεai(k)

z Vi(k)

zVi(k)

zui(k)

zui(k)

zωai(k)

� ωai(k) − Kaiε
T
ai(k)ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w

T
aizai(k) ,

(34)

where Ω(k) � zΨci(wT
cizci)/zzci, Ci � zzci/zui, and Kai is

the learning rate for the actor NN.
'e procedure of the NN-based event-triggered optimal

consensus control algorithm for discrete-time MASs is
shown in Algorithm 1.

Theorem 2. Consider a discrete-time MAS. <e weights of
critic NN and actor NN are updated following (30) and (34),
respectively, under condition (17). <e state xi, the critic NN

weight estimation error, ωci � ωci − ω∗ci, and the action weight
estimation error, ωai � ωai − ω∗ai, in the close loop system are
UUB.

Proof

Case 1: the ETcondition is satisfied at iteration index k.
'e Lyapunov function for agent i can be defined as
follows:

Li(k) � Li,1(k) + Li,2(k) + Li,3(k), (35)

where Li,1(k) � xi
T(k)xi(k), Li,2(k) � (1/Kci)tr

ωT
ci(k)ωci(k) , and Li,3(k) � 1/Kai · tr ωT

ai(k)ωai(k) .
'e difference between Li,1(k + 1) and Li,1(k) can be
given as

ΔLi,1 � xi
T
(k + 1)xi(k + 1) − xi

T
(k)xi(k),

� xi(k + 1)
����

����
2

− xi(k)
����

����
2
,

� − xi(k)
����

����
2

+ Aixi(k) + Biω
∗
aiΨ waiξi( 

����
����
2
.

(36)

'e difference between Li,2(k + 1) and Li,2(k) can be
given as

ΔLi,2 � 1/Kci( tr ωT
ci(k + 1)ωci(k + 1)  − 1/Kci( tr ωT

ci(k)ωci(k) 

� 1/Kci( tr ωT
ci(k + 1)ωci(k + 1) − ωT

ci(k)ωci(k) .
(37)

According to the update function for the weight matrix
of critic NN (30), we have

ωci(k + 1) � ωci(k) − Kciε
T
ci(k) − ρψci w

T
cizci(k + 1)  + ψci w

T
cizci(k)  

� ωci(k) − Kci − ρψci w
T
cizci(k + 1) + ψci w

T
cizci(k)   

× − Ui(k) + ρωT
ciΨci w

T
cizci(k + 1)   + ωT

ciΨci w
T
cizci(k)  

� ωci(k) − Kciη(k) − Ui(k) + ωT
ci(η(k)) 

� I − Kciη(k)ηT
(k) ωci(k) + KciUi(k)η(k),

(38)

where η(k) � − ρΨci(wT
cizci(k + 1)) + Ψci(wT

cizci(k)). Substituting (38) into 37 we have

ΔLi,2 � 1/Kci( tr
I − Kciη(k)ηT

(k) ωci(k) + KciUi(k)η(k) 
T

× I − Kciη(k)ηT
(k) ωci(k) + KciUi(k)η(k)  − ωT

ci(k)ωci(k)

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎬

⎪⎭

≤ 1/Kci(  Kciη(k)ηT
(k)

����
����
2
F

ωci(k)
����

����
2

+ KciUi(k)η(k)
����

����
2

 

� η(k)ηT
(k)

����
����
2
F

ωci(k)
����

����
2

+ Ui(k)‖η(k)‖
2

� ‖η(k)‖
4

ωci(k)
����

����
2

+ Ui(k)‖η(k)‖
2
.

(39)
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'e difference between Li,3(k + 1) and Li,3(k) can be
given as

ΔLi,3 � 1/K2
ai tr ωT

ai(k + 1)ωai(k + 1)  − 1/Kai( tr ωT
ai(k)ωai(k) ,

� 1/K2
ai tr ωT

ai(k + 1)ωai(k + 1) − ωT
ai(k)ωai(k) .

(40)

According to the update function for the weight matrix
of critic NN (34), we have

ωai(k + 1) � ωai(k) − Kaiε
T
ai(k)ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w

T
aizai(k) 

� ωai(k) − Kai
Vi(k)ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w

T
aizai(k) .

(41)

Substituting (41) into (40), we have

ΔLi,3 �
1

Kai

tr

ωai(k) − Kai
Vi(k)ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w

T
aizai(k)  

T

× ωai(k) − Kai
Vi(k)ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w

T
aizai(k)  

− ωT
ai(k)ωai(k)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

�
1

Kai

tr

− ωT
ai(k)Kai

Vi(k)ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w
T
aizai(k) 

− Kai
Vi(k)ΨT

ai w
T
aizai(k) C

T
i Ω

T
(k)ωT

ci ωai(k)

+K
2
ai

V
2
i (k)ΨT

ai w
T
aizai(k) C

T
i Ω

T
(k)ωT

ci ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w
T
aizai(k) 

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

� tr

− 2Vi(k)ΨT
ai w

T
aizai(k) C

T
i Ω

T
(k)ωT

ci ωai(k)

+Kai
V
2
i (k)ΨT

ai w
T
aizai(k) C

T
i Ω

T
(k)ωT

ci ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w
T
aizai(k) 

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭

� − 2Vi(k)tr ωT
ai(k)ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w

T
aizai(k)   + Kai

V
2
i (k) ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w

T
aizai(k) 

�����

�����
2

F
.

(42)

Combining (36), (39), and (42), the difference between
ΔL(k) and ΔL(k + 1) is given as

ΔL≤ − xi(k)
����

����
2

− 2Vi(k)tr ωT
ai(k)ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w

T
aizai(k)  

+ Aixi(k) + Biω
∗
aiΨ waiξi( 

����
����
2

+‖η(k)‖
4

+ Ui(k)‖η(k)‖
2

+ Kai
V
2
i (k) ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w

T
aizai(k) 

�����

�����
2

F

≤ − xi(k)
����

����
2

− 2Vi(k)tr ωT
ai(k)ωciΩ(k)CiΨai w

T
aizai(k)   + Dmi,

(43)
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where Dmi � sup((‖Aixi(k) + Biω∗aiΨ(waiξi)‖
2 + ‖η

(k)‖4 + Ui (k)‖η(k)‖2 + Kai
V
2
i (k)‖ωciΩ ((k)CiΨai

(wT
aizai (k)))‖2F).

If one of the conditions ‖x(k)‖≥
����
Dmi


or

Vi(k)tr ωT
ai(k)ωciΩ(k)CiΨai(wT

aizai(k)) ≥Dmi holds,
the difference is ΔL< < 0. 'is means the states of the
system and the error of the weight matrices for critic
NN and actor NN are UUB.
Case 2: if the ET condition is not satisfied at iteration
instant k, consider the Lyapunov function (35) in case 1.
'e difference between Li,1(k + 1) and Li,1(k) can be
given as

ΔLi,1 � xT
i (k + 1)xi(k + 1) − xT

i (k)xi(k)

� xi(k + 1)
����

����
2

− xi(k)
����

����
2

≤ − xi(k)
����

����
2

+ Lx(k) + L
2
‖ξ(k)‖

����
����.

(44)

'e weight matrices for the critic NN and actor NN are
not updated when the ET condition is not satisfied, so
the differences are ΔLi,2 � 0 and ΔLi,3 � 0.
Combining ΔLi,1, ΔLi,2, and ΔLi,3, the difference
between ΔL(k) and ΔL(k + 1) is given as

ΔL � ΔLi,1 + ΔLi,2 + ΔLi,3

≤ − xi(k)
����

����
2

+ Lx(k) + L
2
‖ξ(k)‖

����
����.

(45)

If the condition ‖xi(k)‖≥
����������������
‖Lx(k) + L2‖ξ(k)‖‖


holds,

the difference is ΔL< 0. 'is means when the ET
condition is not satisfied at the time index k, the states
of the system and the error of the weights matrices for
the critic NN and actor NN are UUB. □

5. Simulation Analysis

To test the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we apply
the proposed algorithm in a numerical example. Consider a
discrete-time leader-follower MAS consisting of 4 agents
with a network topology, as shown in Figure 2. In the to-
pology, agent 0 denotes the leader and the followers are
labeled as agent 1 to agent 4.'e adjacency elements α21, α31,
and α42 are set to 1.'e other adjacency elements are set to 0.
In this numerical example, only agent 1 can communicate
with the leader, which means β1 � 1 and β2 � β3 � β4 � 0.
'e weight matrices of the utility function are selected as
Q11 � Q11 � Q11 � Q11 � I2×2, R11 � R22 � R33 � R44 � 1,

and S12 � S13 � S14 � S23 � S24 � S32 � S34 � S41 � S43 � 0.
'e dynamics matrix for the leader are set to

A �
0.9950 0.0798

− 0.0798 0.9950 . 'e dynamics matrices for the

followers are set to A �
0.9950 0.0798

− 0.0798 0.9950 ,

B1 �
0.2047
0.0898 , B2 �

0.2147
0.2895 , B3 �

0.2097
0.1897 , and

B4 �
0.2000
0.1000 .

'e parameters for the critic NN and the actor NN are
set to ρ � 0.9, and Kc1 � Kc2 � Kc3 � 0.01, Kc4 � 0.001,
and Ka1 � Ka2 � Ka3 � Ka4 � 0.01. Ψc1(k1,p) � [ξ

2
11

(k1,p), ξ
2
12(k1,p), u1(k1,p)], Ψc2(k2,p) � [ξ

2
21(k2,p), ξ

2
22 (k2,p),

u2
1(k2,p), u2

2(k2,p)], Ψc3(k3,p) � [ξ
2
31(k3,p), ξ

2
32 (k3,p), u2

1
(k3,p), u2

3(k3,p)], and Ψc4(k4,p) � [ξ
2
41(k4,p), ξ

2
42 (k4,p), u2

(k4,p), u4(k4,p)] are the activation functions of the critic
NNs. 'e activation functions of the actor NNs are set to
Ψai(ki,p) � [ξi(ki,p)]. x0(0) � [0.6311, 0.0899]T, x1(0)

0

2

1 3

4

Leader

Follower

Figure 2: 'e network topology for the discrete-time MAS.
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� [0.9954, 0.3321]T, x2(0) � [0.2973, 0.0620]T, x3(0) �

[0.2982, 0.0464]T, and x4(0) � [0.5054, 0.7614]T are chosen
as the initial states for the leader and the follower agents in
the system. We set L � 0.1.

'e tracking path for every agent in the discrete-time
MAS is shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3, we can observe
that all the agents in the system can reach the same state as
the leader, and then, they achieve synchronization. 'e

driving errors for the agents in the system are shown in
Figure 4. All the agents’ driving error all are not updated at
every instant k, that is to say, all the agents are driven when
the ETcondition is satisfied. Figure 5 shows the comparisons
of event-triggered errors and thresholds for every agent in
the system. In Figure 5, we can observe that the event-
triggered errors are always smaller than the thresholds
during the tracking process, and we only sample the data

Initialization:
Give the computation precision τ and the initial state xi(0) for agent i;
Give the initial state x0(0) for the leader;
Select the learning rate Kai and Kci;
Give the positive matrices Qii, Rii, and Sij;
Initialize the event-triggered error condition δiT(0) � 0;
Select the positive constant L;

Iteration:
Let the iteration index k � 0;
repeat:
Calculate the tracking error ξi(k) and the event-triggered error δi(k);

IF ‖δi(k)‖≥ δiT(k):
Event-triggered error ‖δi(k)‖ � 0;
Event-triggered index ki,p � k;
Compute the control law ui(k);
Compute the local cost function Vi(k);
Compute the next state xi(k + 1) of agent i and the next state x0(k + 1) of the leader agent;
Calculate the next tracking error ξi(k);
Compute the control law ui(k + 1);
Compute the local cost function Vi(k + 1);
Update the weights matrix of the critic NN;
Update the weights matrix of the actor NN;

ELSE:
'e control law ui(k) � ui(k − 1);

Compute the control law ui(k);
Compute the next state xi(k + 1) of agent i and the next sate x0(k + 1) of the leader agent
according to the model NN;
k � k + 1 ;

Until |ωci(k + 1) − ωci(k)|≤ τ;
End

ALGORITHM 1: NN-based event-triggered optimal consensus control algorithm for discrete-time MASs.

Agent 0
Agent 1

Agent 3
Agent 4

Agent 2

xi1

1

1

0.5

0.5

–0.5

–0.5

–1

–1

0

0

0
100

200
300

x i2

k

Figure 3: 'e tracking path for the system under the ET condition.
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Figure 4: 'e driving error for every agent in the system under the ETcondition. (a) Driving error for agent1. (b) Driving error for agent2.
(c) Driving error for agent3. (d) Driving error for agent4.
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Figure 5: Continued.
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Figure 5: Comparisons of event-triggered errors and thresholds for every agent in the system. (a) Comparisons of event-triggered errors
and thresholds for agent1. (b) Comparisons of event-triggered errors and thresholds for agent2. (c) Comparisons of event-triggered errors
and thresholds for agent3. (d) Comparisons of event-triggered errors and thresholds for agent4.
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Figure 6: Comparisons of required number of transmitting data under the time-triggered and event-triggered ADP for every agent in the
system. (a) 'e required number of transmitting data under the time-triggered ADP and event-triggered ADP for agent1. (b) 'e required
number of transmitting data under the time-triggered ADP and event-triggered ADP for agent2. (c) 'e required number of transmitting
data under the time-triggered ADP and event-triggered ADP for agent1. (d) 'e required number of transmitting data under the time-
triggered ADP and event-triggered ADP for agent1.
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when the event-triggered errors are bigger or equal to the
thresholds, so we sample the less data and save computing
resources using our algorithm. Figure 6 shows the com-
parisons of the required number of transmitting data under
the time-triggered and event-triggered ADP algorithm for
every agent in the system. We can observe the required
number of the event-triggered algorithm is much less than
the required number of the time-triggered algorithm.

6. Conclusion

An event-triggered optimal consensus tracking control al-
gorithm based on the ADP structure is proposed in this
paper. To save the communication and computation re-
sources, we introduce the event-triggered scheme to the
optimal consensus tracking control algorithm. 'e neural
networks technology is introduced to simplify the appli-
cation of the proposed algorithm. It is proved the discrete-
time MASs are stable with the proposed algorithm and the
estimate errors of the weights for NNs are UUB. 'e sim-
ulation results illustrate the efficiency of the proposed
method.
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A nonlinear coupled wing model subject to unknown external disturbances is proposed in this paper. Since the model is modeled
by partial differential equations, the traditional control design scheme based on the ordinary differential equation model is not
applicable, and the control law design becomes very complex. In this paper, a new antidisturbance boundary control scheme based
on a finite time convergent disturbance observer is proposed. ,e control laws are designed based on the new disturbance
observers to make the external disturbance errors converge to zero in a finite time and ensure the uniformly bounded stability of
the controlled system. Finally, the effectiveness of the controllers and the finite-time convergence of disturbance errors are verified
by the simulation and comparison.

1. Introduction

Due to the characteristics of maneuverability, flexibility, and
wide vision, aircrafts are widely used in various fields.
Aircrafts include the fixed-wing, rotary-wing, and flapping-
wing aircraft. Among them, the flapping-wing aircraft has
unique advantages, including higher flight maneuverability
and low flight costs. In addition, although the size is small
and the flight resistance is large, the flight efficiency of the
flapping-wing aircraft will not be reduced [1]. ,erefore,
more and more researchers are engaged in the research of
flapping-wing aircraft [2–6]. Researchers combined the
structural design with bionics to develop and research the
flapping-wing aircraft. Some researchers used rigid materials
to make the wings, which ignored the influence of fluid
dynamic changes caused by the deformation of insect wings
so that the fuselage may not be flexible enough and prone to
failure during execution [7]. Because flexible materials have
the advantages of improving the running speed of the
mechanical system and further reducing the weight of the
structure, they are widely used in the mechanical structure
manufacturing in recent years [8, 9]. ,erefore, we can use
flexible materials to make flapping-wing aircraft wings [10].
Although the flexible wing can improve the flexibility of

flapping-wing aircraft, the vibration and deformation of
wings will affect the control effect and flight performance.
Consequently, the problem of wing vibration needs to be
solved urgently, which inspired our research. In this paper,
we regard a single wing as a coupled distributed parameter
system and use the combination of partial differential
equation and ordinary differential equation (PDE-ODE) to
describe the wing dynamic model. Due to the complexity of
distributed parameter system control design, more andmore
attention has been paid in recent years [11–21].

For the problem of vibration suppression of distributed
parameter systems, several researchers have proposed var-
ious control methods including the modal reductionmethod
[22] and boundary control [23–29]. ,e modal reduction
method can effectively reduce the order of the infinite-di-
mensional system and treat the system as a finite dimension,
but this method can easily cause spillover effects. ,e
boundary control strategy can effectively solve this problem
and improve the robustness of the system. In recent years,
the research on vibration suppression of flexible structural
systems based on the boundary control has made great
progress. For example, in [30], with the method of barrier
Lyapunov function, the controller could suppress the vi-
bration of the system and cope with the input and output
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constraints at the same time. In [31], a boundary controller
was constructed to suppress the vibration excursion of the
hose using the backstepping control method, and a smooth
hyperbolic tangent function was introduced to cope with the
input amplitude and rate constraints. In [32], a boundary
control was designed for the flexible string system with
vibration and input backlash. In [33], with the help of a new
disturbance observer, the external disturbance was effec-
tively suppressed, and the purpose of vibration reduction
was achieved. A robust adaptive controller was proposed to
deal with parameter uncertainties and stabilize the system in
[34]. In [35], the authors put forward an adaptive NN
control strategy for flexible string systems with input con-
straints and actuator failures. Two iterative learning
boundary control schemes were designed for a flexible
microair vehicle under spatiotemporal variation distur-
bances to suppress structural vibration and make it track the
target trajectory in [36]. As for the boundary control of the
flexible aircraft wing system, many scholars have researched
in recent years [37–39]. However, these studies did not
consider that the system was affected by both distributed
disturbances and boundary disturbances, and their existence
may bring great side effects to the system. ,erefore, dis-
turbance suppression has become a key problem in the wing
control design.

In the past few years, one of the most commonly used
antidisturbance methods is the disturbance observer tech-
nique. ,is method can be used for nonlinear systems with
uncertainties and efficiently improve the robustness of the
system [40–42]. ,e boundary disturbance observer-based
control problem of a vibrating single-link flexible manip-
ulator system with external disturbances was studied in [43].
In [44], considering the influence of extraneous disturbance
acting on the wing, a new observer was proposed for con-
troller design. A new disturbance observer was proposed to
deal with the distributed disturbance and boundary dis-
turbance of a flexible-link manipulator in [45]. However, it is
noted that although the disturbance observer proposed in
the above research could effectively track the change of
unknown disturbance, it must be assumed that the distur-
bance changes slowly, and it could not ensure that the
disturbance error converged in a finite time. For systems
affected by the external disturbance with unknown varying
frequency, it is very important to ensure that the disturbance
error converges in a finite time [46]. So far, there has been no
research on the finite-time convergence control of the
coupled aircraft wing system, which motivates this research.

In this article, the stability of nonlinear flexible coupled
wing systems under external disturbances is studied. We
briefly describe the contributions of this work: (i) Consid-
ering the unknown boundary disturbances of the flexible
wing, the model is updated on this basis. (ii) ,e proposed
observer can guarantee that the disturbance errors can
converge to zero in a finite time. (iii) ,e vibration problem
of the wing structure is well solved, and there is no spillover
effect in the system control.

,e rest of this paper is organized as follows: the dy-
namics of the coupled aircraft wing system are presented in
Section 2. Section 3 presents the new finite-time control

scheme and a detailed analysis of the stability of the closed-
loop system. Simulation and analysis are carried out in
Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. Problem Statement

2.1. SystemModel. A vibrating flexible flapping-wing aircraft
subject to unknown disturbances is depicted in Figure 1. In
this paper, R represents a collection of real numbers, xec is
the length between the shear center and the mass center of
the wing cross section, and xac is the distance from the
aerodynamic center to the shear center of the wing. ρ is the
mass per unit of the wing, Ip describes the polar moment of
inertia, EIb denotes the bending rigidity, GJ represents
torsion rigidity, gh(z, t) denotes the distributed disturbance,
ξ represents the Kelvin–Voigt damping coefficient, and τ1(t)

and τ2(t) represent the control inputs. Besides, g1(t) and
g2(t) are the unknown disturbances at the wing tip z � s.
For simplicity, some symbols are replaced with
(·)

.

� z(·)/zt, (·)′ � z(·)/zz, (·)′
.

� z2(·)/zz zt,
(·)″ � z2(·)/zz2, and (·)

..

� z2(·)/zt2.
,e kinetic energy Ek(t) of the flexible wing in this study

is given directly as follows:

Ek(t) �
1
2
ρ

s

0
[ _q(z, t)]

2dz +
1
2
Ip 

s

0
[θ

.

(z, t)]
2dz. (1)

Ep(t) denotes the potential energy of the flexible wing:

Ep(t) �
1
2

EIb 
s

0
q″(z, t) 

2dz +
1
2

GJ 
s

0
θ′(z, t) 

2dz. (2)

,e virtual work of damping on the wing is expressed by

δHd(t) � − ξEIb 
s

0
_q″(z, t)δq″(z, t)dz

− ξGJ 
s

0
. θ′(z, t)δθ′(z, t)dz.

(3)

,e virtual work of the coupling of bending and torsion
stiffness is presented as follows:

δHc(t) � ρxec 
s

0
€q(z, t)δθ(z, t)dz

+ ρxec 
s

0
θ
..

(z, t)δq(z, t)dz.

(4)

,e virtual work of unknown disturbance is given as

δHf(t) � 
s

0
gh(z, t)δq(z, t) − xacgh(z, t)δθ(z, t) dz

+ g1(t)δq(s, t) + g2(t)δθ(s, t).

(5)

,e virtual work δHτ(t) performed by the control inputs
can be obtained as follows:

δHτ(t) � τ1(t)δq(s, t) + τ2(t)δθ(s, t). (6)

,en, we add all the virtual works of the system:

δH(t) � δ Hc(t) + Hd(t) + Hf(t) + Hτ(t) . (7)

Hamilton’s principle is formulated as follows [47, 48]:
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t2

t1

δ Ek(t) − Ep(t) + H(t) dt � 0. (8)

According to (8), we can obtain the flexible wing dy-
namics as follows:

Ip
€θ(z, t) − GJθ″(z, t) − ρxec€q(z, t)

− ξGJ _θ″(z, t) � − xacgh(z, t),

ρ€q(z, t) + EIbq‴′

− ρxec
€θ(z, t) + ξEIb _q‴′(z, t) � gh(z, t).

(9)

Moreover, we can get the boundary conditions of the
system:

q(0, t) � q′(0, t) � q″(s, t) � θ(0, t) � 0,

EIbq‴(s, t) + ξEIb _q‴(s, t) � − τ1(t) − g1(t),

GJθ′(s, t) + ξGJ _θ′(s, t) � τ2(t) + g2(t).

(10)

2.2. Preliminaries. ,e lemmas and assumption are pro-
posed here to facilitate the later controller design and sta-
bility analysis.

Assumption 1. For g1(t), g2(t), and gh(z, t), we suppose
that there exist ζ1 > 0, ζ2 > 0, and ghmax > 0 such that
|g1(t)|≤ ζ1, |g2(t)|≤ ζ2, and |gh(z, t)|≤ghmax, (z, t) ∈ t

[0, s]n × q[0, +∞). ,is assumption is reasonable because
the energy of external disturbances is limited.

Lemma 1 (see [49]). If there exist ϖ1(s, t),ϖ2(s, t) ∈R,
p> 0 with (s, t) ∈ t[0, f]n × q[0, +∞), we can obtain

ϖ1ϖ2 ≤
1
p
ϖ21 + pϖ22. (11)

Lemma 2 (see [49]). If ϖ(s, t) ∈R satisfies the condition
ϖ(0, t) � 0, then

ϖ2 ≤f 
f

0
ϖ′2ds, (12)

where (s, t) ∈ t[0, f]n × q[0, +∞).

Lemma 3. 0e following inequality for the positive definite
function Q(t) is used to derive our main results as follows:

_Q(t)≤ − ϕ1Q(t) − ϕ2Q
ϕ3(t). (13)

,en, the function Q(t) will have an equilibrium point.
It can converge to the point in a finite time as follows:

tf ≤
1

ϕ1 1 − ϕ3( 
ln
ϕ1Q

1− ϕ3(0) + ϕ2
ϕ2

, (14)

with ϕ1 > 0, ϕ2 > 0, and 0<ϕ3 < 1 being undetermined
constants.

3. Control Design

,e emphasis of the research is how to construct boundary
controllers to suppress the vibration of a coupled wing
system. For the sake of the control goal, a new control
scheme based on finite-time disturbance observer is adop-
ted, which can ensure the stability of the closed-loop system.
,e control block diagram of the system is shown in
Figure 2.

First, the boundary control laws are proposed as follows:

τ1(t) � − k1[aq(s, t) + b _q(s, t)] − g1(t),

τ2(t) � − k2[aθ(s, t) + b _θ(s, t)] − g2(t),
(15)

where k1, k2 > 0.

Step 1. ,e auxiliary functions are defined as follows:

σ1(t) � − ξEIq‴(s, t) − ]1(t), (16)

_]1(t) � κ1σ1(t) + κ2sign σ1(t)(  + κ3σ
2a1− a2/a2
1 (t)

+ τ1(t) + EIbq‴(s, t),
(17)

σ2(t) � ξGJθ′(s, t) − ]2(t), (18)

_]2(t) � κ4σ2(t) + κ5sign σ2(t)(  + κ6σ
2b1− b2/b2
2 (t)

+ τ2(t) − GJθ′(s, t).
(19)

To arrive at the control objectives that deal with the
unknown disturbances g1(t) and g2(t), we define the es-
timation form of disturbance terms as follows:

Twist
θ (z,t)

Bending
q (z,t)

Figure 1: Flapping-wing robotic aircraft.
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g1(t) � κ1σ1(t) + κ2sign σ1(t)(  + κ3σ
2a1− a2/a2
1 (t), (20)

g2(t) � κ4σ2(t) + κ5sign σ2(t)(  + κ6σ
2b1− b2/b2
2 (t), (21)

where κ1, κ2, κ3, κ4, κ5, and κ6 are all positive numbers.
Moreover, a1, a2, b1, and b2 are all odd numbers that satisfied
a1 < a2 < 2a1 and b1 < b2 < 2b1.

Step 2. We choose Lyapunov candidate function as

W(t) � Wa(t) + Wo(t), (22)

where

Wa(t) �
b

2
ρ

s

0
[ _q(z, t)]

2dz +
b

2
EIb 

s

0
q″(z, t) 

2dz +
b

2
Ip 

s

0
[ _θ(z, t)]

2dz +
b

2
GJ 

s

0
θ′(z, t) 

2dz,

Wo(t) � aρ
s

0
_q(z, t)q(z, t)dz + aIp 

s

0
_θ(z, t)θ(z, t)dz

− aρxec 
s

0
[ _q(z, t)θ(z, t) + q(z, t) _θ(z, t)dz − bxec 

s

0
_q(z, t) _θ(z, t)dz,

(23)

where a> 0 and b> 0.

Remark 1. In this paper, we use the Lyapunov direct method
to design the controller given in the specific form of Lya-
punov function, where Wa(t) is derived from the system
kinetic energy Ek(t) and potential energy Ep(t), which is
called the energy term. Wo(t) is derived from the coupling of
various state quantities of the system and becomes a crossing
term.Q1(t) andQ2(t) will be given later in this article, which
represent the auxiliary items of the system to deal with
disturbance errors. By adjusting the control laws (15)–(21)
and Lyapunov candidate function, we ensure that the de-
rivative of Lyapunov function W(t) has an upper bound and
let Q1(t) and Q2(t) satisfy Lemma 3 so as to prove the
uniform boundedness of state variables and the finite-time
convergence of disturbance errors.

Remark 2. ,e control signals q(s, t), _q(s, t), θ(s, t), _θ
(s, t), q‴(s, t), θ′(s, t), _q‴(s, t), and _θ′(s, t) in the control
equations (15)–(21) can be obtained during execution, where
q(s, t) and θ(s, t) are obtained by the laser displacement
sensors, and θ′(s, t) is obtained by the inclinometer. ,e

remaining variables _q(s, t), _θ(s, t), q‴(s, t), _q‴(s, t), and
_θ′(s, t) are further obtained by the backward difference
algorithms.

Theorem 1. 0e Lyapunov function (22) has upper and
lower bounds:

0≤ λ2κ(t)≤W(t)≤ λ1κ(t), (24)

where λ1 and λ2 are positive numbers.

Proof. A new function is defined as follows:

κ(t) � 
s

0
[ _q(z, t)]

2
+[q′′(z, t)]

2
+[ _θ(z, t)]

2
+ θ′(z, t) 

2
 dz.

(25)

Hence, we obtain

y2κ(t)≤Wa(t)≤y1κ(t), (26)

where y1 and y2 are two positive numbers,
y1 � (b/2)max EIb, Ip, GJ, ρ , and y2 � (b/2)min ρ, EIb,

Ip, GJ}. For Wo(t), we can obtain

Model Control Design
τ1 (t) τ2 (t)

External
disturbances

Finite-time disturbance observer

Backward Difference

Coupled Aircraft wing

q′′′(s,t) q· ′′′(s,t)

q·  (s,t) θ· (s,t)

θ (s,t)
θ′ (s,t)
q (s,t)

θ·′(s,t)

Sensors

Figure 2: Finite-time control for the coupled aircraft wing.
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Wo(t)


≤ aρ 
s

0
[ _q(z, t)]

2dz + s
4


s

0
q″(z, t) 

2dz  + aIp 
s

0
[ _θ(z, t)]

2dz + s
2


s

0
θ′(z, t) 

2dz 

+ aρxec 
s

0
[ _q(z, t)]

2dz + 
s

0
[ _θ(z, t)]

2dz  + aρxec s
4


s

0
q″(z, t) 

2dz + s
2


s

0
θ′(z, t) 

2dz 

+ bρxec 
s

0
[ _q(z, t)]

2dz + 
s

0
[ _θ(z, t)]

2dz  + aIp + aρxec + bρxec  
s

0
[ _θ(z, t)]

2dz + aIp + aρxec s
2

· 
s

0
θ′(z, t) 

2dz≤y3κ(t),

(27)

where y3 � max aρ + aρxec + bρxec , (aρ + aρxec)s4, aIp+

aρxec + bρxec, (aIp + aρxec)s2} and b satisfies b> 2y3/min
ρ, Ip, EIb, GJ .

Now, we can prove equation (24) as follows:

O≤ λ2κ(t)≤W(t)≤ λ1κ(t), (28)

where λ2 � y2 − y3 and λ1 � y1 + y3. □

Step 3. ,e derivative of Wa(t) gives

_Wa(t)≤ − b _q(s, t) EIbq‴(s, t) + ξEIb _q‴(s, t)  + b _θ(s, t) GJθ′(s, t) + ξGJ _θ′(s, t) 

+ bρxec 
s

0
[ _q(z, t)€θ(z, t) + €q(z, t) _θ(z, t)]dz −

bξGJ

2s
2 − η2bxac  

s

0
[ _θ(z, t)]

2dz −
bξEIb

2s
4 − η1b  

s

0
[ _q(z, t)]

2dz

+
b

η1
+

bxac

η2
 sg

2
hmax −

bξEIb

2


s

0
_q″(z, t) 

2dz −
bξGJ

2


s

0
_θ″(z, t) 

2
dz.

(29)

Similarly, differentiating Wo(t) leads to

_Wo(t) � aρ
s

0
€q(z, t)q(z, t)dz

+ aIp 
s

0
€θ(z, t)θ(z, t)dz

− aρxec 
s

0
€q(z, t)θ(z, t)dz

− aρxec 
s

0
q(z, t)€θ(z, t)dz

+ aρ
s

0
[ _q(z, t)]

2dz + aIp 
s

0
[ _θ(z, t)]

2dz

− bρxec 
s

0
€q(z, t) _θ(z, t)dz

− bρxec 
s

0
_q(z, t)€θ(z, t)dz

− 2aρxec 
s

0
[ _q(z, t) _θ(z, t)]dz.

(30)

Considering (10) and controllers (15)–(21), we obtain

_W(t)≤ − k2 −
1
η9

 [aθ(s, t) + b _θ(s, t)]
2

+ g
2
2(t)η9

− k1 −
1
η8

 [aq(s, t) + b _q(s, t)]
2

+ g
2
1(t)η8

− aEIb −
aξEIb

η3
− η6as

4
  

s

0
[q′′(z, t)]dz

− aGJ −
aξGJ

η4
− η7s

2
xac  

s

0
θ′(z, t) 

2dz

−
bξEIb

2s
4 − η1b − aρ − 2aρxecη5  

s

0
[ _q(z, t)]

2dz

−
bξGJ

2s
2 − η2bxac − aIp −

2aρxec

η5
  

s

0
[ _θ(z, t)]

2dz

−
bξEIb

2
− aξEIbη3  

s

0
[ _q′′(z, t)]

2dz

−
bξGJ

2
− aξGJη4  

s

0
_θ
’
(z, t) 

2
dz

+
b

η1
+

bxac

η2
+

a

η6
+

axac

η7
 sg

2
hmax

≤ − λ3κ(t) + ε,
(31)
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where ηi > 0, i � 1 . . . 9. In addition, because g1(t) and g2(t)

are estimates of g1(t) and g2(t), under the action of dis-
turbance observers, the errors between them are also
bounded. ,us, there exist positive numbers ζ3 and ζ4,
satisfying |g1(t)|≤ ζ3 and |g2(t)|≤ ζ4.

Let μ1 � k2 − (1/η9)> 0 and μ2 � k1 − (1/η8)> 0. ,e
selection of intermediate parameters is provided as follows:

μ3 �
bξEIb

2s
4 − η1b − aρ − 2aρxecη5 > 0,

μ4 �
bξGJ

2s
2 − η2bxac − aIp −

2aρxec

η5
> 0,

μ5 � aEIb −
aξEIb

η3
− η6as

4 > 0,

μ6 � aGJ −
aξGJ

η4
− η7as2xac> 0,

λ3 � min μ3, μ4, μ5, μ6 > 0,

ε �
b

η1
+

bxac

η2
+

a

η6
+

axac

η7
 sg

2
hmax + η9ζ

2
4 + η8ζ

2
3 < +∞.

(32)

,erefore, we can obtain
_W(t)≤ − λW(t) + ε, (33)

where λ � λ3/λ1.

Theorem 2. 0rough the dynamical system and the proposed
control laws, the controlled system’s states q(z, t) and θ(z, t)

are uniformly ultimately bounded.

Proof. Invoking (33) and multiplying eλt yields

_W(t)e
λt ≤ − λW(t)e

λt
+ εeλt

. (34)

Integrating (34), we have

W(t)≤ W(0) −
ε
λ

 e
− λt

+
ε
λ
≤W(0)e

− λt
+
ε
λ
. (35)

Furthermore, invoking (24) and Lemma 2, we have
1
s
3[q(z, t)]

2 ≤
1
s
2 

s

0
q′(z, t) 

2dz

≤ 
s

0
q″(z, t) 

2dz≤ κ(t)≤
1
λ

W(t).

(36)

Finally, this results in

|q(z, t)|≤

����������������

s
3

λ2
W(0)e

− λt
+
ε
λ

 



,∀(z, t) ∈ [0, s] ×[0, +∞),

|θ(z, t)|≤

����������������
s

λ2
W(0)e

− λt
+
ε
λ

 



,∀(z, t) ∈ [0, s] ×[0, +∞).

(37)

□

Theorem 3. Provided that κ2 ≥ ζ1 holds, the disturbance
error g1(t) ensures convergence to zero before t≥ tf1, where

tf1 ≤
a2

2κ1 a2 − a1( 
ln

κ1Q
a2− a1/a2
1 (0) + 2 a1/a2( )− 1κ3

2a1/a2− 1κ3

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭, (38)

with Q1(0) denoting an initial value of Q1(t), and
Q1(t) � σ21(t)/2

Theorem 4. Provided that κ5 ≥ ζ2 holds, the disturbance
error g2(t) converges to zero before t≥ tf2, where

tf2 ≤
b2

2κ4 b2 − b1( 
ln

κ4Q
b2− b1/b2
2 (0) + 2 b1/b2( )− 1κ6

2b1/b2− 1κ6

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭, (39)

with Q2(0) denoting an initial value of Q2(t), and
Q2(t) � σ22(t)/2.

Proof. Differentiating Q1(t) and invoking (16) and (17), we
have

_Q1(t) � σ1(t) _σ1(t)

� σ1(t) ξEIb _q‴(s, t) − _]1(t) 

� σ1(t) ξEIb _q‴(s, t) − κ1ϕ1(t) − κ2sign ϕ1(t)(  − κ3σ
2a1− a2/a2
1 (t) − τ1(t) − EIbq(s, t) 

� − κ1σ
2
1(t) − κ2 σ1(t)


 − κ3σ1(t)

2a1− a2/a2(t) + σ1(t) + g1(t)

≤ − κ1σ
2
1(t) − κ2 − ζ1(  σ1(t)


 − κ3ϕ1(t)σ2a1− a2/a2

1 (t)

≤ − κ1σ
2
1(t) − κ3σ1(t)σ2a1− a2/a2

1 (t).

(40)

,erefore, Q1(t) will converge to an equilibrium point in
a finite time tf1. We define p � a1/a2, and then we multiply
(40) by Q

p
1(t)/(1 − p) to derive the following:

dQ1 ≤
− 2κ1(1 − p)Q

1− p
1 (t) − 2pκ3(1 − p) Q

p
1(t)

((1 − p)dt)
. (41)
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Letting ι(t) � Q
1− p
1 (t), with the analysis made in (41), we

derive

_ι(t)≤ − 2κ1(1 − p)ι(t) − 2pκ3(1 − p). (42)

Multiplying (42) by e2κ1(1− p)t results in

_ι(t)e
2κ1(1− p)t ≤ − 2κ1(1 − p)e

2κ1(1− p)tι(t)

− 2pκ3(1 − p)e
2κ1(1− p)t

.
(43)

,en, we obtain

d ι(t)e
2κ1(1− p)t

 

dt
≤ − 2pκ3(1 − p)e

2κ1(1− p)t
. (44)

We apply the integral of (44) as follows:

ι(t)≤ −
2(p− 1)κ3

κ1
+ ι(0) +

2(p− 1)κ3
κ1

 e
− 2κ1(1− p)t

. (45)

Equation (45) can be rewritten as

Q
1− p

(t)≤ −
2(p− 1)κ3

κ1
+ Q

1− p
1 (0) +

2(p− 1)κ3
κ1

 e
− 2κ1(1− p)t

.

(46)

Invoking Q1(t) and (40) yields

Q1(t)≥ 0, _Q1(t)≤ 0. (47)

According to (46) and (47), we have

Q
1− p
1 (0) +

2(p− 1)κ3
κ1

 e
− 2κ1(1− p)tf1 −

2(p− 1)κ3
κ1
≥ 0. (48)

When t � tf1 and Q1(tf1) � 0, then we have Q1(t) ≡ 0.
We can further obtain

e
2κ1(1− p)tf1 ≤

κ1Q
1− p
1 (0) + 2(p− 1)κ3

2(p− 1)κ3
. (49)

Taking the logarithm for it as follows:

tf1 ≤
1

2κ1(1 − p)
ln

κ1Q
1− p
1 (0) + 2(p− 1)κ3

2(p− 1)κ3

⎧⎨

⎩

⎫⎬

⎭

�
a2

2κ1 a2 − a1( 
ln

κ1Q
a2− a1/a2
1 (0) + 2a1/a2 − 1κ3

2a1/a2− 1κ3
 .

(50)

In a word, considering κ2 ≥ ζ1, when t≥ tf1, we derive

Q1(t) ≡ 0. (51)

Invoking (51) and Q1(t), we obtain the following when
t≥ tf1,

σ1(t) ≡ 0. (52)

Moreover, when t≥ tf1, we arrive at

_σ1(t) ≡ 0. (53)

,e disturbance estimation error is expressed as follows:

g1(t) � g1(t) − g1(t). (54)

,e combination of (10), (20), and (54) gives

g1(t) � − τ1(t) − ξEIb _q‴(s, t) − EIbq‴(s, t) − g1(t)

� − ξEIb _q‴(s, t) + − τ1(t) − EIbq‴(s, t) + κ1σ1(t)(

+ κ2sign σ1(t) + κ3σ
2a1− a2/a2
1 

� _σ1(t).

(55)

Invoking (53) and (55), we can conclude that if κ2 ≥ ζ1
holds, g1(t) converges to zero for ∀t≥ tf1. Similarly, we can
prove that if κ5 ≥ ζ2 holds, g2(t) converges to zero for
∀t≥ tf2. □

4. Simulation

In this section, the finite difference method is used to ap-
proximate the dynamics of the system with system pa-
rameters as s � 2.0m, xec � 0.35m, EIb � 0.2Nm2, GJ �

0.5Nm2, ρ � 10kg/m, xac � 0.05N, Ip � 1.5kgm, and
ξ � 0.6. ,e initial condition of the system is set as
q(z, 0) � z/s, and θ(z, 0) � (πz/2s). Besides, we have
_q(z, 0) � 0 and _θ(z, 0) � 0. ,e inevitable external distur-
bances are defined as follows:

gh(z, t) � (1 + +3 cos(3πt) + sin(πt))z/30

g1(t) � 0.02 + 0.06 sin(0.05t)

g2(t) � 0.04 + 0.02 sin(0.1t).

(56)

Figures 3 and 4 show the displacement of the coupled
wing without control, that is, τ1(t) � 0 and τ2(t) � 0.
Figures 5 and 6 depict the three-dimensional represen-
tation of flexible wings with boundary control. ,e control
parameters are chosen as k1 � 2, k2 � 1, κ1 � 0.8, κ2 � 1,
κ3 � 4, κ4 � 0.8, κ5 � 1, κ6 � 4, a1 � b1 � 7, and
a2 � b2 � 13. Figures 7 and 8 represent the response
generated by the control inputs τ1(t) and τ2(t). As shown
in Figures 9 and 10, we can conclude that the control
design can ensure that the flexible wing system has good
performance by comparing with the freely vibrating sit-
uation. At last, we provide two pictures Figures 11 and 12
about the disturbance estimation errors. It can be con-
cluded from the figures that the disturbance estimation
errors can converge to zero in a finite time.

,e simulation results Figures 3–12 show that the
designed controller can effectively suppress the vibration of
flexible wing, and the bending and torsion deformation of a
flexible wing q(z, t) and θ(z, t) under the presented control
are guaranteed to be stable. ,e last two figures show the
finite-time convergence of the disturbance estimation errors
g1(t) and g2(t). In order to further highlight the advantages
of the proposed control strategy, a boundary control strategy
based on the nonlinear disturbance observers (DOBC) is
expressed as follows:
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τ1(t) � − k1[aq(s, t) + b _q(s, t)] − g1(t),

τ2(t) � − k2[aθ(s, t) + b _θ(s, t)] − g2(t),

g1(t) � − ξEIq‴(s, t) + σ1(t),

_σ1(t) � − τ1(t) − EIbq‴(s, t) − g1(t),

g2(t) � ξGJθ′(s, t) + σ2(t),

_σ2(t) � − τ2(t) + GJθ′(s, t) − g2(t),

(57)

where parameter selections are consistent with the above
design. Figures 13–20 show the control effect of the system
using the DOBC strategy. It can be seen that the control
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Figure 3: Bending displacement of the wing without control.
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Figure 4: Twist displacement of the wing under without control.
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Figure 5: Bending displacement of the wing with the proposed
control.
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effect is worse than that of the control strategy proposed in
this paper. As can be seen from the figures, the inputs τ1(t)

and τ2(t) and displacements q(z, t), θ(z, t), q(s, t), and
θ(s, t) cannot converge to zero quickly. Although the dis-
turbance observers can track the change of external dis-
turbances to a certain extent, they will still produce a certain
disturbance errors. To sum up, we can get that the control
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t [s]
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Figure 9: Boundary bending displacement of the wing with the
proposed control.
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Figure 10: Boundary twist displacement of the wing with the
proposed control.
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control.
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Figure 14: Twist displacement of the wing with DOBC.
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effect of the derived finite-time convergence antidisturbance
control strategy is better than that of the DOBC strategy.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, based on Lyapunov’s direct method and the
new coupled wing model, we addressed the control problem
for the flexible wing subject to external disturbances with a
new finite-time convergence antidisturbance control strat-
egy. Under the action of the controllers, the external dis-
turbance errors converged to zero in a finite time. Hence, we
concluded that the proposed control scheme could stabilize
the flexible wing system with a better performance. Finally,
we analyzed the stability of the closed-loop system and the
effectiveness of the boundary controller through strict
theoretical proof and simulation results. Future research
directions may include the adaptive control [50–53], in-
telligent techniques [54–57], and the uncertainty and dis-
turbance estimator-based control [58–60].
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For the nonlinear discrete-time system, higher-order iterative learning control (HOILC) with optimal control gains based on
evolutionary algorithm (EA) is developed in this paper. Since the updating actions are constituted by the tracking information
from several previous iterations, the suitably designed HOILC schemes with appropriate control gains usually achieve fast
convergence speed. To optimize the control gains in HOILC approach, EA is introduced. *e encoding strategy, population
initialization, and fitness function in EA are designed according to the HOILC characteristics. With the global optimization of EA,
the optimal control gains of HOILC are selected adaptively so that the number of convergence iteration is reduced in ILC process.
It is shown in simulation that the sum absolute error, total square error, and maximum absolute error of tracking in the proposed
HOILC based on EA are convergent faster than those in conventional HOILC.

1. Introduction

In real applications such as robot manipulator systems [1–5]
and flexible systems [6–8], there are many unmanned au-
tonomous systems in complex environments. *e exact
mathematical model is hard to construct. For these systems,
iterative learning control (ILC) is proposed. It is an effective
intelligent control approach applied in dynamical systems
that perform repetitive tasks to track a specific trajectory in a
certain time interval. By using the control input and tracking
information of previous iterations, the control input signal
can be gradually updated from iteration to iteration such
that the tracking performance can be improved. Less pre-
vious knowledge about the controlled systems makes ILC
popular in theoretical fields [9–14] as well as applicable fields
[15–19].

First-order ILC, which generates the control input from
tracking information at last iteration, is widely applied to
dynamical systems for perfect tracking in a finite time in-
terval [20–26]. However, only the tracking information of
last iteration is utilized to update the current control input in
first-order ILC, and thus it is difficult to obtain a satisfactory

convergence speed. To achieve faster convergence speed,
higher-order ILC (HOILC) adopting the tracking infor-
mation of many previous iterations to generate the current
control input signal was proposed [27–31]. Since the
updating actions are constituted by the tracking information
from several previous iterations, the tracking performance of
suitably designed HOILC is better than that of first-order
ILC. Specifically, the appropriate control gains can accelerate
the convergence process of HOILC. *us, how to select
optimal control gains is a significant issue in HOILC designs.

Motivated by the above observation, in this paper, the
evolutionary algorithm (EA) originating from biological
evolutionism is adopted to choose the optimal control gains
in HOILC scheme adaptively. EA is a heuristic optimizing
algorithm which simulates the reproduction, selection,
crossover, and mutation in biological evolution process. It
has been widely introduced to deal with various optimal
issues [32–34]. In this paper, the encoding strategy, pop-
ulation initialization, and fitness function of EA are designed
according to the HOILC characteristics such that the gen-
erations in EA are reduced. *en, the designed EA is in-
volved in HOILC to optimize the control gains. After that,
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the optimal control gains and the control inputs are gen-
erated simultaneously. Comparing with traditional HOILC,
the number of convergence iteration is reduced in the
proposed EA scheme based HOILC (EA-HOILC). *e EA
with global optimization is introduced to optimize the
control gains of HOILC in this paper.

*e rest of paper is organized as follows. *e problem
formulation is given in Section 2. *e HOILC with its
convergence analysis is provided in Section 3. Section 4
presents the designed EA-HOILC scheme with optimal
control gains. In Section 5, an example is provided to il-
lustrate the effectiveness of the proposed EA-HOILC. Sec-
tion 6 concludes this paper.

2. Problem Formulation

Consider the following nonlinear discrete-time system
which performs repetitive operation:

xj(i + 1) � f xj(i), i  + B(i)uj(i),

yj(i) � C(i)xj(i),

⎧⎨

⎩ (1)

where j ∈ 0, 1, 2, . . .{ } and i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , M{ } represent the
iteration index and the time point, respectively. xj(i) ∈ Rw,
uj(i) ∈ R, and yj(i) ∈ R denote the state, control input, and
output of system (1), respectively. B(i) ∈ Rw, C(i) ∈ R1×w,
and f(·, ·) ∈ Rw. y d(i) � C(i)xd(i) for i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , M{ } is
the reference output, where xd(i) is the corresponding
reference state. ej(i) � y d(i) − yj(i) is the ILC tracking
error at j th iteration for i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , M{ }. *e following
assumptions are required for the technical analysis. ‖ · ‖

represents the required norm in this paper.

Assumption 1. For all j, the initial state satisfies

xj(0) � xd(0). (2)

As the identical initial condition considered in As-
sumption 1 cannot be satisfied, the techniques proposed in
[29–31] can be introduced to deal with the vibration of initial
state.

Assumption 2. *e nonlinear function f(·, ·) in system (1) is
assumed to be differentiable to i and to be globally Lipschitz
in the first variable, that is, ∀x⌢, x

⌣ ∈ Rw,

‖f(x
⌢

, i) − f(x
⌣

, i)‖≤ cf‖x
⌢

− x
⌣

‖, (3)

where cf > 0 is the Lipschitz constant.

Assumption 3. *e number C(i + 1)B(i)≠ 0.

Remark 1. It is noted that Assumption 3 implies that the
relative degree of system (1) is one. For the nonlinear dis-
crete-time systems with higher relative degree, the ILC law
can be modified according to the order of system relative
degree as discussed in [31].

Suppose that the reference output y d(i) is realizable,
there exists a unique control input u d(i) ∈ R such that

xd(i + 1) � f xd(i), i(  + B(i)ud(i),

yd(i) � C(i)xd(i).
 (4)

*e objective of this paper is to develop an EA-HOILC
method, which generates the control input from the tracking
information of several previous iterations. *e control gains
are optimized by EA to reduce the number of convergence
iteration. For HOILC convergence analysis, the following
lemma is adopted.

Lemma 1 (see [31]). Let gj  be a real sequence defined as

gj ≤ω1gj−1 + ω2gj−2 + · · · + ωNgj−N + dj, (5)

for j≥N + 1, where dj is a specific real sequence. If
ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωN are nonnegative numbers satisfying

ω � 
N

v�1
ωv < 1, (6)

then lim
j⟶+∞

dj � 0 implies that lim
j⟶+∞

gj � 0.

3. HOILC Design and Convergence Analysis

In this section, for nonlinear discrete-time system (1) under
Assumptions 1–3, the following HOILC law is designed for
i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , M{ } and j≥N − 1:

uj+1(i) � 
N

v�1
Wvuj−v+1(i) + 

N

v�1
Lvej−v+1(i + 1), (7)

where N≥ 1 is the order of HOILC law (7), and Wv ∈ R and
Lv ∈ R (|Lv|≤ sL) for v � 1, 2, . . . , N are the control gains.

Remark 2. In the existing HOILC schemes [30, 31], the
initial control inputs u0(i), u1(i), . . . , uN−1(i) are normally
set as zero vectors. In this paper, since the control inputs can
be obtained by EA along with the optimal control gains, we
can set the initial control inputs u0(i), u1(i), . . . , uN−1(i)

same as the generated control inputs. It means that the initial
control inputs are optimized by EA, which can also accel-
erate the convergence speed.

Theorem 1. For nonlinear discrete-time system (1) under
Assumptions 1–3, the HOILC law (7) is applied. If the control
gains Wv and Lv (|Lv|≤ sL) for v � 1, 2, . . . , N are selected to
make



N

v�1
Wv � 1, (8)

Wv − LvC(i + 1)B(i)


≤ cv, (9)



N

v�1
cv < 1, (10)

then lim
j⟶+∞

ej(i) � 0 for i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , M + 1{ }.
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Proof. Let δuj(i) � u d(i) − uj(i) and δxj(i) � xd(i) − xj

(i). Subtracting both sides of (7) with u d(i) and considering
(1), (4), and (8), we obtain

δuj+1(i) � 
N

v�1
Wvδuj−v+1(i) − 

N

v�1
Lvej−v+1(i + 1),

� 
N

v�1
Wvδuj−v+1(i) − 

N

v�1
LvC(i + 1)δxj−v+1(i + 1),

� 
N

v�1
Wvδuj−v+1(i) − 

N

v�1
LvC(i + 1) f xd(i), i(  − f xj−v+1(i), i  + B(i)δuj−v+1(i) ,

� 
N

v�1
Wv − LvC(i + 1)B(i) δuj−v+1(i) − 

N

v�1
LvC(i + 1) f xd(i), i(  − f xj−v+1(i), i  .

(11)

*en, noting convergence condition (9) and Assumption
2, we can further deduce that

δuj+1(i)


≤ 
N

v�1
cv δuj−v+1(i)





+ 

N

v�1
sLsCcf δxj−v+1(i)

�����

�����,

(12)

where ‖C(i)‖≤ sC and |Lv|≤ sL for v � 1, 2, . . . , N.
On the other hand, it follows from (1) and (4) that

δxj(i) � f xd(i − 1), i − 1( 

− f xj(i − 1), i − 1  + B(i − 1)δuj(i − 1).
(13)

Taking norm on both sides of (13) and considering
Assumptions 1-2, it yields

δxj(i)
�����

�����≤ cf δxj(i − 1)
�����

����� + sB δuj(i − 1)




≤ c
2
f δxj(i − 2)

�����

����� + cfsB δuj(i − 2)


 + sB δuj(i − 1)




≤ · · · · · ·

≤ c
i
f δxj(0)

�����

����� + 

i−1

k�0
c

i−k−1
f sB δuj(k)





� 
i−1

k�0
c

i−k−1
f sB δuj(k)



,

(14)

where ‖B(i)‖≤ sB. Substituting (14) into (12),

δuj+1(i)


≤ 
N

v�1
cv δuj−v+1(i)





+ 
N

v�1


i−1

k�0
sLsCsBc

i−k
f δuj−v+1(k)



.

(15)

As i � 0, considering (2) of Assumption 1, it is derived
from (12) that

δuj+1(0)


≤ 
N

v�1
cv δuj−v+1(0)



. (16)

Applying Lemma 1 to (16) with convergence condition
(10), we have

lim
j⟶+∞

δuj(0)


 � 0. (17)

As i � 1, from (16), there is

δuj+1(1)


≤ 
N

v�1
cv δuj−v+1(1)





+ 
N

v�1
sLsCsBcf δuj−v+1(0)



.

(18)

Applying Lemma 1 to (18) with convergence condition
(10) and considering (17), we obtain

lim
j⟶+∞

δuj(1)


 � 0. (19)

Assume that for i � 1, 2, · · · , n − 1, there is

lim
j⟶+∞

δuj(i)


 � 0. (20)

As i � n, it follows from (15) that

δuj+1(n)


≤ 
N

v�1
cv δuj−v+1(n)



 + 
N

v�1


n−1

k�0
sLsCsBc

n−k
f δuj−v+1(k)



.

(21)

Applying Lemma 1 to (21) with convergence condition
(10) and considering (17) and (20), we can derive

lim
j⟶+∞

δuj(n)


 � 0. (22)

Finally, based on the mathematical induction, the fol-
lowing result can be deduced:

lim
j⟶+∞

δuj(i)


 � 0, i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , M{ }. (23)

Noting (2) in Assumption 1, then it can be obtained from
(15) and (24) that
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lim
j⟶+∞

δxj(i)
�����

����� � 0, i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , M + 1{ }. (24)

Furthermore, for i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , M + 1{ }, it follows from (1)
and (4) that

lim
j⟶+∞

ej(i)


≤ lim
j⟶+∞

sC δxj(i)
�����

����� � 0. (25)

*en, we have lim
j⟶+∞

ej(i) � 0 for i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , M + 1{ }.

*e proof is completed. □

4. EA-HOILC Scheme with Optimal
Control Gains

*eorem 1 provides the asymptotic convergence of the
proposed HOILC. It is well known that the control gains can
affect the convergence performance significantly. In this
section, the control gains of the HOILC developed in Section
3 are optimized by EA to reduce the number of convergence
iteration.

EA is an intelligent optimization algorithm which
simulates the process of biological evolution to gain the
optimal solution. *e main idea of EA-HOILC is presented
as follows.

4.1. Encoding Strategy. In this paper, the control gains of
HOILC are real numbers, so it is appropriate to choose the
real encoding strategy. *e control gains to be optimized in
HOILC law (7) are Wv and Lv (v � 1, 2, . . . , N). Since the
convergence condition (8) holds, it is easily obtained that
WN � 1 − 

N−1
v�1 Wv. As a result, we can assume the variable

vector in EA to be λ ∈ R1×(2N−1), and the encoding strategy is
represented as

λ � W1 W2 · · · WN−1 L1 L2 · · · LN . (26)

4.2. Population Initialization and Individual Evaluation.
Based on the convergence conditions (8)–(10), the value
range of control gains Wv and Lv for v � 1, 2, . . . , N could be
determined. *us, the initial population can be produced
according to the convergent conditions. Let P be the pop-
ulation size, without loss of generality, assume that P is even.
*e variable vector of h th individual in the population is
represented as λh � W1,h W2,h · · · WN−1,h L1,h L2,h· · ·

LN,h] ∈ R1×(2N−1) which are initialized to λinih ∈ R1×(2N−1) for
h � 1, 2, . . . , P. On the other hand, for variable λh, let the
system output for h th individual at i th time point be
Yh(i, λh). To evaluate the individual superiority, the fol-
lowing fitness function fith(λh) ∈ R of h th individual is
established:

fith λh(  � M − Eh λh( , (27)

where M is a constant large enough and Eh(λh) is the sum of
absolute value of tracking error represented as

Eh λh(  � 
M

i�0
y d(i) − Yh i, λh( 


. (28)

From the fitness function (27) and the initial variable λinih ,
the initial fitness value of h th individual fitinih is obtained.
*en, we have the following initial fitness vector fitini ∈ RP of
population:

fitini � fitini1 fitini2 · · · fitiniP
 

T
. (29)

Hence, the initial population popini ∈ RP×2N is con-
structed as

popini � λini fitini , (30)

where the initial variable of population is

λini � λini1 λini2 · · · λiniP
 

T
. (31)

From (31), the α th (1≤ α≤ 2N − 1) variable of the β th
(1≤ β≤P) individual is represented as the β th row of α th
column.*e last column of popini shown in (30) is the fitness
value of the corresponding initial variable in population.

4.3. Selection Strategy. *e individuals are selected into next
generation by roulette strategy and elitism strategy. *e
individual with bigger fitness value is selected at higher
probability by the roulette strategy. However, one short-
coming of the roulette strategy is that the best individual in
old population might be missed. So, we adopt elitism
strategy to ensure that the best individual of last generation
can be retained. Due to these two strategies, the number of
convergence generation of EA can be reduced.

4.4. Crossover Operator. *e crossover probability 0<pc < 1
depends whether an individual needs to cross. For h′ th
individual, where h′ � 1, 3, 5, . . . , P − 1, a random number is
produced between 0 and 1, which is represented as rh′ . If
rh′ >pc, the crossover operation occurs. Otherwise, the
crossover operation does not occur. Due to the real encoding
strategy, arithmetical crossover operator is adopted. Assume
the variable vectors of h′ th and h′ + 1 th parent individuals
to be par λh′ and par λh′+1, respectively, which are selected
to cross. After crossover, they generate two new individuals,
of which the variable vectors are represented as chi λh′ and
chi λh′+1. For h′ � 1, 3, 5, . . . , P − 1, the crossover operation
is expressed as

chi λh′ � ηh′ · par λh′ + 1 − ηh′(  · par λh′+1,

chi λh′+1 � 1 − ηh′(  · par λh′ + ηh′ · par λh′+1,
 (32)

where ηh′ ∈ (0, 1) is the crossover weighting for the h′ th and
h′ + 1 th parent individuals.

4.5. Mutation Operator. In this paper, we adopt the sto-
chastic mutation strategy. Let 0<pm < 1 be the mutation
probability. For h th individual, a number is produced
randomly between 0 and 1 represented as rh, h � 1, 2, . . . , P.
If rh >pm, the mutation operation occurs. Otherwise, the
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mutation operation does not occur. Let par λh be the var-
iable vector of h th individual which is selected to mutate.
After mutation, a new variable vector chi λh is produced.
*e mutation operator is defined as

chi λh � par λh + mh, h � 1, 2, . . . , P, (33)

where mh ∈ R1×(2N−1) is the mutation weighting for h th
individual.

4.6. Terminative Conditions. *e terminative conditions can
be determined by the fitness value or by the tracking error. In
simulation, the number of generation in EA is set to be 100.
Finally, we can obtain the optimal control gains Wbest

v

(v � 1, 2, . . . , N − 1) and Lbest
v (v � 1, 2, . . . , N) from the best

individual produced by EA. According to the convergence
condition (8), the last control gain Wbest

N is derived by
Wbest

N � 1 − 
N−1
v�1 Wbest

v .

4.7. Overview of the Proposed EA-HOILC. *e flowchart of
the proposed EA-HOILC is depicted in Figure 1. First of all,
according to the control gains characteristics and conver-
gence conditions (9) and (10), the initial variable λinih

(h � 1, 2, . . . , P) is obtained. *en, we apply the traditional
HOILC at i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , M{ } with initial control gains in each
λinih , where convergence condition (8) is considered. By using
the tracking error Eh(λinih ) with λinih as shown in (29) pro-
duced by HOILC, the corresponding fitness fitinih

(h � 1, 2, . . . , P) is derived from (27). Combining λinih and
fitinih for h � 1, 2, . . . , P, the initial population popini as
shown in (31) with (30) and (32) is produced. Secondly,
selection, crossover, and mutation are performed by the
selection strategy, crossover operator, and mutation oper-
ator, respectively. After that, a new input up(i),
i ∈ 0, 1, · · · , M{ }, is obtained along with the optimal control
gains. Set the initial control inputs of the EA-HOILC
u0(i) � u1(i) � · · · � uN−1(i) � up(i), i � 0, 1, . . . , M. *en,
the HOILC with optimal control gains process begins.

5. Simulation

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed EA-HOILC, a
two-link robotic fish is employed.*e system dynamic of the
two-link robotic fish is described as follows [22]:

Mf
_Vj(t) � −ξV

2
j(t) + Fj(t), (34)

where Mf � 0.4 kg is the mass of robotic fish, ξ � 165.7056
kg/m is the water resistance coefficient, Vj(t) denotes the
velocity, and Fj(t) is the forward thrust produced by the tail
motion. Let the velocity Vj(i · TS) and the forward thrust

Fj(i · TS) be the system state xj(i) and the control input
uj(i), respectively, where TS � 0.1 is the sampling time. We
can discretize system (34) by using _Vj(i · TS) ≈
(Vj((i + 1) · TS) − Vj(i · TS))/TS. *us, the discrete-time
system is

xj(i + 1) � xj(i) + Afx
2
j(i) + Bfuj(i),

yj(i) � xj(i),

⎧⎨

⎩ (35)

where Af � −ξ · TS/Mf and Bf � TS/Mf.
*e reference output trajectory is represented as

y d(i) � 0.016[1 + sin(2πi/M − π/2)], i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , M + 1{ },

(36)

with M � 99. For the proposed HOILC algorithm, set the
order N � 2.*e control gains W1, L1, and L2 are selected by
EA. Another control gain W2 � 1 − W1 is obtained from
convergence condition (8). *e crossover probability
pc � 0.7, and the mutation probability pm � 0.3. To evaluate
the tracking performance, three tracking indexes on sum
absolute error SEk, total square error TEk, and maximum
absolute error MEk are defined as follows:

SEk � 
100

i�0
ej(i)



,

TEk � 
100

i�0
ej(i) 

2
,

MEk � sup
i∈ 0,1,...,100{ }

ej(i)


.

(37)

In the simulation, the EA-HOILC is run 10 times, and
the optimized control gains are shown in Table 1.

Figure 2 exhibits the system output performance at it-
erations j � 15, j � 22, and j � 39 by using EA-HOILC with
the average values of optimal control gains in 10 times. To
compare the convergence speed between EA-HOILC and
conventional HOILC with different parameters, the control
gains in HOILC proposed in [30] with 2-order are, re-
spectively, chosen as following two cases. Case 1: W1 � 0.7,
W2 � 0.3, L1 � 0.3, and L2 � 0.2 and Case 2: W1 � 0.6,
W2 � 0.4, L1 � 0.2, and L2 � 0.1. *e corresponding sum
absolute error SEk, total square error TEk, and maximum
absolute error MEk of tracking are shown in Figure 3. From
Figure 3, one can observe that the case with lager control
gains in W1, L1, and L2 can achieve faster convergent speed
in conventional HOILC. Moreover, it is clearly revealed that
the proposed EA-HOILC can make the convergence itera-
tions less than the conventional HOILC with the same order.
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Figure 1: *e flowchart of the proposed EA-HOILC.

Table 1: Optimized control gains of EA-HOILC in different times.

Times W1 W2 L1 L2

1 0.7474 0.2526 0.4932 0.4570
2 0.7827 0.2173 0.4724 0.4569
3 0.7313 0.2687 0.4924 0.4068
4 0.7972 0.2028 0.4067 0.4856
5 0.7161 0.2839 0.4209 0.4177
6 0.7243 0.2757 0.4456 0.4744
7 0.7465 0.2535 0.4424 0.4678
8 0.7502 0.2498 0.4209 0.4682
9 0.7543 0.2457 0.4954 0.4156
10 0.7474 0.2526 0.4932 0.4570
Average 0.7827 0.2173 0.4724 0.4569
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, an HOILC law utilizing the tracking infor-
mation of several previous iterations is proposed for the
nonlinear discrete-time system. *e convergence is rigor-
ously analyzed based on the mathematical induction. In
order to improve the convergence performance of the de-
veloped HOILC, the EA with global optimization is intro-
duced to optimize the control gains. With the optimal
control gains, the proposed EA-HOILC can achieve faster
convergence speed. In simulation, it is shown that the sum
absolute error, total square error, and maximum absolute
error of tracking in EA-HOILC are convergent faster than
those in the conventional HOILC with same order. How-
ever, it is worth noting that because EA is adopted to select
the control gains, the offline computing time of EA-HOILC
is longer. It is very suitable for the cases in which fewer
iterations are required only. For instance, to destroy a target
with bombs, the proposed method can reduce the number of
bombs at the cost of computing time. Future research will
extend the EA-HOILC developed in this paper to the dy-
namical systems with uncertainties in real application
[35–37].
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*e use of multimodal sensors for lane line segmentation has become a growing trend. To achieve robust multimodal fusion, we
introduced a newmultimodal fusion method and proved its effectiveness in an improved fusion network. Specifically, a multiscale
fusion module is proposed to extract effective features from data of different modalities, and a channel attention module is used to
adaptively calculate the contribution of the fused feature channels. We verified the effect of multimodal fusion on the KITTI
benchmark dataset and A2D2 dataset and proved the effectiveness of the proposed method on the enhanced KITTI dataset. Our
method achieves robust lane line segmentation, which is 4.53% higher than the direct fusion on the precision index, and obtains
the highest F2 score of 79.72%. We believe that our method introduces an optimization idea of modal data structure level for
multimodal fusion.

1. Introduction

Reliable and robust lane line segmentation is one of the basic
requirements of autonomous driving. After all, in order to
ensure that unmanned vehicles drive on the correct and
reasonable roads, the vehicle must be able to detect the lane
line the first time. *e driving assistance system provides a
decision-making basis for the autonomous driving control
module through the results of lane line detection [1]. In this
article, we focus on lane line segmentation based onmultiple
sensor fusion.

Existing algorithms rely heavily on the camera, which
provides a rich visual description of the environment [2, 3].
*e camera image has the original high-resolution and ef-
ficient array storage structure. It can provide long-distance
dense information under good light and sunny weather
conditions, and it is efficient in storage and calculation.
However, when perceiving the surrounding environment,
the performance of the camera is easily affected by the light
intensity and sharp changes in light [4, 5]. Unlike cameras,
LiDAR retains an accurate three-dimensional point cloud of

the surrounding environment and directly provides accurate
distance measurement. Although the depth information is
very accurate, the LiDAR usually has a measurement range
of only 10 to 100meters and can only provide sparse and
irregular point cloud data. *e empty voxels caused by the
sparse point cloud bring the accuracy requirements of lane
line detection. Here comes the challenge.

At present, most of the sensing sensors of vehicles on the
road work independently, which means that they hardly
exchange information with each other. Instead, their re-
spective sensing modules process the data of a single sensor
and then deliver the sensing results to the decision-making
module. *is method increases the number of perception
modules and imposes a great burden on the calculation
efficiency of onboard computing resources and decision-
making modules [6, 7]. *e fusion of information from
multiple sensors is a growing trend and the key to efficient
autonomous driving. Multimodal fusion can take advantage
of the complementarity of different sensor information and
use feature-level fusion to promote semantic segmentation,
thereby improving the accuracy and efficiency of lane line
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segmentation and ensuring the correctness and timeliness of
decision-making.

Some recent work has explored the use of camera images
and LiDAR point clouds for lane line segmentation tasks in
autonomous driving. Due to the perspective transformation
in imaging, the camera image cannot describe the accurate
distance information, and the method of directly using the
two-dimensional camera image for lane line segmentation is
unreliable [8]. Although the depth information of the LiDAR
point cloud is already available, so far, the main success of
the fusion method is to use the advantages of multimodal
data to supplement the camera image with the precise depth
information of the LiDAR. Previous studies put multimodal
fusion in a two-dimensional space, usually using a direct
stacking method to fuse the depth information of point
cloud data with the camera image with a fixed weight.
Another idea is to fuse multimodality [9, 10]; they put it in
the three-dimensional space, make full use of the accurate
representation of the distance information of the point cloud
data, and fuse the data in the three-dimensional space.
However, the camera image and the LiDAR point cloud are
data of different modalities and have great differences[11].
*e direct stacking fusionmethod ignores the characteristics
of multimodal data and will inhibit the respective advantages
of multimodal data, andmay even appear the effective fusion
information is misjudged as the negative effect of noise.
While placing multimodal fusion in a high-dimensional
space, algorithms based on 3D detection often require large
computing resources, which are difficult to meet the needs of
lightweight and real time in autonomous driving[12]. For
this reason, we propose a novel multimodal fusion lane line
segmentation method based on multiscale convolution and
channel attention mechanisms. We believe that multimodal
fusion should focus on the fusion feature space, and use
reasonable methods and weights to guide multimodal
fusion.

In order to make full use of multisource data for rea-
sonable control and use, we need to explore a question: what
method should be used to promote semantic segmentation
to obtain better lane line segmentation results. To this end,
we first analyzed the benchmark dataset for lane line seg-
mentation. In the KITTI dataset, the area occupied by lane
lines in the image is only 1.5% to 2%, and the problem of
class imbalance is quite serious. In this article, we hope that
when the deep learning network is extracting features, it can
more effectively focus on the characteristics of lane lines,
thereby improving the quality of the segmentation results.
For this reason, we use multiscale convolution for feature
fusion in multimodal fusion and introduce the channel
attention mechanism to modify the fusion weight. *e re-
sults are shown in Figure 1, and we believe that the task of
lane line segmentation should find a way to maximize the
effect of multimodal data under the premise of ensuring the
quality of the data.

*is article is organized as follows: in Section 2, we
separately analyzed the current lane line segmentation al-
gorithms based on camera images and point clouds and
introduced the current status of the fusion method; in
Section 3, we carried out the proposed method and network

structure in detail; Section 4 discussed the processing of the
dataset, as well as the experimental results and performance
evaluation obtained after applying the proposed method; in
Section 5, an ablation experiment was used to measure the
contribution of each module in the proposed method; and in
Section 6, the proposed methods are summarized and future
directions are provided.

In conclusion, the main contributions of the article are as
follows: (1) an idea of using multiscale convolution for
multimodal fusion lane line segmentation is proposed; (2)
ECANet[13] is used for the weight correction of the fusion
feature channel, which effectively improves the accuracy of
the lane line segmentation model; and (3) the proposed
multiscale efficient channel attention(MS-ECA) can be
widely used in the field of multimodal fusion and has good
mobility.

2. Related Work

2.1. Lane Line Segmentation. *e traditional lane line seg-
mentation uses the canny operator to detect the sharp change
in brightness[14], which is defined as an edge under a given
threshold, and then uses the Hough transform to find the lane
line. In recent years, the emergence of machine learning has
promoted the development of artificial intelligence, and the
wide application of deep learning has made feature-level lane
line segmentation algorithms gradually mature [15, 16].
Wenjie Song et al. [17] designed an adaptive traffic lanemodel
in the Hough space. *e model has a maximum likelihood
angle and a dynamic rod detection area (ROI) of interest.*is
model can also be improved through geographic information
systems or electronic maps to obtainmore accurate results. To
get more accurate results. Xingang Pan et al.[18] proposed
spatial CNN(SCNN), which extended the traditional layer-by-
layer convolution to the slice-by-slice convolution in the
feature map, thereby enabling message passing between pixels
between rows and columns in a layer. Bei He et al. [19]
designed a DVCNN network that optimizes both the front
view and the top view. *e front view image is used to
eliminate false detections, the top view image is used to
remove nonclub-shaped structures, such as ground arrows
and text, and a large number of complex constraints are used.
Conditions improve the quality of lane line detection.
However, due to the photosensitivity of the camera, lane line
detection based on pure vision still has great challenges in
terms of performance and robustness.

Some recent work has explored the use of multimodal
fusion for detection and segmentation tasks in autonomous
driving [17, 20, 21]. Andreas Eitel introduced a multistage
training method that effectively encodes the depth infor-
mation of CNN[22], so that learning does not require large
depth datasets, through the data enhancement scheme of
robust learning of the depth image, it is corroded with the
real noise mode [23]. Hyunggi Cho et al. [20] redesigned the
sensor configuration and installed multiple LiDAR pairs and
vision sensors. Based on the combination of measurement
models of multiple sensors, they proposed a new moving
target detection and tracking system. Reference [24] ex-
plored all aspects of pedestrian detection by fusing LiDAR
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and color images in the context of convolutional neural
networks. *is work samples the point cloud into a dense
depth map, then extracts three features representing dif-
ferent aspects of the 3D scene, and use LiDAR as an ad-
ditional image channel for training. However, current fusion
algorithms pay more attention to data quality and network
structure, and the characteristics of multimodal data and the
representation of fusion data have not been paid attention to.
*e difference is that our proposed method naturally selects
the fusion weight and the fusion channel adaptively in the
fusion and effectively shows the advantages of multimodal
data.

2.2. Attention Mechanism. *e attention mechanism has
recently been widely used to learn the weight distribution
[25], and the neural network is used to focus on different
parts of the input data or feature maps, so that the attention
module is designed to weight the input data or feature maps.
Jianlong Fu et al. [26] used a classification network and a
network to generate attention proposal on each target scale
of concern, defined a rank loss to train the attention pro-
posal, and forced the final scale to obtain a classification
result that was better than the previous one, so that the
attention proposal extracts the target part that is more
conducive to fine classification [27]. In the classification
network, an attention module composed of two branches is
added [28]: one is a traditional convolution operation, and
the other is two downsampling plus two upsampling op-
erations; the purpose is to obtain the larger receptive field
serves as an attention map. High-level information is more

important in classification problems; they use an attention
map to improve the receptive field of low-level features and
highlight features that are more beneficial to classification.
Liang-Chieh Chen et al. [29] constructed multiple scales by
scaling the scale of the input picture. *e traditional method
is to use average pooling or max pooling to fuse features of
different scales, and they constructed an attention model
composed of two convolutional layers to automatically learn
the weights of different scales for fusion. We have empiri-
cally found that due to the small proportion of lane lines in
the image, the overall attention of the spatial attention
mechanism may interfere with segmentation. *erefore, our
work pays more attention to the effect of the channel at-
tention mechanism on multimodal fusion.

3. Methods

In this part, we introduce the basic structure of our network
and introduce the proposed multiscale convolution fusion
module, and related experiments are completed based on
this part of the network.

3.1. Baseline for Multimodel Fusion. Lane line segmentation
is a typical pixel-level segmentation task. We established a
baseline fusion model based on Unet [30]. As shown in
Figure 2, its input is two modal data, which is the same as
most current fusion methods. Multimodal data are concat-
fused together after a convolution. *e baseline model is
trained end-to-end by an encoder and a decoder, and the size
of the convolution kernel of all convolution blocks is 3 ∗ 3.
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Figure 1: Test results on KITTI-aug dataset. *e rows from top to bottom are input images, ground truth, output from LaneNet, SCNN,
ENet-SAD, and ours.
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Based on Unet’s skip connection, we link the output of each
block in the encoder to a block of the corresponding size in
the decoder and use different levels of feature map semantic
information through concatenating.

3.2. Multiscale Convolution Fusion. Generally, for a given
task model, the size of the convolution kernel is determined,
and the convolution kernel of uniform size can be easily
calculated. However, studies have shown that for a given
input, if the network can adaptively adjust the size of the
receptive field according to the multiple scales of the input
information, extract the features under the multiscale re-
ceptive field, and finally, use the “selection” mechanism to
fusemultiscale features, the performance of themodel can be
effectively improved. For the camera image and LiDAR
point cloud data, although they are not the same input data,
they are aligned to describe the same scene. We creatively
use multiscale convolution to extract features for these two
modalities. Obtain multimodal features under different sizes
of receptive fields, and finally fuse them to obtain multiscale
multimodal fusion features.

Based on SKNet’s[31] dynamic selection strategy, we also
choose 3 ∗ 3 and 5 ∗ 5 size convolution kernels as mul-
tiscale convolution kernels. Generally speaking, a camera
image will have millions of pixels. In contrast, the perfor-
mance of LiDAR for the same scene is often only tens of
thousands of effective points. Even after point cloud com-
pletion processing, it still looks sparse compared to the
camera image. *erefore, as shown in Figure 3, we use the 5
∗ 5 size convolution kernel for the point cloud branch and
use the 3 ∗ 3 convolution kernel for the camera image
branch, which will be more conducive to the extraction of

the original effective information. In order to further im-
prove the efficiency, the conventional convolution of the 5 ∗
5 convolution kernel is replaced with a 3 ∗ 3 convolution
kernel and an expanded convolution with an expansion size
of 2.

We naturally use the Fuse and Select operations in
SKNet to calculate fusion multiscale features. We embed
global information by simply using global average pooling to
generate channel-level statistics. Specifically, the c-th ele-
ment of s is calculated by reducing the spatial dimension H
∗ W:

sc � Fgp Uc(  �
1

H × W


H

i�1


W

j�1
Uc(i, j), (1)

and then, a simple fully connected layer is used to realize the
guidance of accurate and adaptive selection, and reduce the
dimension to improve the efficiency:

z � Ffc(s) � δ(B(Ws)), (2)

where δ is the ReLU function and B is the batch nor-
malization, and W ∈ Rd×C. Finally, we adaptively choose
different spatial scales to obtain cross-channel attention
weight. Specifically, the softmax operator is applied to the
channel-wise digits; in (3), z is the compact feature de-
scriptor, and a, b denote the soft attention vectors:

ac �
e

Acz

e
Acz

+ e
Bcz

, bc �
e

Bcz

e
Acz

+ e
Bcz

. (3)

In this process, convolution kernels of different sizes
provide multiscale receptive fields for the two modes of data,
and large convolution kernels can extract the features of
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Figure 2: Our fusion modal baseline: it takes an RGB image and a point cloud as input and outputs a 512 ∗ 256 binary map.
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sparse point cloud data more effectively, which is very
helpful for multiscale fusion. In addition, in the process of
using channel-level statistical information to embed global
information, the nonlinear learning in the network is in-
creased, which alleviates the negative impact of rough
conversion of multimodal data to the same feature space to a
certain extent, and improves the learning ability of the
network. After weighting the features of multimodal
branches with the weights of channel level, the expression of
lane line features of each modal branch can be increased
better, so that lane line features can be extracted more ef-
fectively after fusion.

3.3. Local Interaction of Fusion Feature Channels. In the task
of lane line segmentation, the proportion of the lane line area
in the image is very small, and it is a serious challenge to
efficiently extract the lane line features from a large amount
of background or noise. In this kind of unbalanced data, in
order to allow the network structure to adaptively pay at-
tention to the lane line features, we use an efficient attention
mechanism. It can be seen from the figure that in the process
of extracting features from the network, due to the difference
of filters, the focus of feature extraction from different
feature channels is different. In this process, some feature
channels can extract rich features. Information and some
feature channels contain a lot of noise information. In a
neural network, these feature channels will be stacked in
sequence to act on the segmentation task. Naturally, how to
enhance this part of the efficient feature channel becomes a
problem.

At the same time, considering that the lane line seg-
mentation task is a prerequisite for unmanned driving de-
cision planning and has high real-time requirements, we use
the lightweight channel attention mechanism model ECA-
Net for the fusion features after multimodal fusion. Note
that we only discuss the effect of lightweight attention
mechanism on multiscale and multimodal fusion. *rough
the channel attention mechanism, we calculate the impor-
tance of each feature channel of the fusion feature in the
network and let the network adaptively learn the contri-
bution of each feature channel to the lane line segmentation
task, and the feature channels that make a positive

contribution to the segmentation will be adaptively en-
hanced; otherwise, they will be suppressed.

As shown in Figure 4, in the idea of ECANet, the im-
portance of each feature channel will be represented by
modeling, and the neighboring channels are correlated, and
the weight of each feature channel will be calculated by its
neighboring neighbor channels, so that it can avoid di-
mensional loss while capturing local cross-channel inter-
active information. We integrate ECANet into the task of
multimodal fusion lane line segmentation and obtain a
model with lower model complexity and smaller network
parameters. *e network structure of ECANet is shown in
Figure 5.

Without dimensionality reduction, ECANet calculates
the nearby k channels of each feature channel centered on
itself and uses the correlation between adjacent channels to
interact with local information. In this channel weight
calculation, the lane feature channels that perform well in
the effective features of the line will receive greater attention,
which will lead to positive positive contributions to the
feature channels nearby. When the channel dimension C is
given, the value of k can be determined adaptively according
to the following formula:

C � ϕ(k) � 2(c∗k− b)
. (4)

k � ψ(C) �
log2(C)

c
+

b

c



o dd

, (5)

where |T|odd indicates the nearest odd number of t. Same as
ECANet, we set c and b to 2 and 1. In the experiment, the
calculation result of k is an odd number not exceeding 9.

We embed the channel attention module after the fusion
module to perform channel-level weight correction on the
fusion features after multimodal fusion. *e fusion features
obtained through fusion between the image branch and the
point cloud branch are used as the input of the channel
attention module, and the output of the channel attention
module is used as the input of the next layer of the network
structure in the original baseline. *e network structure is
shown in Figure 5, and the whole of the multimodal fusion
module and the channel attention module is called MS-ECA
(Table 1).

U VS Z
Selectso�max

Image branch

Point cloud
branch

3*3

5*5

Figure 3: Structure of multimodal multiscale fusion. We use a 3 ∗ 3 convolution kernel for the image branch and a 5 ∗ 5 convolution
kernel for the point cloud branch.
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4. Experiment

4.1. Dataset Preparation. *e current multimodal lane line
segmentation dataset is relatively lacking. To verify the
proposed method, we conducted extensive experiments on
the benchmark datasets KITTI-Road[32] and A2D2[33]. As
shown in Figure 6, the KITTI-Road and A2D2 datasets
include synchronized camera images and LiDAR point
clouds with calibration parameters and ground truth values.
We filter out complex cross-lines or forward lines in the
dataset and use the remaining data to validate our proposed
method and model.

In the processing of the dataset, we also filtered out
confusing lane lines, such as markings on the sidewalk and
signs outside the lane lines to better meet the task re-
quirements of lane line segmentation. Compared with the
TuSimple dataset, in order to extract the lane line features
more accurately, we only use the visible lane line pixels on
the image and ignore the part of the lane line behind

obstacles or other invisible lane lines to ensure that the
network learns completely the characteristics of the lane line.
Finally, the dataset annotations are redone as pixel-level lane
line labels. In training, we use the same feature extraction
module to extract features of the camera image and the point
cloud. As for the network input, the initial size of the original
camera image and the corresponding point cloud is 1242 ∗
375, in order to reduce the calculation overhead, in the data
preprocessing, we reshape them to the size of (256, 512) in
the same way and then input them into the network.

*e KITTI and A2D2 datasets have limited samples. In
order to conduct experiments better, we need to carry out
reasonable data enhancement. In the acquisition of the
A2D2 dataset, only one 8-line and two 16-line LiDARs are
used to collect point cloud data. *e point cloud is very
sparse and contains little information. In contrast, KITTI
uses a 64-line LiDAR to complete the point cloud collection,
and the resulting point cloud has a richer description of the
entire space.*erefore, we use the KITTI dataset as the main
verification dataset. In addition, we performed strategies
such as cropping, brightness conversion, and adding noise to
the KITTI data and obtained a dataset 12 times the original
KITTI data, which is represented by KITTI-AUG. All ex-
periments use 60% of the data as the training set, 30% for the
test model, and the remaining data for verification in
training. *e dataset information we use is shown in Table 1.

1
64

1
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GAP

1*1*C 1*1*C

σ

1
64

k=Ψ (C)

Figure 4: *e structure of efficient channel attention. *e input channel here is 64.
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Figure 5: *e structure of our method(multiscale efficient channel attention) embedded in the baseline.

Table 1: Information of the lane line segmentation datasets.

Name Frame Train Validation Test Resolution
KITTI 383 228 40 115 1242 × 375
KITTI-aug 3331 2736 480 115 1242 × 375
A2D2 470 282 47 141 1920 × 1208
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4.2. Training Procedure. In order to ensure fairness, all
experiments are implemented on a standard training plat-
form, with only differences in the methods in the neural
network. Our hardware platform has the following: 8GB of
RAM, a three-core E5 series CPU, and an NVIDIA TiTan XP
GPUwith 12Gmemory, and the operating system is Ubuntu
16.04. All the codes are based on the PyTorch framework.
We have implemented end-to-end network training. In
order to speed up the convergence, we use the Adam op-
timization algorithm, and the parameters in Adam are
default values. In order to prevent the difficulty of finding the
optimal solution during training, we also use a learning rate
LR with periodic decay:

nllloss � − 
N

n�1
ynlogprob xn( , (6)

and we use the Adam optimization algorithm [34] to train
the network end-to-end, using a periodic decay learning rate
LR:

lr0 � 0.0001lr � 2⌊epoch/50⌋
× 0.8⌊epoch/1⌋

× lr0, (7)

where lr0 � 0.0001lr0 is the initial learning rate.*e training
rounds and batch sizes of all experiments are set to 200 and
4, respectively. In the training process, we use the strategy of
using the validation set to verify the current model while
training. Specifically, we will use the current model pa-
rameters to perform a performance evaluation on the val-
idation set every 5 epochs of training. If the current model
parameters have achieved performance upgrade, the cor-
responding weight file and related verification results will be
automatically saved.

In semantic segmentation tasks, recall and accuracy are
both important indicators to measure model performance.
For lane line segmentation, the recall rate reflects the pro-
portion of lane line pixels correctly predicted by themodel in
all positive samples, and the accuracy rate reflects the
proportion of real lane line pixels in the result of the model
prediction. *e formula is as follows:

precision �
tp

tp + fp
. (8)

recall �
tp

tp + fn
. (9)

In addition, in order to make a clearer comparison, we
also used F-measure(including F1 and F2) and calculated the
accuracy of the overall prediction as “acc.” Finally, in order
to verify the real-time performance of the proposed method,
we calculated the FPS of the lane line segmentation in the
test for some experimental models.

4.3. Experimental Results. *e experiment in Table 2
compares the performance of single-mode and multi-
modal fusion for lane line segmentation in the two datasets
of KITTI and A2D2. It can be seen that in the task of lane line
segmentation, using only camera data has a slight advantage
over using only LiDAR data, and multimodal fusion has
obvious advantages over single-modal data. Lane line seg-
mentation is a pixel classification problem. Camera data with
good pixel continuity are more suitable for lane line seg-
mentation. *e data structure of the LiDAR point cloud is
discrete points, and the accurate description of the edge of
the lane line is not as good as the camera image. *is is also
an important factor for us to project the point cloud data to
the camera plane for multimodal fusion. From the com-
parison of the experimental results of KITTI and A2D2, it
can be seen that the lane line detection effect of the KITTI
data is better, and the detection results reflect the data
quality and the difficulty of the scene. We can see that KITTI
data is more universal, therefore, in subsequent experiments,
we will mainly use KITTI dataset and the data-enhenced
KITTI-aug. In the experiment, we will mainly use the KITTI
dataset and the data-enhanced KITTI-aug.

We have conducted extensive experiments on the KITTI
dataset and KITTI-aug. As shown in Table 3, we have
conducted experimental comparisons between the single-
modal, multimodal direct fusion and the proposed method.

Figure 6: Examples of KITTI(top row) and A2D2(bottom row). *e columns from left to right are camera image, lane line label, and point
cloud.
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After data enhancement, the overall test effect of the direct
fusion of single modal and multimodality has been signif-
icantly improved. Among them, the F2 score of direct fusion
of multimodality on KITTI-aug is 5.9% higher than that on
KITTI, which shows that the used data enhancement can
improve the robustness of the model. After using the pro-
posed MS-ECA fusion method, the overall performance of
the model has been further improved, and the F2 scores on
KITTI and KITTI-aug have been improved by 6.46% and
1.45%, respectively. It can be seen that the precision index of
the main factor of performance improvement has been
significantly improved, which shows that the proposed
multimodal fusion method MS-ECA can effectively reduce
the false detection rate of the model to the lane line. *e
proposed fusionmethod is of great benefit to the detection of
actual lane lines.

We compared our model with the current advanced
models SCNN [18], LaneNet [3], and ENet-SAD [35]. All
models are trained from scratch, except SCNN, and LaneNet
load pretrained VGG-16 [36] weights to accelerate learning.
To be fair, we train SCNN and LaneNet for 60 000 iterations
(equivalent to 175 epochs). *ey stopped optimization after
3000 iterations. For ENet-SAD, we added the SAD strategy at
the 40 000 iterations. Our model was trained for 200 epochs,
and they almost converged after about 150 epochs. *e ex-
perimental results are shown in Table 4. It can be seen that our
model has the characteristics of lightweight and is in the same
order of magnitude as the lightest ENet-SAD. Compared with
the current state-of-the-art model, our model has obvious
overall performance advantages and at the same time has a
very high FPS, reaching 59.5 frames per second.

4.4. Ablation Study. In order to verify the contribution of
each structure in the proposedmethod to the performance of
the model, we conducted extensive ablation experiments
under different backbones, and the loss curve of using
ResNet34 is shown in Figure 7. As shown in Table 5, we
conducted experiments on the performance of themultiscale
fusion module and ECA module in the proposed method,
named, F-MS and F-ECA, respectively, and the visualization
results are shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that the impact
of multiscale module and the ECA module on the method is
mainly to improve the precision index. *e multiscale
module has a slight advantage in the gain of precision. When
ResNet50 is used as the backbone, the gain of multiscale to
precision reached 3.27%. It can be seen from the FPS that the
frame rate of all models is maintained above 50, and the
amount of calculation required to multiscale fusion module
is greater, which leads to a more significant increase in the
reasoning time of the model. Our method guarantees a high
frame rate, while the overall performance of the model is
excellent. It can be seen that as the network deepens, the
accuracy of all models is gradually improving. When
ResNet50 is used as the backbone, our method improves the
precision index by 4.53% compared to the direct fusion. It is
worth noting that the actual vehicle-mounted autonomous
driving platform needs to carry multiple deep learning
models. *e deeper the network parameters, the greater the
number of network parameters. Although when ResNet50 is
used as the backbone, our model still has at least 50 FPS on
the current test platform. In order to ensure sufficient ac-
curacy and lightness, we still recommend using ResNet18 or
ResNet34 as the backbone for actual use.

In order to verify the role of point cloud data in the lane
line segmentation task, we split the information in the point
cloud and fused the depth, height, and tensity with the
camera image for experiments. Note that this experiment
used ResNet34’s pretraining parameters, and the results are
shown in Table 6. It can be seen that the three types of
information contribute differently to the fusion. Among
them, precision is increased by 0.72 when using height
information, and recall is slightly reduced when using tensity
and depth information, but precision has been greatly im-
proved with 1.42 and 1.37, respectively. *is shows that the
tensity and depth information in the fusion is more im-
portant than the height. It is worth noting that the tensity has
a better effect in the task of lane line segmentation; however,
in other fusion tasks, we suggest to pay more attention to the
depth information in the point cloud, which canmake up for
the lack of depth information for two-dimensional images.

Table 2: Comparison of single-modal and multimodal fusion in
KITTI and A2D2. “REC” denotes “Recall” and “PRE” denotes
“Precision,” and we use the same abbreviation in the following
sections.

Dataset Mode REC PRE F1 F2 Acc
LiDAR 85.43 25.82 37.84 54.41 95.19

KITTI Camera 82.30 45.53 55.59 67.06 97.84
Fusion 93.34 45.89 57.89 71.22 98.16
LiDAR 84.44 22.60 35.51 48.54 94.45

A2D2 Camera 87.47 24.36 36.27 54.65 95.22
Fusion 87.06 32.09 45.06 61.57 98.87

Table 3: Comparision of different methods in KITTI and KITTI-aug.
F-MS-ECA denotes fusion with our method(multiscale efficient
channel attention).

Dataset Mode REC PRE F1 F2 Acc
LiDAR 85.43 25.82 37.84 54.41 95.19

KITTI Camera 82.30 45.53 55.59 67.06 97.84
Fusion 93.34 45.89 57.89 71.22 98.16

F-MS-ECA 93.66 48.16 62.81 77.68 98.50
LiDAR 85.19 29.40 42.57 60.83 96.22

KITTI-aug Camera 82.44 47.65 57.31 71.19 97.95
Fusion 92.24 48.57 62.89 77.12 98.44

F-MS-ECA 92.23 51.38 65.25 78.57 98.65

Table 4: Performance of different SOTA algorithms on KITTI-aug
testing set.

Algorithm Size (M) REC PRE F2 Acc FPS
LaneNet 285.7 80.97 32.81 60.97 96.87 69.1
SCNN 270.3 88.61 30.37 63.06 97.07 14.4
ENet-SAD 11.0 91.21 33.96 66.90 97.44 22.5
Ours 25.0 92.23 51.38 78.57 98.65 59.5
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Figure 7: Loss curve during training; all training uses the pretraining parameters of ResNet34.

Table 5:*e performance of using different pretrained parameters in fusion. F-MS denotes fusion only with multiscale strategy, and F-ECA
denotes that fusion only with ECA.

Backbone Method REC PRE F2 Acc FPS
Fusion 92.24 48.57 77.12 98.44 79.0

ResNet18 F-MS 92.17 50.52 77.97 98.41 66.5
F-ECA 92.13 50.66 78.03 98.57 78.3

F-MS-ECA 93.08 51.21 78.34 98.62 60.2
Fusion 92.75 49.37 78.23 98.54 75.3

ResNet34 F-MS 92.08 50.77 78.47 98.61 65.2
F-ECA 92.12 50.36 78.46 98.61 73.9

F-MS-ECA 92.23 51.38 78.57 98.65 59.5
Fusion 93.09 49.84 78.53 98.58 65.9

ResNet50 F-MS 92.35 53.11 79.15 98.73 57.1
F-ECA 92.27 52.97 78.83 98.69 62.8

F-MS-ECA 93.17 54.37 79.72 98.81 53.6
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Figure 8: Visualization results of the fusion with and without MS/ECA in the feature channels of two different convolution blocks in the
fusion.
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5. Conclusion

*is article proposes to optimize the multimodal fusion by
using the multiscale fusion and ECA module for the task of
lane line segmentation. By extracting features of different
scales from camera images and LiDAR point clouds, and
using the channel attention mechanism to calculate the
weights of fusion features, we have achieved excellent results
in a multimodal fusion network. In the test on the KITTI-
aug dataset, we obtained the best performance model when
using ResNet50 as the backbone, with the highest F2 score of
79.72%. At the same time, our method can maintain ex-
cellent test speed in actual tests. *e structural difference
between the modalities is one of the main problems that
make the current multimodal fusion difficult. In the future,
we will explore the fusion of different modalities in high-
dimensional space and analyze the differences and differ-
ences between the modalities from the structure of the data
and achieve more robust fusion.
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Due to natural disasters, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can be deployed as aerial wireless base stations when conventional
cellular networks are out of service.*ey can also supplement themobile ground station to provide wireless devices with improved
coverage and faster data rates. Cells on wheels (CoWs) can also be utilized to provide enhanced wireless coverage for short-term
demands. In this paper, a single CoW cooperates with a single UAV in order to provide maximum wireless coverage to ground
users. *e optimization problem is formulated to find the following: (1) the optimal 2D placement of the CoW, (2) the optimal 3D
placement of the UAV, (3) the optimal bandwidth allocation, (4) the percentage of the available bandwidth that must be provided
to the CoW and UAV, and (5) the priority of wireless coverage; which maximizes the number of covered users. We utilize the
exhaustive search (ES) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms to solve the optimization problem. *e effectiveness of
the proposed algorithms is validated using simulation results.

1. Introduction

UAVnetworks have been developed as a possible technology
of quickly providing wireless coverage to a geographic area,
where a flying UAV can be quickly deployed to operate as a
cell site [1, 2]. *e advantage of deploying UAVs as flying
base stations over traditional terrestrial base stations is their
ability to change altitude, avoid obstacles, and increase the
possibility of establishing line of sight (LoS) communication
connections with wireless devices [3, 4]. UAVs are especially
useful in situations when the conventional cellular network
is either unavailable or requires assistance to offer the
necessary capacity and coverage [5, 6]. Verizon, for example,
has developed an airborne long-term evolution (LTE) ser-
vice to provide 4G-LTE connectivity during disaster re-
covery exercises and emergency management [7]. *e
authors in [8] study the emergency UAV deployment to

minimize the UAV deployment delay until covering the
entire geographical area by considering the UAVs’ different
flying speeds and altitudes during the deployment. In [9], the
authors establish a unified framework for a UAV-assisted
emergency network.*e scheduling and trajectory of drones
are jointly optimized to provide wireless connectivity to
wireless devices with surviving ground mobile stations. *e
authors in [10] propose a deployment tool for a drone-aided
emergency network to provide wireless device coverage in a
large-scale disaster scenario. LTE femtocell base stations are
mounted on drones and deployed to their assigned place-
ment. Such a network’s deployment tool takes into account
the characteristics of the UAVs (such as battery life and flight
time), user requirements, and a 3D representation of the
environment. In [11], the authors propose energy-efficient
planning of drones for emergencies. *eir problem for-
mulation considers both outdoor and indoor users, where
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the objective is to find the placements of multiple drones that
provide wireless coverage based on the locations and dis-
tribution of users. In addition, supplementing the surviving
communication infrastructure and keeping first responders
connected to their command centers, a portable cell or CoW
can be utilized [12]. One can establish a temporary network
to enable important public safety communication
throughout the disaster area by efficiently deploying these
mobile cells.*ese portable cells, which are simple to deploy,
configure, and adapt, are an ideal solution for any disaster
response effort. *e authors in [12] present a decentralized
relocation algorithm that enables CoWs to change their
locations in response to the potential mobility of ground
users. In [13], the authors describe and propose a portable
mobile wireless network infrastructure that is ideally suited
for emergency response and disaster recovery operations.
*e authors in [14] study the challenges of emergency
communication networks for disaster response. *ese
challenges include popularity, usability, capacity, operabil-
ity, reliability, and adaptability. In [15], the authors dem-
onstrate that drone assistance in CoW-UAV wireless
networks can provide significant advantages to mmWave
backhaul under certain system parameters. *e authors in
[16] proposed an efficient 3D placement of a single UAV for
assisting terrestrial wireless networks. In their proposed
model, a single UAV is utilized to assist the GBS and provide
wireless coverage for arbitrarily distributed ground termi-
nals, considering the impact of the obstacle blockage for the
A2G path loss model. *e authors in [17] propose a
framework that combines UAV support with wireless-
powered communication techniques to further improve
energy efficiency in distributed nonorthogonal multiple
access public safety networks. In [18], the authors propose a
distributed user-centric risk-aware resource management
framework in a UAV-assisted public safety network sup-
ported by both a static UAV and a mobile UAV.*e authors
in [19] introduce a resource orchestration framework in a
UAV-assisted wireless-powered communication network
within a public safety system, based on the principles of
contract theory and reinforcement learning.

In this paper, a single CoW and a single UAV are
utilized to maximize the wireless communication coverage
in emergency situations. *e objective of the proposed
optimization problem is to find the optimal 2D placement
of the CoW, the optimal 3D placement of the UAV, optimal
bandwidth allocation to the UAV and CoW, and the
priority of wireless coverage that maximizes the number of
covered wireless devices. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first work that proposes using a CoW-UAV system to
maximize the wireless coverage in emergency situations.
*e main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

(1 )Realistic path loss models for a CoW-UAV system
are presented, and the trade-off introduced by these
models is described

(2) *e optimization problem for a CoW-UAV system is
formulated with the objective of maximizing the
wireless coverage

(3) Exhaustive search (ES) and particle swarm
optimization (PSO) algorithms are utilized to solve
the optimization problem

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the system model is described. *en, in Section 3,
the optimization problem is formulated, where the goal is to
maximize the number of covered wireless devices. Next, the
proposed algorithms are presented to solve the optimization
problem in Section 4. *e numerical results are presented in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. System Model

Consider an urban area denoted as E ∈ (AxA) served by a
CoW assisted by a UAV that acts as an aerial base station, as
shown in Figure 1. Both the CoW and UAV have fixed
transmission power. Let (xc, yc, 6m) denote the 2D place-
ment of the CoW, and let (xu, yu, zu) denote the 3D
placement of the UAV, as shown in Figure 1. *e movement
of the UAV is restricted to specific heights according to the
law restrictions, while the roads on the given area restrict the
movement of the CoW. It is assumed that all users are
located inside the urban environment, and use (xi, yi, 0) to
denote the placement of user i ∈ I. *e CoW or the UAV
serves the user’s wireless device i if the quality of service
(QoS), measured by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), is above
a predefined threshold. Such a threshold depends on the type
of service (e.g., voice, data, and video) required by the user.

*e CoW and the UAV are equipped with transceiver
antennas, and a downlink scenario is envisioned, in which the
frequency division multiple access (FDMA) technology is
used to transfer data and provide coverage for wireless de-
vices. As a result, each wireless device has its own dedicated
communication channel, and there is no interference or
channel overlap between CoW and UAV channels. *e
bandwidths of the CoW and the UAV are B1 and B2, re-
spectively. *e CoW and the UAV are supported by backhaul
links that connect them to Internet’s core. *e highest benefit
from CoW and UAV deployment may be obtained by finding
the optimal placements for them. Assuming that all wireless
devices have the same QoS, the highest benefit can be realized
by connecting the CoW and the UAV to as many wireless
devices as possible. *e CoW and the UAV placements affect
both the number of served wireless devices and the quality of
the channel between each wireless device and the base station
(CoW or UAV). *e critical question in this context that we
need to answer is which base station starts the wireless
coverage first, CoW or UAV? In the downlink scenario, we
consider two types of channels: CoW to wireless device
channel and UAV to wireless device channel.

2.1.CoWtoWirelessDeviceChannel. In this paper, we utilize
the independent Rayleigh fading model to represent the
time-varying channel between the CoW and a wireless
device i in an urban environment [20, 21]. Time variation
occurs when the status of obstacles between the transmitter
and the receiver is uncertain due to the movement of the
obstacles. Changes in the amplitudes, delays, and quantity of
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multipath components related to each signal can thus be
detected. Over amuch longer time scale, these changes result
in a constructive and destructive addition of multipath
components. *e received power of wireless device i served
by the CoW is formulated as follows:

Pri,1
[dBm] � PCoW(dBm) + 20 log gi(  − 10n log d(i,1) ,

(1)

where PCoW is the transmitted power by CoW in dBm, gi is
the Rayleigh fading power for the wireless device i in dB, and
d(i,1) is the distance between the CoW and the wireless
device i which is given by

d(i,1) �

������������������

xi − xc( 
2

+ yi − yc( 
2



. (2)

2.2. UAV to Wireless Device Channel. For the downlink
communication between the UAV and wireless devices, we
use the air-to-ground channel model, which is one of the
most commonly used radio propagation models [22]. In
general, it is dependent on the line of sight (LoS) and non-
line of sight (NLoS) links, as well as their respective chance of
occurrence.*is channel model takes into account two types
of propagation: LoS propagation and NLoS propagation.
Based on the environment and the placement of the UAV,
the following formula is used to calculate the probability of
getting a LoS signal:

PLoS �
1

1 + α exp[− β(θ − α)]
, (3)

where α and β are constants, and their values are affected by
the environment, θ � arctan(hu/r(u,i)) is the elevation angle

from the UAV to wireless device i, hu is the UAV altitude,
and r(u,i) is the horizontal distance between the projection of
the UAV placement on the ground and the placement of
wireless device i. *e trade-off in this model was described
by the authors of [23]. *e path loss between the UAV and
the wireless device decreases as the altitude decreases, while
the probability of line of sight links also decreases. On the
other hand, line of sight links occur with a high probability at
high altitudes, while path loss increases. Taking into account
the LoS and NLoS link, the total average path loss in this
model can be found as follows:

PL hu, ru,i (dB) � 10n log
4πfcdi,2

c
  + PLoSξLoS + PNLoSξNLoS,

(4)

where the first term represents the free-space path loss, fc is
the carrier frequency, c is the speed of light, n is the path loss
exponent, d(i,2) is the distance between the UAV and wireless
device i, and ξLoS and ξNLoS are the average additional losses
for LoS and NLoS links in dB, respectively. *ese losses are
environment-dependent.

*e received power of wireless device i served by the
UAV is given by

r(i,2)(dBm) � Pu(dBm) − PL hu, ru, i( (dB), (5)

where Pu is the transmitted power by UAV in dBm and
PL(hu, r(u,i)) is the total average path loss in dB.

3. Problem Formulations

*e received SNR(SNR(i,q)) of wireless device i ∈ I from the
CoW(q � 1) or the UAV (q � 2) is given by

SNR(i,q) �
Pr(i,q)

Ni

, i ∈ I, q ∈ 1, 2{ }, (6)

where Pr(i,q) is the received power at a wireless device i ∈ I

from the q-th base station and Ni is the channel noise
power, which is given by Ni � Nob(i,q), in which No is the
power spectral density of noise channel and b(i,q) is the
bandwidth allocated for a wireless device i ∈ I from base
station q ∈ 1, 2{ }.

*e main goal of this paper is to find the optimal
placements for the CoW and the UAV that maximize the
number of served wireless devices, as illustrated in Figure 1.
To formulate the optimization problem, we define the binary
variable V(i,q), i ∈ I and q ∈ 1, 2 which ensures whether a
wireless device i ∈ I is served by base station q ∈ 1, 2{ } or not.
*e binary variable V(i,q) takes value 1 if SNR(i,q) ≥ SNRth,
and it takes value 0 otherwise, where SNRth is the threshold
SNR.

*en, if wireless device i ∈ I is served, SNR(i,q) ≥ SNRth

must be satisfied. *is constraint can be further formulated
as follows:

SNR(i,q) ≥ SNRth − A 1 − V(i,q) , (7)

where A is significantly constant, greater than the maximum
value of SNRth. *e bandwidth allocated to each base station

Buildings

A

A

Buildings Buildings

Buildings

BuildingsBuildingsBuildings

Buildings Buildings

Figure 1: *e proposed system model. *e area (A x A) is covered
by a CoW assisted by a UAV.
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(either CoW or UAV) cannot exceed its available band-
width. *erefore,



|I|

i�1
b(i,q)V(i,q) ≤Bq, ∀q ∈ 1, 2{ }, (8)

where b(i,q) is the bandwidth allocated to a wireless device
i ∈ I from base station q ∈ 1, 2. Here, each base station’s
bandwidth is not fixed; therefore, it must be optimized.
Many factors influence the optimal bandwidth, including
available bandwidth, QoS requirement, wireless device de-
mands, environment, and scenario.

*e bandwidth allocated for each BS should be obtained
in this research work in order to serve as many wireless
devices from the total number of devices in the urban area as
possible. Hence, we define the variable c, c ∈ [0, 1], which
indicates how much bandwidth should be allocated to CoW.
*e bandwidth allotted to CoW is calculated as follows:
B1 � cB, while the bandwidth allotted to UAV is specified as
follows: B2 � (1 − c)B. *e optimization problem aims to
find the following: (1) the optimal 2D placement of the CoW,
(2) the optimal 3D placement of the UAV, (3) optimal
bandwidth allocation, and (4) the priority of wireless cov-
erage, which maximize the number of covered users. *e
optimization problem is given by

maximize
xc,yc( ), xu,yu,zu( ),c,V(i,q)( 



|I|

i�1


2

q�1
V(i,q), (9a)

Subject to SNRi,q ≥ SNRth − A 1 − V(i,q) , ∀i ∈ I, q ∈ 1, 2{ },

(9b)



|I|

i�1
b(i,q)V(i,q) ≤Bq, ∀q ∈ 1, 2{ }, (9c)



2

q�1
V(i,q) ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I, (9d)

B1 � cB, (9e)

B2 � (1 − c)B, (9f)

0≤ c≤ 1, (9g)

xc, yc(  ∈ R
2
c , (9h)

xc, yc, zu(  ∈ R
3
u, (9i)

*e first constraint set ensures that the QoS of each
wireless device should be greater or equal to SNRth to be
served from either the CoW or the UAV. *e second
constraint set guarantees that the sum of wireless devices
bandwidths does not exceed the base station bandwidth.*e
third constraint set ensures that a wireless device should be
connected to one base station at most or none of them. *e
constraint sets 9e–9f–9g represent the bandwidth that

should be allocated to each base station. *e constraint sets
9h-9i represent the allowable values for 2D and 3D place-
ments of the CoW and the UAV, respectively.

4. Methodology

*is section presents methods of finding the solution of
CoW and UAV positions and the percentage of the allocated
bandwidth for each one. *is work employs exhaustive
search and PSO algorithms to find the maximum number of
served users in the proposed area.

4.1. Exhaustive Search (ES). *e exhaustive search is con-
sidered as optimal solution. It can find the best 2D position
of CoW, 3D position of UAV, and the available bandwidth at
each one of them. Considering the priority, the BS (i.e., CoW
or UAV) that has the priority is assumed to be BS1, and the
other one is BS2. Firstly, the BS1 will be deployed in allowable
positions and serve a set of users (U) from I. Secondly, the
BS2 will be deployed to serve as much users as possible from
set (|I| − |U|). Determining the placements of BS1, BS2 will
be synchronized at each search point. *e ES algorithm will
require a lot of calculations, and possibly even impossible in
practice. *e PSO algorithm is employed to overcome the
high computational overhead issue in ES.

4.2. PSO. *e PSO algorithm is being used in the study to
provide a solution [24, 25]. *e PSO is considered a sub-
optimal solution, where the efficient solution of the 2D
position of CoW, 3D position of UAV, and the available
bandwidth at each one of them can be found. *e PSO
algorithm generates a set of (nP) random solutions as its
starting point, where each solution delivers the BS (i.e., CoW
or UAV) position. It seeks to promote candidate solutions
iteratively based on each candidate’s best experience
(Pbest(i)) and candidate’s best global experience (Gbest). *e
particle’s locations and velocities are evaluated depending on
the best location (Pbest(i)) and the best global location
(Gbest), where both are enhanced at each iteration. *e
velocity term is modified using the approach below:

Pvelocity(i) � wPvelocity(i) + a1∗ rand(Vsize).

∗ Pbest(i) − P(i)(  + a2∗ rand(Vsize).

∗ Gbest(i) − P(i)( ,

(10)

*e factor w is the inertia weight, which is used to adjust
the convergence speed, a1 and a2 are factors that represent
the particle’s stride size toward its local and global best
solutions, and (rand(Vsize)) is random positive numbers.
Each particle’s location is enhanced as follows:

P(i) � P(i) + Pvelocity(i), (11)

In the same manner, in ES, the PSO finds the solution in
two loops. Initially, the BS that has the priority is illustrated
as BS1, and it is deployed to serve a set of users (U) from
I.*e other BS is illustrated as BS2, and it is deployed next to
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(i) Input: the lower and upper bounds of decision variable (Varmin, Varmax), construction coefficients (κ, ϕ1,ϕ2), maximum
number of iterations (MIt), population size (nP), total number of users (I), and served users by BS1 (U)

(ii) Initialization: ϕ � ϕ1 + ϕ2, X � 2κ/(|2 − ϕ − (ϕ2 − 4ϕ)|0.5), w � X, a1 � Xϕ1, a2 � Xϕ2, GBest.Cost � − inf ;
(iii) BS1 Loop:
(iv) for k←1 to |I|

(v) for j←1 to nP

(vi) P(j) � unifrnd(Varmin,Varmax,Varsize)
(vii) PVelocity(j) � zeros(Varsize)
(viii) PCost(j) � Objectivefunction(P(j))

(ix) PBest(j) � P(j)

(x) PBest.Cost(j) � PCost(j)

(xi) if PBest.Cost(j)>GBest.Cost
(xii) GBest � PBest(j)

(xiii) end if
(xiv) end
(xv) PSO Loop:
(xvi) forIt←1 to MIt
(xvii) for j←1 to nP

PVelocity(j) � w∗PVelocity(j) + a1 ∗ rand(Varsize) · ∗ (PBest(j) − P(j)) + a2 ∗ rand(Varsize).∗ (GBest − P(j))

P(j) � P(j) + PVelocity(j)

PCost(j) � Objectivefunction(P(j))

if PCost(j)>PBest.Cost(j)

PBest(j) � P(j)

PBest.Cost(j) � PCost(j)

if PBest.Cost(j)>GBest.Cost
GBest � PBest(j)

end if
end if
end
end
end
BS2 Loop:
for kk←1 to |I| − |U|

for j←1 to nP

P(j) � unifrnd(Varmin,Varmax,Varsize)
PVelocity(j) � zeros(Varsize)
PCost(j) � Objectivefunction(P(j))

PBest(j) � P(j)

PBest.Cost(j) � PCost(j)

if PBest.Cost(j)>GBest.Cost
GBest � PBest(j)

end if
end
PSO Loop:
for It←1 to MIt
for j←1 to nP

PVelocity(j) � w∗PVelocity(j) + a1 ∗ rand(Varsize).∗ (PBest(j) − P(j)) + a2 ∗ rand(Varsize).∗ (GBest − P(j))

P(j) � P(j) + PVelocity(j)

PCost(j) � Objectivefunction(P(j))

if PCost(j)>PBest.Cost(j)

PBest(j) � P(j)

PBest.Cost(j) � PCost(j)

if PBest.Cost(j)>GBest.Cost
GBest � PBest(j)

end if
end if
end
end
end

ALGORITHM 1: PSO algorithm that finds the efficient UAVBS placement.
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serve as much users as possible from the set (|I| − |U|). *e
pseudocode for PSO algorithm is described in Algorithm 1:

4.3. Computational Complexity. *is section shows the
complexity of using either PSO or ES algorithms. It is well
known that the ES algorithm finds the optimal solution to
the problem. However, its computational complexity is high.
Practically, the ES complexity is O(X × Y × Z × |Uu|) + O

(X × Y × |Uc|), where (X, Y, Z) is the 3D possible locations
of the UAV in the proposed area, |Uu| is the number of
served users by UAV, (X, Y) is the 2D possible locations of
the CoW in the proposed area, and |Uc| � |I| − |Uu| is the
number of unserved users by UAV.

In order to reduce the computational complexity, a
suboptimal solution is obtained using heuristic algorithms
such as the PSO algorithm. *us, the PSO complexity is
O(nP × MIt × |Uu|) + O(nP × MIt × |Uc|), where nP is a
population of random solutions, MIt is the number of it-
erations, |Uu| is the number of users served by UAV, and
|Uc| � |I| − |Uu| is the number of unserved users by UAV.

5. Performance Evaluations

Simulation results describing the performance of PSO and
exhaustive search algorithms in terms of the served number
of users are presented in this section. Simulation results are
obtained using MATLAB R2020a. We assume an urban area
of (1000m× 1000m), which consists of roads as shown in
Figure 1. Furthermore, a total of 200 users are supposed to be
uniformly distributed over the given area. We use the
evaluation parameters as shown in Table 1. In addition, the
parameters of the PSO algorithm are listed in Table 2.

Figure 2 shows the number of served users versus the
percentage of allocated bandwidth for CoW (c) using the
aforementioned algorithms. *e figure is obtained when the
priority is given to the CoW at the beginning. As shown in
the figure, there is a clear trend of decreasing the number of
served users of the UAV as its percentage of bandwidth
decreases (equivalently, c increases). Similarly, there is an
apparent increase in the number of served users of the CoW
as its percentage of bandwidth, c, increases. As a result, there
is an optimal percentage of bandwidth, c, where the number
of served users is maximized. In this case, the optimal
percentage of bandwidth given to the CoW is c � 0.7,
whereas the remaining percentage of bandwidth (1− c)� 0.3
should be provided to the UAV. In addition, the figure
shows that the served number of users of CoW using the
PSO algorithm almost coincides with that result once using
the exhaustive search algorithm. *e reason behind this is
the flexibility of CoW to choose its location once it is given
priority before the UAV. However, there is a small gap in the
served number of users of UAV (as well as the total number
of users).

Figure 3 depicts the number of served users in terms of
the percentage of bandwidth provided to the CoW, c, when
the UAV has the priority at the beginning. *e figure shows
a clear trend of increasing (decreasing) the number of served
users of the CoW (UAV) as the percentage of the bandwidth

given to the CoW, c, increases. As shown in the figure, the
served users of the UAV using the PSO algorithm, or ex-
haustive search algorithm, are the same. *at is because the
UAV has the priority of choosing its location before the
CoW does. In addition, the figure shows that the results of
the PSO algorithm can achieve the results of the exhaustive
search algorithm with no more than a 5% deviation.
However, the complexity of the PSO algorithm is much
lower than the complexity of the exhaustive search
algorithm.

To show which BS should be given priority at the be-
ginning, Figure 4 shows the probability of priority provided to
the UAV and CoW depending on the percentage of band-
width provided to the CoW (c). *e figure shows that the
UAV must prioritize choosing its location before the CoW
when its percentage of bandwidth (1− c) is higher than 0.35
(or when c is less than 0.65). In contrast, the CoW must be
prioritized at the beginning when its percentage of bandwidth

Table 1: Values of the evaluation parameters.

Parameter fc B hCoW (hmin, hmax) n

Value 2GHz 40MHz 6m (100m, 300m) (2, 4)
Parameter PCOW Pu Pi,q SNRth
Value 40 dBm 20 dBm 200 kHz 20 dB

Table 2: Values of the PSO algorithm’s parameters.

Parameter nP MIt (Varmin, Varmax) Varsize (w, a1, a2)

Value 20 100 (0, 1000) 3 (1, 2.05, 2.05)
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Figure 2: Number of served users using PSO and ES algorithms
when the priority is given to the CoW at the beginning.
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(c) is more than 0.65. Among the plausible explanations for
these results is the fact that the UAV has more flexibility of
movement than CoW.*e CoW can move only on the roads,
as shown in Figure 1. However, the UAV can freely move
between all of the 3D possible locations in the given area. It is
essential to realize that the priority does not matter in the

extreme cases, where CoW is only working (i.e., c � 1) or only
UAV is only working (i.e., c � 0).

Now, to show the optimization results of our proposed
algorithm, Figure 5 shows the optimized locations of the
UAV (blue square) at (1000, 600, 290) and CoW (green
circle) at (225, 610) using the ES algorithm. Note that the
height of the CoW is fixed at 6m. In this setting, priority is
given to the UAV at the beginning with the percentage of
bandwidth (1− c)� 0.6. *us, the UAV serves 120 users (blue
dots), and then CoW serves 78 users (green dots). As a result,
99% of the users will be served.

Moreover, Figure 6 shows the optimized locations of the
CoW (green circle) and UAV (blue square) using the ES
algorithm once the priority is given to the CoW at the
beginning. In this case, the best CoW location is (610, 343)
with the percentage of the bandwidth of c � 0.7 and then the
best UAV location of the UAV is (400, 750, 290) with the
percentage of bandwidth (1− c)� 0.3. Accordingly, the CoW
serves 140 users, and then the UAV serves 54 users.
*erefore, 97% of users are served under this setting.

To show the computational complexity of both ES and
PSO algorithms, Table 3 shows the running time of each
algorithm under different values of the bandwidth per-
centage provided to the CoW (c). As it can be seen from the
table, the PSO algorithm improves the required time sig-
nificantly. In addition, note that these results of the ES
algorithm are obtained at 50m step size. If the step size is
decreased to locate the UAV and CoW precisely, the
running time will be extremely increased. For example, if
the step size is 25m and c � 0.6, the running time will be
963.5 seconds.
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Figure 4: Probability of priority versus the percentage of band-
width given to the CoW (c).
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Figure 3: Number of served users using PSO and ES algorithms when the priority is given to the UAV at the beginning.
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Finally, to show the robustness of our proposed algo-
rithm, we study its performance over three different users’
distributions. *e first distribution (D1) is, what we have
used, overall evaluations. *e second distribution (D2) is a
random distribution. *e third distribution (D3) is a uni-
form distribution, where the users are distributed uniformly

over the given area. Figure 7 shows the performance over all
the three aforementioned distributions. It can be seen that a
very low change in the served users percentage would have
occurred. In addition, in the impractical scenario where the
distribution is uniform (i.e., D3), the dropping in the served
users percentage would be at minimum, around 5%.

6. Conclusion

*is paper proposes a cooperative scheme between a CoW and
a UAV intending to maximize the wireless coverage in
emergencies. First, we found which one of the CoW and UAV
must be located at the beginning.*en, the best 2D location for
the CoW and the 3D location for the UAV are optimized. In
addition, the percentage of the available bandwidth thatmust be
provided for each base station (CoW and UAV) is calculated.
Finally, we found that the priority depends on the percentage of
the bandwidth given to each base station. For CoW-UAV
system, the simulation results show that the UAV must pri-
oritize choosing its location before the CoW when its per-
centage of bandwidth (c) is less than 0.65. In contrast, the CoW
must be prioritized at the beginning when its percentage of
bandwidth (c) is more than 0.65. In addition, the simulation
results show that the PSO algorithm can achieve the results of
the exhaustive search algorithm with no more than a 5% de-
viation. However, the complexity of the PSO algorithm is much
lower than the complexity of the exhaustive search algorithm.

Data Availability

Data are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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Figure 5: Deployment of the CoW and UAV using ES algorithm
when the priority is given to the UAV at the beginning.
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Table 3: Running time (in seconds) of the PSO and ES algorithms.

c 0 0.4 0.6 1
PSO 20.37 20.56 20.78 21.01
ES 128.16 128.91 131.16 153.78
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Figure 7: Robustness of the proposed algorithm.
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Distinguishing target object under occlusions has become the forefront of research to cope with grasping study in general. In this
paper, a novel framework which is able to be utilized for a parallel robotic gripper is proposed. (ere are two key steps for the
proposed method in the process of grasping occluded object: generating template information and grasp detection using the
matching algorithm. A neural network, trained by the RGB-D data from the Cornell Grasp Dataset, predicts multiple grasp
rectangles on template images. A proposed matching algorithm is utilized to eliminate the influence caused by occluded parts on
scene images and generates multiple grasp rectangles for objects under occlusions using the grasp information of matched
template images. In order to improve the quality of matching result, the proposed matching algorithm improves the SIFT
algorithm and combines it with the improved RANSAC algorithm. In this way, this paper obtains suitable grasp rectangles on
scene images and offers a new thought about grasping detection under occlusions. (e validation results show the effectiveness
and efficiency of this approach.

1. Introduction

Robotic grasping has been a hot-spot topic and drawn in-
creasing attention from researchers. With the growing de-
mand of intelligent robot, robotic grasping technique has
been extensively adopted in our daily life, such as workshop
assembly, service robotic grasping, and agricultural robotic
grasping [1–5]. However, compared with human beings,
robots still have great limitations in grasping, such as
grasping in occlusion case. Meanwhile, manipulating objects
in occlusion occasion is an inevitable application for robots,
like grasping under household [5] and industrial [6] scenes.
Consequently, improving the ability of grasping objects in
the case of occlusion and overlap is a difficult but necessary
work for robotic manipulation.

Many works focus on predicting grasp rectangles on
single-object scene [1, 7–9]. Nevertheless, robots usually face
the scenes of grasping target frommultiple objects. (is type
of problem is also called “bin picking.” Some works [10–13]
offer solutions to such problem, and they settle multiple
objects grasp detection to a certain extent. However, they

pay no attention on overlapped situations and may predict
grasp rectangles in the overlapping areas. It can cause
collision between objects and the robotic manipulator. Other
works [14, 15] consider the occlusions of objects and work
out such problem in their own way but cause high cost of
dataset acquisition.

(e proposal method in this paper divides such question
into two main stages and predicts suitable grasp configu-
rations (grasp configuration will be shown in Section 3)
using an RGB input image. Inspired by [1], the first stage
predicts multiple grasp rectangles on template images using
the neural network ResNet-50. Each template image is taken
in advance and contains only one object. Template images
and the corresponding grasp rectangles are integrated into
the template information; the second stage utilizes the
proposed matching algorithm to connect the scene infor-
mation with the template information and decreases the
influence caused by occluded parts on scene images. (en,
several grasp rectangles are predicted using the template
information and connection between the template infor-
mation and the scene information. A matrix M is used to
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represent scaling, translation, and rotation information of a
same object between two images. (e proposal matching
algorithm consists of the scale-invariant feature transform
(SIFT) algorithm and random sample consensus (RANSAC)
algorithm and connects two images based on SIFT features.
In order to obtain a better connection, this paper improved
the SIFT algorithm and RANSAC algorithm, respectively,
and received a more accurate transformation matrix M

between the template image and the scene image. (e
proposed grasp detection algorithm predicts multiple grasp
rectangles with corresponding quality scores for objects
under occlusions.

(e main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) A novel grasp detection algorithm is proposed to
predict grasp configurations for objects under oc-
clusions. (is algorithm, which is composed of a
grasp rectangle predicting neural network and our
key-point matching algorithm, predicts multiple
grasp configurations on template images and gen-
erates several grasp configurations for objects on
scene images using the connection between scene
information and template information, rather than
using an end-to-end network.

(2) (e paper proposes a new way to predict grasp
rectangles under occlusions by matching template
images with scene images using our matching al-
gorithm.(ematching algorithm combines the SIFT
algorithm and RANSAC algorithm and improves the
two algorithms in order to receive a better matching
result.

(e rest of the paper is organised as follows. Related
work about grasp detection is presented in Section 2.
Problem formulation and a brief introduction to the SIFT
algorithm are provided in Section 3. (e detail of the
proposed algorithm is discussed in Section 4. Section 5
provides the description of our experiment setup and val-
idation results, respectively. (e conclusion part can be
found in Section 6.

2. Related Work

2.1. Grasp Detection Using Neural Network. In previous
works like [16–18], model-based methods have played a
primary position in solving the grasp detection problem.
Such method uses the complete 3D model of the target
object to define the grasp operation. However, robots face
different environments, and obtaining the accurate 3D
model in advance seems to be impossible [19]. On the
contrary, it is more convenient to capture RGB images than
reconstructed 3D models. Meanwhile, the learning-based
method offers a strong generalization ability over object
classification, target detection, and regression [10, 20]. Many
works about object grasp detection have been done using the
learning-based method. Early research studies focus on
solving grasp detection problem in single-object scenes.
(ese works pay no attention on multiobject, occluded cases
and instruct the robot to grasp objects only under ideal
circumstances [19]. Lenz et al. [21] connected two single

neural networks in series in order to detect grasp positions in
an RGB-D image. Similarly, Guo et al. [22] considered grasp
detection using multiple sensors and proposed a hybrid deep
architecture fusing the visual and the tactile information for
grasp detection. (e author collected a THU grasp dataset
with visual, tactile, and grasp configuration information for
network training. Reference [1] proposed a deep learning
architecture to predict graspable locations using an RGB-D
image for robotic manipulation. Different from some pre-
vious works, the paper considered to define the angle
learning problem as classification with null hypothesis
competition rather than regression and detected multiple
grasp candidates for each object in a single shot with the
input of RGB-D image.

(e above works are all single-object scenes with objects
in Cornell Grasp Dataset. However, grasping in multiobject
scenes is inevitable in reality. Guo et al. [23] proposed a
convolutional neural network to detect the target object and
its optimal grasp configuration simultaneously on a fruit
dataset. However, this model can just predict the grasp
rectangle information of the most exposed object, without
considering about partially visible objects. Vohra et al. [24]
proposed a real-time grasp pose detection strategy for novel
objects in our daily life. (e proposed technique predicts the
contour of the object in the point cloud and detects the grasp
configurations along with the object skeleton in the image
plane. Reference [25] explained a robotic grasp detection
algorithm named ROI-GD to detect objects and their
possible grasp configurations at the same time based on
region of interest (ROI). (e experiment results showed that
this algorithm solved grasp detection problem of the object
in the case of contact to some extent but did not offer the
results of occluded cases.

Employed the neural network in [1], this paper trains a
model using the Cornell Grasp Dataset and succeeds to
obtain multiple grasp rectangles on the template image
containing only one object. (en, these template images and
relevant grasp configurations are used to generate grasp
configurations for the target objects under occlusions during
experiments. In order to build the connection between scene
images and template images, this paper adopts a matching
algorithm based on SIFT features to realize image matching
task.

2.2. SIFT-BasedMatching Algorithm. SIFT is a feature point
extraction and matching algorithm proposed by Lowe in
1999 and perfectly improved in 2004 [26–28]. SIFT is
proposed to extract distinctive invariant features from im-
ages in order to perform reliable match between different
views of an object or a scene [27]. SIFTfeatures are invariant
to rotation and scale and can match robustly across affine
distortion, change in 3D viewpoint, disturbance of noise,
illumination variation, and even partial occlusion [29].
However, the original SIFTalgorithmmatches the key points
by comparing the distance of the closest neighbor and the
second-closets neighbor, and that method makes the
detecting quality of the SIFT algorithm sensitive to the
threshold. Duo to the requirements of different works,
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researchers improved the performance of the SIFTalgorithm
in many ways. Dellinger et al. [30] proposed a new algorithm
named SAR-SIFT based on the SIFTalgorithm to reduce the
influence caused by speckle noise on synthetic aperture
radar (SAR). In [31], Alhwarin et al. improved the original
SIFT algorithm for the purpose of providing a more reliable
object recognition. Before matching the features, they di-
vided the features of both test and template images into
several subcollections according to the different octaves.
Compared with the original SIFT algorithm, the processing
time of the improved SIFT algorithm reduced 40% for
matching the stereo images. Reference [32] utilized the
improved RANSAC algorithm to realize a better SIFTfeature
point matching result and received an obvious promotion.
(e paper eliminated the mismatches using the improved
RANSAC algorithm and obtained a more accuracy con-
nection between images, also improved efficiency of pro-
cessing. Other works like [33, 34] also proposed algorithms
based on the SIFT algorithm to realize better results.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Problem Formulation. Given an RGB scene image
containing several arbitrarily placed objects, the objective of
this paper is to identify the suitable grasp configurations for
the target object even the target object is occluded by other
objects. Inspired by [21], a grasp configuration of the target
object can be represented using a six-dimensional vector:

g � (x, y, w, h, θ, s), (1)

where the grasp configuration g describes the grasp location,
orientation information, and approximate opening distance
of a parallel plate gripper. As shown in Figure 1(a), point G is
the gripper’s location and also the center of grasp rectangle,
(x, y) is the coordinate of point G, angle θ is the orientation
information, it represents the angle of rotation of the gripper
in a certain direction, w and h represent the width and
opening size of parallel plate gripper, respectively, and s

represents the grasp quality score of the grasp configuration
and is used to be the criterion of selecting the best grasp
configuration. For each object, there may have several
possible grasp configurations, and a set of proper grasp
configurations S(g) is obtained; each element of S(g)

represents a proper grasp configuration information for the
target object in the scene:

S(g) � g1, g2, . . . , gn , (2)

where n represents the number of grasp configurations we
predict for the target object. We choose the best one for
robotic manipulation depending on the quality scores of
these grasp configurations.

Note that, this paper only predicts such grasp configu-
rations for template images; each template image contains
only one object we want to grasp and then generating grasp

configurations for scene images using our matching
algorithm.

3.2. Introduction of SIFT Algorithm. SIFT features are in-
variant to rotation and scale and can match robustly across
affine distortion, change in 3D viewpoint, disturbance of
noise, illumination variation, and even partial occlusion
[29]. (e original SIFT algorithm includes four main parts.
(e detail of the SIFT algorithm can be obtained from [27].

3.3. Scale Space Extrema Detection. (e SIFT algorithm se-
lects the extreme points of scale space as candidate feature
points. (e scale space of an image I(x, y) is defined as
follows:

L(x, y, δ) � G(x, y, δ)∗ I(x, y), (3)

where L(x, y, δ) defines the convolution of original image
I(x, y) and a Gaussian function. ∗ presents two-dimen-
sional convolution, and δ is the standard deviation of normal
Gaussian distribution.

(e SIFT algorithm uses scale space difference-of-
Gaussian (DoG) function to generate a large number of
extremas. (e DoG image D(x, y, δ) is defined as follows:

D(x, y, δ) � L(x, y, kδ) − L(x, y, δ), (4)

where k is a constant over all scales; thus, it does not in-
fluence extrema location [27].

3.4. Key-Point Localization. (is step is aimed to filter the
key points in order to only retain the stable key points. (e
Taylor expansion of DoG function is constructed in scale
space:

D(X) � D +
zD

T

zX
X +

1
2
X

Tz
2
D

zX
2 X,

X � (x, y, δ)
T

,

(5)

and then the stable key point is obtained by solving the
formula as follows:

X � −
z
2
D

− 1
z
2
X

zD

zX
,

D( X) � D +
1
2

zD

zX
X.

(6)

3.5. Orientation Assignment. In this step, every key point is
assigned an orientation to make the descriptor invariant to
rotation. Every direction contains gradient magnitude m(x,
y) and gradient direction θ(x, y) as follows:
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m(x, y) � (L(x, y + 1) − L(x, y − 1))
2

+(L(x + 1, y) − L(x − 1, y))
2

 
1/2

,

θ(x, y) � arctan
L(x, y + 1) − L(x, y − 1)

L(x + 1, y) − L(x − 1, y)
.

(7)

3.6. Key Point Descriptor. (e last step divides the image
region around the critical point to blocks; for each block, the
gradient histogram of it is calculated, and then a 128-di-
mensional key point descriptor is generated.

In order to decrease the disturbance caused by occluded
parts of scene images, this paper improves the original SIFT
algorithm and receives fewer mismatches. Several matched
SIFT features are extracted by the improved SIFT algorithm
and fed into the remaining matching algorithm to build a
more robust connection between the scene image and the
corresponding template image.

4. Approach

(e proposed algorithm can be divided into two stages
(Figure 2): template generation and image matching. Firstly,
before predicting grasp configurations during experiments
with robotic gripper, several template images are taken in
advance. Each template image contains only one object and
performed grasp detection using neural network proposed
in [1]. (en, a matching algorithm matches the target object
in a scene image with template images and generates several
grasp configurations for the target object under occlusions
using the connection between the scene image and the
template images.

(e next three subsections describe the whole system
in detail. It includes the architecture of the network and
generates template information using the network, a
description of obtaining connection between template
images and scene images using the proposed matching
algorithm, and a strategy of generating grasp configu-
rations on scene images using the information of tem-
plate images and connection.

4.1. Template Generation Using Neural Network.
Currently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) receive
great performances on classification, detection, and

regression problems. We use modified ResNet-50 with 50
layers to solve grasp detection problem. ResNet overcomes
the challenge of learning mapping function by its residual
learning concept. Every residual block is designed to be an
incorporation which is a skip connection with the standard
CNN. Meanwhile, ResNet can avoid time-consuming slid-
ing-window approach shown in [8, 22] by utilizing the
capacity of neural networks to execute bounding box re-
gression and predict candidate regions on the whole image
directly. (e structure of our network is shown in Figure 3;
we adopt the architecture proposed in [1] and train a model
on Cornell Grasp Dataset.

(e network takes RG-D images as input.(e RG-D image
is composed of the RGB image and corresponding depth image.
(us, the original dataset contains RGB images and depth
images. (en, the data preprocessing part combines RGB
images with the corresponding depth images to obtain RG-D
images and crops them. After that, every cropped RG-D image
is sent to intermediate convolutional layers (1–40 layer of
ResNet-50). (e intermediate convolutional layer extracts a
common feature map with the size of 14 × 14 × 1024. (e
feature map with r anchors is then sent to section Grasp
Proposal Network. (e Grasp Proposal Network slides a mini-
network of 3 × 3 over the feature map and generates 9 possible
grasp boxes with 3 aspect ratios and 3 scales for each anchors
(Figure 1(b)).(us, there are r × 9 possible grasp boxes for each
feature map. (e Grasp Proposal Network outputs a 1 × 1 ×

512 feature map and then sends it into two sibling fully con-
nected layers. Afterwards, the outputs of two layers represent
the probability of grasp proposal and bounding box for each of r

anchors on the feature map. (e feature of each proposal
bounding boxes is extracted by the ROI layer and sent to the
remaining layers of the ResNet-50. Let ti be the i-th grasp
configuration with the form of (x, y, w, h) and pi be the
probability of the corresponding grasp proposal. In is an index
set of all proposals; we use the formulation as follows to define
the loss of grasp proposal net (gp).

θ

h
G (x, y)

W

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Grasp configuration for parallel robotic gripper. Each grasp configuration contains the position information, orientation
information, and grasp quality score. (b) Each anchor is corresponded to 9 possible grasp boxes with 3 scales and 3 aspect ratios (here only
shows 3 of the possible grasp boxes of a same scale).
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(8)

where Lgp c denotes the cross entropy loss of grasp proposal
classification and Lgp r denotes the l1 regression loss of grasp
proposal with weight λ. p∗i is an index with only two values.
p∗i � 0 represents no grasp, and p∗i � 1 shows that a grasp is
specified. c∗i is the coordinate of ground-truth grasp cor-
responding to p∗i .

As for θ, the orientation of each grasping configu-
ration, we consider it as a classification task. (e mul-
tigrasp detection pipeline quantizes θ into R equal-length
intervals and generates multiple possible grasp configu-
ration for each possible grasp proposal using θ. If none
score of the possible grasp configuration is higher than
the threshold we set, then we abandon the corresponding

possible grasp proposal. In this paper, the total classes
C � R + 1 and R � 19.

After the above processing, the last stage of the
network classifies the grasp proposals into R regions and
refines every proposal grasp bounding box to a bounding
box (x, y, w, h) without orientation. A ROI pooling layer
is added into ResNet-50 and shares the common feature
map extracted by intermediate convolutional layer. (us,
it reduces the recomputation of feature extraction. All the
features of the proposal grasps are stacked by ROI pooling
layer and then fed into two sibling fully connected layers
for the classification of orientation parameter l and re-
gression of bounding box (x, y, w, h). (e loss function of
predicted grasp configuration (gc) is defined to be

Lgc ρl, βl( 
C

c�0  � 
c

Lgc c ρl(  + λ2 
c

Lgc r βc, β
∗
c( , (9)
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Processing

RANSAC
Algorithm

SIFT features

Improved SIFT

SIFT
Algorithm
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Images

Sliding-
window

SIFT
Scene information

Figure 2: System diagram of our grasp detection algorithm.(e template generation stage uses the network and template images to generate
template information. For each scene image, the algorithm connects the scene image with template information in matching stage using a
matching algorithm and obtains grasp rectangles for the target object in occluded condition.

ResNet-50 (1 to 40)

7×7 covn 64 (1)

7×7 avgpool
2048

3×3 maxpool 64
Data Pre-
processing

Input
Residual block_1 (9)
Residual block_2 (12)
Residual block_3 (18)

Feature map
14×14 1024 Feature map

1×1 512

Grasp
Proposal
network

ROI pooling

Loss
function 1:
Lgpn (pi, ti)

Loss
function 2:
Lgcr (ρi, βi)

ResNet-50 (41 to 50)

Residual block_4 (9)

βi =(x, y, w, h)
Output

fcti pi

fc

ρi

Figure 3: (e structure of our network. (e network uses RG-D images as inputs and predicts multiple grasp rectangles which contain
position information, orientation information, and grasp quality score for each object.(e data preprocessing part fuses the RGB image and
the corresponding depth image to be the RG-D image and crops the RG-D image into a given size. (e 1–40 layers of our network extract a
feature map, the feature map is then fed into the Grasp Proposal Network and the ROI pooling. (e rest of the network (41–50 layers)
receives the output of the Grasp Proposal Network and generates several grasp rectangles.
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where ρi is the probability of class l, βl is the corresponding
grasp bounding box prediction, Lgc c denotes the cross
entropy loss of the angle classification, Lgc r denotes the l1
regression loss grasp bounding boxes with weight λ2, and β∗c
is the ground-truth grasp bounding box. (e total loss is
defined to be

Ltotal � Lgp + Lgc. (10)

(e ROI layer generates grasp proposals, and grasp
bounding boxes and orientations are received using the
additional neurons of two sibling layers. Finally, we obtain
the grasp configurations S(g) of the target object on the
template image. As mentioned above,

S(g) � g1, g2, . . . , gn ,

g � (x, y, w, h, θ, s).
(11)

4.2. Connect Images Using SIFT Features. Using the pro-
posed deep network, multiple grasp bounding boxes are
obtained on the template images. Every template image
contains a single object, and the predicted grasp bounding
boxes show the suitable grasp configurations of the object.
However, as it is described earlier, grasp detection may
obtain some unsuitable grasp configurations in the occluded
parts. In order to abandon the unsuitable grasp bounding
boxes from all predicted grasp rectangles, we try to cut the
occluded parts of scene image using our matching algorithm
rather than predicting grasp rectangles on scene image using
an end-to-end network.

SIFT features are invariant to rotation and scale and can
match robustly across affine distortion, change in 3D
viewpoint, disturbance of noise, illumination variation, and
even partial occlusion [29]. (e original SIFT algorithm
matches the key points by comparing the distance of the
closest neighbor and the second-closets neighbor, and that
method makes the detecting quality of the SIFT algorithm
sensitive to the threshold. Correct matching happens when
the ratio is less than the threshold. (us, as the threshold
raises, the matching points increase, but mismatch increases
too. Usually we want to generate more correct feature points
and decrease the mismatches. Only by raising the threshold
cannot solve such conflicting problem. Inspired by [32], we
propose a matching algorithm which combines the im-
proved SIFT algorithm with the improved RANSAC algo-
rithm to improve the quality of matching. Our matching
strategy is shown in Figure 4.

Firstly, we extract images SIFT feature points using the
improved SIFT algorithm; this algorithm contains three
parts: SIFT algorithm, crop images, and sliding-window
SIFT. We utilize the SIFT algorithm to each pair of images
and obtain many SIFT feature points of the two images. In
order to decrease the influence of occluded parts, this paper
uses the original matched SIFT features to detect the oc-
cluded parts. Our method divides the scene image into some
patches and judges whether a patch is the occluded part by
connecting it with template image using the SIFTalgorithm.
Note that the original matched SIFTfeatures have proved the

approximate position of the object on images; thus, un-
necessary computation can be avoided by cropping the
images. (e crop image part crops images based on original
matched SIFT features and obtains cropped parts of the
images that contain the target object. (en, the sliding-
window SIFT part slides the cropped scene image into
several patches and judges whether a patch is the occluded
part by the number of matched SIFT features. If a patch
contains SIFT features, which are matched with template
image, more than a given count (in this paper is 2), it is
considered to be a part of the target object; otherwise, we
classify it as occluded part and delete the corresponding
SIFT features. After the improved SIFT algorithm, many
matched SIFT features are obtained. (e SIFT algorithm
matches two images’ SIFT feature points based on calcu-
lating the Euclidean distance between the two 128-dimen-
sional key point descriptor. Such matching strategy makes
the matching quality sensitive to the given threshold of the
SIFT algorithm and cannot solve the trade-off between
obtaining more matches and decreasing mismatches while it
has to calculate the transformation matrix between two
images, and mismatches may influence the accuracy of the
result. In order to get a better result, we decide to eliminate
some of the mismatches in advance and utilize the RANSAC
algorithm to calculate a more accurate result afterwards.

Inspired by [32], this paper considers the cross points as
mismatches. Generally speaking, the size of same object is a
constant. (e transformation of the same object in two
images can be considered as rotation and scaling.(us, there
should be no crossover between two correctly matched
images. So, the proposed algorithm can eliminate part of the
mismatches by abandoning the feature points which cause
cross line with other lines. (e main function of mismatches
processing part is to delete such mismatches. After the

Pattern
Information

Scene
Information

Improved SIFT
Algorithm

SIFT Features

Improved RANSAC
Algorithm

Connection
Information

Grasp
configurations

RANSAC
Algorithm

Matching
Algorithm

Input

Output

SIFT
Algorithm

Mismatches
Processing

Sliding-
window

SIFT

Crop
Images

Figure 4: (e diagram of our matching algorithm. (e matching
algorithm combines the improved SIFT algorithm and the im-
proved RANSAC algorithm to connect the template information
and the scene information. (e connection information generated
by our matching algorithm contains the transformation relation-
ship between the matched pair of images. (e output of the
matching algorithm includes multiply grasp configurations of the
target object in the occluded condition.
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processing of the SIFT feature points, the RANSAC algo-
rithm is used to calculate the transformation matrix M

between each pair of images using matching feature point set
F. F is defined as follows:

F � f1, f2, . . . , fN,

fk � tk, sk( ,
(12)

where N is the number of matching point pair, fk is the k-th
matching point pair in F, k is an integer between 1 and N,
and tk and sk are two corresponding feature points of
template image and scene image, respectively.

Each pair of matching images can be connected using the
corresponding transformation matrix M; the relationship
between two matching points’ coordinates and transfor-
mation matrix M is defined as follows:

Ps � MPt,

M �

A11 A12 A13

A21 A22 A23

A31 A32 A33

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,
(13)

where Ps � x′ y′ 1 
T is the coordinate of any feature

point on scene image and Pt � x y 1 
T is the coordinate

of the corresponding feature point on template image. By
equation (13), we can connect two matched images at the
pixel level and match each point on the template image to
the pixel of the scene image. (e improved RANSAC Al-
gorithm 1 is described as follows.

4.3. Grasp Configurations Generating Strategy under
Occlusions. (rough the above steps, there obtains the grasp
configurations S(g) of the target object in the template
image and uses the matching feature point pair set F to
calculate the transformation matrix M between template
image and scene image. Note that, the occluded parts of
scene image cannot match with template image due to the
specialty of the SIFT algorithm. At this step, this paper
utilizes above information to generate grasp configurations
for target object in the case of occlusion.

For every grasp configuration g � (x, y, w, h, θ, s) of
S(g), we denote G � (x, y) as the grasp center point of g.
(us, we get a set S(G) of grasp center point as follows:

S(G) � G1, G2, . . . , Gn . (14)

Meanwhile, we denote S(t) and S(s) as the matching
feature point sets of template image and scene image,
respectively:

S(t) � t1, t2, . . . , tm ,

S(s) � s1, s2, . . . , sm ,
(15)

where n is the number of grasp center points of the target
object in template image and m is the number of matching
pairs which satisfy the transformation matrix M.

(e proposed strategy is using the points in S(G) to
replace the points in S(t) based on the Euclidean distance

of pixels. (us, for each g � (G, w, h, θ, s), we replace the
grasp center point G with the closets SIFT feature point p′;
the closets Euclidean distance is less than a given
threshold, and a new set of grasp configurations S(g′) is
created:

S g′(  � g1′, g2′, . . . , gr
′ ,

g′ � p′, w, h, θ, s( ,
(16)

and then for each p′, we have a corresponding SIFT feature
point s′ scene image, and the parameters of s′ are as follows:

s′ � p′, w, h, θ + β, s( , (17)

where β is the orientation transformation of the transfor-
mation matrix M. Finally, we obtain the grasp configura-
tions S(s′) � s1′, s2′, . . . , sr

′  of the target object in the case of
occlusion.

5. Experiment

5.1. Dataset and Implementation for Network Training. In
this paper, the goal is to predict grasp rectangles in oc-
cluded scenes. However, the proposed algorithm utilizes
the connection between template information and scene
information to obtain the grasp configurations in the
multiobject, occluded cases, rather than an end-to-end
deep neural network to predict grasp configurations on the
scene images directly. Hence, the function of our network is
to generate multiple grasp rectangles on the template image
which contains only one target object. Note that, in order to
increase the accuracy of detection, this paper stipulates the
template image with only one object intentionally, because
different matched objects between template image and
scene image correspond to different transformation ma-
trices in theory. On the basis of above condition, this paper
chooses Cornell Grasp Dataset (Figure 5) as the dataset of
our network.

(e Cornell Grasp Dataset contains 855 images (RGB
images and depth images) of 240 different objects [35]. Each
image contains several ground-truth grasp rectangles with
different orientations and positions. (is paper takes the
same procedure of data processing in [1, 8] and replaces the
blue channel of each image with the corresponding depth
channel. Because the data of blue channel are distributed
between 0 and 255, we normalize the depth data to the same
range. By combining RGB information and depth infor-
mation, RG-D images are obtained. In order to generate
plenty of training data and fit to the input size of ResNet-50,
each image is performed extensive data augmentation by
rotating randomly between 0 and 360 and resized to
227 × 227.

(e network is implemented on Tensorflow framework
and trained end-to-end on a single GPU of GTX1660Ti. We
set the initial learning rate of our network to 0.0001 and
divide it by 5 every 10000 iterations. We set the training
epochs as 5.
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5.2. Evaluation Metrics of Predicted Result. In this paper, we
take the metrics proposed in [21] to evaluate the grasp
detection ability of our network. A grasp is considered to be
a good grasp if it meets the following two criterions:

(1) (e difference of grasp orientation between pre-
dicted grasp rotation angle and the corresponding
grasp rotation angle of ground-truth is less than 30°.

(2) (e Jaccard index of the predicted grasp configu-
ration g′ and the ground-truth g is more than 25%.
(e Jaccard index is defined as follows:

J g, g′(  �
gA ∩gA
′

gA ∪gA
′
, (18)

where gA and gA
′ are the areas of predicted grasp rectangle

and ground-truth grasp rectangle, respectively. (e Jaccard
index is the ratio of intersection of the two rectangles to the
union of the two rectangles.

5.3. Validation Results on Cornell Grasp Dataset and
Household Objects. (ree main types of experiments are
performed to verify the ability of the proposed grasp de-
tection algorithm. (e first experiment makes a comparison
with other typical methods on Cornell Grasp Dataset. In
order to prove the validity of the proposed matching al-
gorithm, the second experiment predicts grasp rectangles for
objects under occlusions using the original SIFT algorithm
and the proposed matching algorithm, respectively. (e last
experiment predicts grasp rectangles for some household
objects under occlusions. (e results of all experiments
prove that the proposed grasp detection algorithm can
ensure the detection accuracy on Cornell Grasp Dataset and
solve the problem of grasp detection under occlusions to
some extent.

Experiment 1 tests the proposed grasp detection algo-
rithm on the Cornell Grasp Dataset andmakes a comparison
with prior works, and the result of comparison is shown in
Table 1. We compare these works in two ways: image-wise
split (IW) and object-wise split (OW):

(i) IW. (e dataset is divided based on image randomly.
Each image has an equal probability to be trained or
tested. (is is a common way to test the

generalization of the network to new orientation and
position about objects it has seen before.

(ii) OW.(edataset is divided based on object instances.
Objects in training set and test set can be different.
OW is used to test the generalization ability of a
network about new object.

(e performance of the proposed grasp detection al-
gorithm on Cornell Grasp Dataset is shown at the last
column of Table 1. For this grasp detection test on Cornell
Grasp Dataset, we choose the best grasp rectangle from all
the grasp candidates based on the corresponding output
scores. Our grasp detection algorithm receives the accuracy
of 97.2% on IW and 92.5% on OW, respectively. (e de-
tection accuracy is slightly inferior to the algorithm pro-
posed in [1], the possible reason is that our matching
algorithm may ignore some suitable grasp rectangles by
mistake, we use the same network to generate several
template images, but during calculating the transformation
matrix, our matching algorithm may cut the right patch
which contains the best grasp configuration, and the final
result is the best of the remaining. Figure 6 shows the results
of grasp detection on part of images of Cornell Grasp
Dataset. We only show the grasp rectangle with the highest
score.

Experiment 2 focuses on some household objects like
umbrella, scissor, remote control, and so on. In order to
validate the usefulness of our matching algorithm, we firstly
compare our matching algorithm with the original SIFT
algorithm. (e result of comparison can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7(a) is the result of the original SIFT algorithm; the
final prediction of grasp rectangle is at an occluded part. (e
original SIFT algorithm fails to decrease the influence of oc-
cluded parts and generates wrong grasp configurations. (e
reason may be that the position of grasp configuration with
highest score in the template image is one of the occluded parts
in the scene image; thus, without eliminating the influence of
occluded parts, some SIFT feature pairs choose such grasp
rectangle as the closest grasp position, and the result of
matching goes wrong. Our matching algorithm deletes the
occluded parts by combining the improved SIFTalgorithmwith
the improved RANSAC algorithm and matches SIFT feature
pair with the closest grasp position that is not in the occluded
parts.(e result is shown in Figure 7(b), and the robot can grasp
the umbrella without grabbing other objects.

Input: Input parameters set of SIFT matches F
Output: Output transformation matrix M

(1) Preprocessing: eliminate part of the mismatches by deleting the feature point pair that causes cross line. Denote the matching point
set after preprocessing as F′.

(2) Select 4 pairs of points from F′ randomly, and calculate transformation matrix M′, create a new point set O.
(3) Judge whether other matching pairs satisfy the transformation of M′ (a matching pair belongs to O if the error less than a given

threshold), record the number of satisfied matching pair (elements in O) as m.
(4) If current m is the biggest than before, retain the current M′; otherwise, abandon it.
(5) Repeat 2, 3, and 4 a given times (5 in this paper), and obtain a transformation matrix M.

ALGORITHM 1: Improved RANSAC algorithm.
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Experiment 3 is grasping some household objects in the
occluded case. Note that, our algorithm performs well when
there contains plenty of SIFTfeatures, and the degree of texture
richness and occlusion of the object determine the performance
of our algorithm. (ere are several randomly placed objects in
the grasp range of the robot, ourmatching algorithmgenerates a
certain number of matching points across two images, and the
blue lines show the connection of each pair of matching feature
points. From the matching feature pairs, we can obtain the

transformation matrix M′ using the feature points’ location
information of matching images, and finally we can get the
transformation between template images and scene images. Our
grasp detection algorithm can avoid the occluded parts and
predict a suitable grasp configuration for robot. (e results
reveal the usefulness of our algorithm (see Figure 8). Our al-
gorithm can predict suitable grasp configurations for the target
objects and help the robot to grab the target objects without
grabbing other objects.

Figure 5: Several objects of Cornell Grasp Dataset.

Table 1: Performance of different methods on Cornell Grasp Dataset.

Approach Algorithm
Accuracy (%)

IW OW
Jiang et al. [36] Fast search 60.5 58.3
Lenz et al. [21] SAE, struct. 73.9 75.6
Redmon and Angelova [8] AlexNet, MultiGrasp 88.0 87.1
Guo et al. [22] ZF-net, hybrid network 93.2 89.1
Chu et al. [1] ResNet-50 FCGN 97.7 94.9
Li et al. [19] Key point-based scheme 96.05 96.5
(is paper (e proposed algorithm 97.2 92.5
Bold values indicate the performance of our algorithm on Cornell Grasp Dataset. IW: image-wise. (e dataset is divided based on image randomly. Each
image has an equal probability to be trained or tested. (is is a common way to test the generalization of the network to new orientation and position about
objects it has seen before. OW: object-wise. (e dataset is divided based on object instances. Objects in training set and test set can be different. OW is used to
test the generalization ability of a network about new object.

Figure 6: (e results of grasp detection on several images of Cornell Grasp Dataset.
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6. Conclusion

(is paper proposes a grasp detection algorithm to predict
grasp rectangles for objects in occluded cases, which trains
the model based on Cornell Grasp Dataset and obtains grasp
rectangles for scene images using our matching algorithm.
Every image in the dataset contains only one object, but our
algorithm can predict grasp configurations for images with
multiple objects. Experiment results demonstrate the im-
provement of our algorithm. We evaluate our algorithm on
Cornell Grasp Dataset and receive the accuracy of 97.2% on
image-wise and 92.5% on object-wise, respectively. In order
to verify the effect of our algorithm in occluded cases, we
preform experiment in multiobject, occluded condition. (e
outcome shows that this is a feasible method to utilize our
grasp detection algorithm to obtain grasp rectangles in

occluded condition; this is the advantage over [1]. (e
disadvantage of this method is that the result of thematching
algorithm influences the final prediction and reduces the
detection accuracy on Cornell Grasp Dataset in comparison
to [1]. Future work will focus on improving the robustness of
the matching algorithm while ensuring the detection ac-
curacy of network.
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Figure 8: Grasp detection results on household objects under occlusions: (a) detection results of a garage kit, the first row of (a) is the input
information and template information, the target object on scene image is occluded by other objects, and the template image only contains
the target object and its grasp configurations; the second row shows the SIFT feature pairs obtained by our matching algorithm, and we
connect each matching SIFT features using a blue line; and the last row is the detecting results with multiple-rectangle above and most
suitable rectangle below, and all the results avoid the occluded parts. (b), (c), and (d) have the same layout.We connect the matching features
using blue lines.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Comparsion of our matching algorithm with the original SIFT algorithm on household objects: (a) the result generated by the
original SIFT algorithm; (b) the result obtained by our matching algorithm. Our matching algorithm decreases the influence of occluded
parts and predicts a more suitable grasp configuration than the original SIFT algorithm.
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In this study, an end-to-end person-to-job post data matching model is constructed, and the experiments for matching people
with the actual recruitment data are conducted. First, the representation of the constructed knowledge in the low-dimensional
space is described. )en, it is explained in the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) pretraining
language model, which is introduced as the encoding model for textual information. )e structure of the person-post matching
model is explained in terms of the attention mechanism and its computational layers. Finally, the experiments based on the
person-post matching model are compared with a variety of person-post matching methods in the actual recruitment dataset, and
the experimental results are analyzed.

1. Introduction

In the early studies of person-job fit, researchers generally
focused on the relationships between the person and or-
ganization (P-O) and person and environment (P-E) [1, 2].
On this basis, some person-job fit models such as the re-
cruitment model based on the P-O fit [3] and the weighted
P-O relationship study method [4] were developed. In ad-
dition, some researchers proposed focusing on personality
and job characteristics, which have an important influence
on predicting a person-job fit [5]. With the development of
machine learning and deep learning, an increasing number
of researchers in the field of machine learning have focused
on person-job fit. Some researchers use backpropagation
neural networks to design end-to-end fitmodels, [6] whereas
others input manual features and use support vector ma-
chines to measure the degree of fit [7].)ese methodsmostly
rely on manual feature construction and require the par-
ticipation of many experts in related fields. Additionally,
these methods cannot fully explore potential information
connections. Some advanced methods use the word2vec
embedding layer to represent texts and a recurrent neural
network or convolutional neural network (CNN) to serve as

the feature extractor [8, 9]. However, these advanced
methods still need to truncate a large number of sentences
and control the overall length of texts to avoid a large input
of feature dimensions. Moreover, some researchers have
used the idea of a recommendation system to fully inves-
tigate the matching between user preferences and items
[10, 11] before making recommendations. Other studies
have integrated optimal historical data to measure and
calculate features [12]. )us, the method of embedding a
priori past resume features has been updated to investigate
not only the match between the current resume and the
requirements but also other information. Among the studies
cited, the bidirectional recommendation system [13, 14] is
an important branch in the field of personalized recom-
mendation systems. )e bidirectional talent recommenda-
tion system matches the preferences and requirements
between job applicants and recruiters. )is win-win strategy
improves the matching accuracy. A similarity technique that
combines the explicit and implicit preference data from both
job applicants and recruiters has also been proposed [15].
)is technique exploits the correlation between the pref-
erences of both job applicants and recruiters and thus has a
positive effect on the recommendation results.
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Some researchers have also suggested incorporating a
large amount of a priori information from the expert team to
provide more accurate directional recommendations for
some professionals [16, 17]. However, relying on a large
amount of expert knowledge leads to a very high usage cost
and hinders an automated construction methodology. Re-
lated tasks also include predicting the direction of talent flow
[18] and investigating the network graphs of the applicant’s
talent skills [19]. In these tasks, we explore the importance of
the applicant’s talent skills.

Based on these previous studies, we aim to reduce the
drawbacks of the word-level embedding model and fully
express the correlation. Additionally, we aim to fully ex-
press the correlation between job applicants and recruiters
and the subject information of texts and incorporate the
idea of a recommendation system [20–24]. )erefore, we
propose an end-to-end person-job fit model that uses
sentence vector representations and integrates knowledge
graph information, referred to as KG-DPJF. We follow the
methods of Jiang et al. [25]. )e model uses a multilayered
attention mechanism to fully examine the information
interaction between the candidate resume features and the
recruitment requirement features. KG-DPJF embeds sub-
ject-term information and knowledge graph information to
fully explore the relationship between candidates’ text
descriptors. In addition, the translating embedding
(TransE) method is used to express the resume entity in-
formation as a low-dimensional vector and then embed it
into the model.

2. Knowledge Representation

Because this study is based on the knowledge-driven person-
post matching model, the traditional knowledge represen-
tation methods and single-layer neural network model
cannot appropriately describe the semantic relationship
between entities. )e use of the Trans method based on
distance measurement can better describe the structural
information between entities in space and bring a more
accurate embedding of prior knowledge into the model.
)en, we define the knowledge map, G, and all triple re-
lationships contained in it.

G �  (h, r, t). (1)

When G is constructed, the entities and relationships are
mapped to a low-dimensional continuous vector space using
TransE. Suppose h, r, and t are the vectors corresponding to
the head, relation, and tail, respectively. If there is a triple
relationship, it is assumed to indicate that the head entity
points to the tail entity through the relationship. )en, the
TransE scoring function is

fr(h, t) � ‖h + r − t‖
2
2. (2)

)e smaller the scoring function is, the more reliable
the triple relationship of (h, r, t) in the knowledge graph is.
In addition, the TransE model has few parameters and low
computational complexity, and it still has good

performance and scalability in a large-scale sparse
knowledge base, which is suitable for fast reasoning task
scenarios.

3. BERT Coding

To make the person-post matching model learn the text
information contained in the resume and recruitment
requirements, it is necessary to use the word embedding
matrix to spatially transform the text corpus of the resume
and recruitment requirements into a low-dimensional
dense spatial vector. If the one-hot representation method
is used to represent each word in the sentence vectorially,
for example, in the word “deep learning,” assuming that the
dictionary composed of all words has only four words, the
representation form of one hot is [1, 0, 0, 0]. When the
number of dictionaries is very large, each word becomes a
high-dimensional and sparse tensor; therefore, it is obvi-
ously unsuitable to be input to the person-post matching
model. In addition, each word can be embedded into a
limited low-dimensional space through word2vec. For
example, deep learning can be mapped by embedding at the
word level into a vector with a dimension of [200, 4]. Even
if the dictionary contains far more than 1000 words, each
word can be mapped to a low dimension by the word2vec
embedding matrix as the input to the downstream model.
However, statistics show that the number of words of long
text items in each original resume is very large, which puts
pressure on the model operation, and more text truncation
is required during model input, resulting in a loss of
matching accuracy of the person-post matching task. Based
on the above considerations, the pretraining encoder of
BERT is used to encode the sentences of the resume and
recruitment requirements, and the powerful information
learning capability of the BERT language model is used to
encode the long text of the resume and the long text
sentences of recruitment requirements with the BERT
encoder pretrained based on large Chinese data. )e model
can further reduce the feature dimensions that need to be
input for downstream tasks and retain text information as
much as possible. Based on the representation ability of the
large-scale pretraining model, all representation informa-
tion in downstream tasks is fine-tuned to achieve fast and
better results.

)e number of sentences required by the actual resume
and recruitment is not necessarily the same because the
content recorded in the text itself is inconsistent, and both
can reduce the input feature dimension between the
matching models by only outputting the coding vector of the
sentence. )e coding based on the pretraining model
combined with the knowledge extracted from the original
corpus can provide more semantic information of the
model. In this way, not only is the amount of information
maintained but also the model reasoning can be accelerated
to a certain extent. )e sentence encoding process by BERT
can be expressed as

C � bert s1, s2, s3, . . . , st ( , (3)
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where bert represents the encoder based on BERT. Its
pretraining model uses the 768-dimensional Chinese pre-
training model, where s1, s2, s3, . . . , st is the sentence after
text slicing and t represents the total number of sentences.
C ∈ Rdt ×de, where de � 768 is the fixed coding length.
)rough the above calculation, the sentence expression
embedding matrix C can be produced, which can be input
into the downstream task model to replace the word-level
embedding matrix input.

4. The Person-Job Matching Model

In the actual recruitment process, the key information
recorded in the resume and recruitment requirements
often determines the key intention of employment in the
recruitment process. )e existing person-post matching
model directly splices the resume features and recruit-
ment requirements’ features and inputs them into the
prediction layer, resulting in low interpretability and a
lack of information flow relationship between recruitment
and requirements. To solve these problems, we need to
fully simulate the recruitment process and build the
matching model based on the attention mechanism. )e
model is divided into feature representation, attention
interaction layer, and prediction layer, which is shown in
Figure 1.

)e feature representation layer must enter the graph
embedding matrix, which is the information representation
matrix of the graph obtained after the constructed knowl-
edge map of supply and demand is trained by the Trans
algorithm. )e feature representation layer also includes the
feature representation of text information, which represents
the sentence-level text information by using the pretraining
model BERT. )e attention interaction layer uses the at-
tention mechanism to output the set of weighting values
between candidate resumes, historical best resumes, and
recruitment requirements. )e prediction layer accepts the
set of weighting values and the feature input of the weighted
resume and historical resume and outputs the prediction
results through the classifier.

)e design of the model is based on the construction
process of a deep learning model, including preprocessing,
feature representation, multilayer perceptron, and classifier.
)is includes the preprocessing of the model: as known from
the above sections, a BERT encoder can be used to encode
the segmented sentences in the input text of the resume and
recruitment requirements and output sentence-level vectors.
)ese vectors directly form an embedded sentence-level
weight matrix after splicing. In addition, we use Trans to
learn the structural information for all the knowledge in the
map and output a low-dimensional dense entity embedding
weight matrix. In the subsequent matching reasoning pro-
cess, all the entity vectors of the input text segmentation
sentence are extracted, and the entity embedding matrix is
formed after splicing.

(1) In the feature representation layer, the input fea-
tures of the model include three modules. )e first
is the current input candidate resume, including the

work experience segmentation sentence, the project
experience segmentation sentence, and the entity.
)e second is the historical best resume pn, n
representing a total of historical resumes. It also
includes the work experience segmentation sen-
tence, the project experience segmentation sen-
tence, and the entity. Finally, the resume of
recruitment requirements includes job require-
ments, segmentation sentences, and entities. In
addition, other inputs such as entity context and
matching score are included. According to the deep
learning model, these features are discrete and can
be transformed into a high-dimensional indepen-
dent heat vector. In the construction of the deep
learning model, a unique heat vector is transformed
into low-dimensional dense features through the
embedding layer. )e feature item transformation
here is sentence-level representation, so each actual
resume segmentation sentence is represented by v.
For example, the feature representation of the
current resume is the feature of the resume to be
selected j, which can be expressed as

j � v1, v2, v3, . . . , v d  ∈ Rdj×dv , (4)

where v is the sentence vector after each segmented
sentence is encoded. dj indicates the total number
of segmented sentences, and dv represents the
vector dimension after BERT coding. )e number
of segmented sentences is generally limited; that is,
the vector sentences of BERT coding sentences are
embedded matrices, which are loaded into the
model when the model diagram is running. )e
representation of historical recruitment charac-
teristics p and the representation of the charac-
teristics of recruitment requirements q can also be
expressed as

p � l1, l2, l3, . . . , l d  ∈ Rdp×dl ,

q � k1, k2, k3, . . . , k d  ∈ Rdq×dk ,
(5)

where l and k are the sentence vectors after the
segmented sentences of historical recruitment and
recruitment requirements are expressed by coding.
dp and dk indicate the total number of segmented
sentences, and dv dl, and dk are the same representing
the vector dimension after BERT coding.

(2) Feature interaction layer: its basic structure is an
interactive computing layer based on feature ex-
traction and attention mechanism to obtain the
correlation between resume and recruitment re-
quirements by the implicit method. )e feature
sentence vector matrix after the special representa-
tion layer is spliced with the entity vector, in which
the entity vector contains the entity and entity
context information. )e feature of the spliced
matrix is extracted using convolutional neural net-
works (K-convolutional neural networks (KCNNs)),
and the output of the CV representation vector with
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a fixed dimension is c, and n is the number of his-
torical resumes p and current recruitment require-
ments q. Similarly, after the embedded layer
representation, it is input to the convolutional neural
network for information extraction, and the historical
resume representation is generated, u. )e recruit-
ment requirements are o. Among them, KCNN is a
convolutional neural network which uses different
convolution check features for multiple extraction
and superposition. )is is expressed as

i � c
h1 , c

h2 , . . . , c
hm , (6)

where m is the number of subconvolutions and
convolution kernel size is hm. )is is a preliminary
feature extraction method. )e parameter data be-
tween convolution layer structures are shared, which
can not only reduce the memory space but also make
the parameter matrix more flexible, which is con-
venient for attention interactive learning in the later
branches. )e modeling relationship between the
current resume and historical resume is represented
by a weighted feature interactive attention mecha-
nism method, and the results express the repre-
sentation of current resume C. And u is the
correlation weight between aj; this is regarded as an
information enhancement between candidate re-
sumes and historical best resumes.)e two historical
resume features are equally weighted and averaged
here. At the same time, the same attention algorithm
is used to express the correlation weight between
recruitment requirements and historical resume aq.
aj and aq can be expressed by the following formula:

ej � z
⊤tanh Wjc + Wpu + b ,

aj �
exp ej 


T
i�1 exp eji 

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

eq
′ � z′⊤tanh Wqo + Wp

′u + b′ ,

aq �
exp eq
′ 


T
i�1 exp eqi

′ 
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

where Wj ∈ Rdh×dc , Wp ∈ Rdh×du , b ∈ Rdh , z ∈ Rdh ,
Wq ∈ Rdh×do , Wp

′ ∈ Rdh×du , b′ ∈ Rdh , and z′ ∈ Rdh

are the training parameter matrices.)en, the output
weighted attention representation vectors of the
current resume are c′. )e weighted recruitment
representation vector is o′, which can be expressed as
the following formula:

c′ � 
T

l

ajc,

o′ � 
T

l

aqo.

(8)

Here, another layer of attention layer pair is used, c′ and
o′, to perform correlation calculation. )e output is ac. )e
attention layer is mainly used to simulate the mutual at-
tention matching process of the actual recruitment process,
fully measure the implicit correlation between the three, and

Candidate
resume

Best resume in
history

Recruitment
requirements

resume

Feature
representation

layer

The feature
sentence vector

matrix Entity
entity context
information

Entity vectors
Feature

interaction
layer

Multiple layers of attention mechanism
Prediction

layer

Weighted eigenvectors and correlation

Figure 1: )e structure of the KG-DPJF model.
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provide consideration input for the classification layer. ac

can be expressed by the following formula:

ec � z
⊤tanh Wj

′c′ + Wq
′o′ + b ,

ac �
exp ec( 


T
i�1 exp eci( 

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

where Wj
′ ∈ Rdh×d

c′ , Wq
′ ∈ Rdh×d

o′ , b ∈ Rdh , and z ∈ Rdh . )e
final resume features after weighted calculation are ac. )e
calculation process can be expressed as

ac � 
T

l

acc′. (10)

Finally, after calculation, all correlation weights are
spliced into u � [ac, aj, aq]. u represents ac and o′ after
splicing; the input that constitutes the prediction layer
X � [ac, o′, u]. )e prediction layer fully takes into account
the enhanced resume representation, recruitment require-
ments’ representation, and all correlations calculated in the
model and outputs the matching prediction value.

In the prediction layer, after all the feature representa-
tions have passed through the multilayer attention mech-
anism layer, their weighted feature vectors and related values
are output. )ese vectors are connected through the full
connection layer. )e hidden layer uses the multilayer fully
connected neural network layer and rectified linear unit
function to activate. Finally, the output is activated using the
sigmoid function.)e sigmoid cross-entropy loss function is
used to calculate the loss between the logic output and the
label. Finally, the feature vector of the input fully connected
layer is the output of the attention layer, and the classifi-
cation label category is ReLU where y ∈ 0, 1{ }. )erefore, the
calculation formula of the loss function is

Ltarget � −
1
N


(x,y)∈D

(y log(f(x)) +(1 − y)log(1 − f(x))),

(11)

where D is the training set, with N total of samples, in which
f(x) is the prediction result output by the perceptron.

5. Experiments

)e data used for the person-post matching experiment are
the same as the data collected when the knowledge map was
created. However, because of different experimental and
data processing methods, the collected experimental data
contain matching labels for matching control in the person-
post matching experiment.

5.1. Dataset Preprocessing. )e experiment uses e-resume
data based on the actual recruitment process. Format and
extract the desensitized data and clean the data. Referring to
the construction method of the deep learning model, the
person-post matching model is built using the TensorFlow
platform, and the data are converted into the input format of
the model. )e dataset is stored in the form of resume data

corresponding to each position. At the same time, the re-
cruitment mechanism of the recruitment platform and the
enterprise employment mechanism of the company should
also be considered before the experiment. Recruitment
process of the enterprise: the enterprise must roughly select
many candidate resumes and put them into the talent folder
of the recruitment platform to store resumes or resumes
submitted by job-seekers. )en, some suitable personnel are
selected to invite for an interview. Finally, only some can-
didates will pass the interview and be officially hired. )is is
also the basis for classification. 0 means that the candidate
only stops at the stage when the resume enters the talent
folder, 1 means only completing the invitation interview
stage, and 2 means they pass the invitation interview and get
an offer. Note that there are only 0 and 1 labels in the
training data; that is, only the data that passed the interview
will be given a score of 1, and the rest of the resumes in other
stages will be given a score of 0. )is is meant to be close to
the actual recruitment process and make the model more
predictive when combined with the data.

Also, all triplet information extracted from the corpus is
trained based on the Trans algorithm. Mapping dataset files
of entities, relationships, and triples are constructed, and the
data are transformed into a sequence. )en, the data are
divided and marked as follows: 80% of the data is used as the
test set, 10% of the data is used as the second test set, and the
remaining 10% is used as the verification set. )e output
embedded model dimension is set to 50. When the training
is completed, the growth is about 4 h.

After preparing the data required by the model, it starts
the training stage. )e whole model includes a training and
adjustment stage. )e two stages can carry out cyclic iter-
ation. After enriching the knowledge map based on con-
tinuous new knowledge, it can perform continuous training
to generate knowledge representation and then train the
person-post matching model to form a complete model
application iteration mode driven by knowledge.

During training and prediction, new knowledge is extracted
from the text to be predicted.)e new knowledge is mapped to
the embedded space through the index relationship of the
resume ID which corresponds to the entity. )e skill keywords
described in each resume contain the main idea of the sentence
and provide information to support the matching task.

In addition, the optimal historical matching dataset is
constructed based on the model design. )ere is no dif-
ference between the optimal historical matching dataset and
the ordinary training or test dataset, but the optimal his-
torical matching dataset stores the preset data of the best
candidate for the post. )e purpose of the setting is to
simulate the practice of the recommendation system, embed
the historical optimal matching information into the model,
and let the model learn the relationship between the pre-
dicted resume and the historical optimal matching results to
improve the model’s matching performance.

5.2. Experimental Parameters. To realize sentence-level
coding, the pretraining BERT model is adopted. So, the
online BERT service based on parallel processing can be
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used. )e information about the service settings for BERT is
described in Table 1. )e number of parallel runs is set to 4.
)e Chinese 768 dimension is used in the pretraining model
file. )e number of parallel runs depends on the number of
GPU (graphics processing unit) cores, and this affects the
coding speed. Based on the described idea of BERT
downstream tasks, the output layer of the model and the
output operation of the middle layer of the model were
obtained and used as the parameters of the middle layer or
output layer of the model, which allows for downstream task
improvement training to make the BERTmodel have better
domain semantic expression ability. Here, we first follow the
output of the original pretraining BERTcode and output the
sentence vector. For the person-job matching model pa-
rameters, as shown in Table 2, the length of the sentence
embedding vector is 768, and the size of entity embedding is
50. In addition, the number of historical optimal recruitment
records entered is 4, which depends on the average number
of historical matching resumes that were collected for the
position.

After explaining the setting information required for the
experiment and data analysis, the final experiment is gen-
erally divided into the following four steps:

(1) Data preprocessing: regular expressions are used to
remove repeated and continuous labels, large areas of
empty lines, and indentations.

(2) Build a person-post matching model: the matching
model is constructed under the framework of Ten-
sorFlow. )en, the training program is constructed,
and the file address to save the training is selected.

(3) After the hyperparameters are set according to the
experimental conditions, the necessary function li-
brary is installed, the training program is started, and
the model is optimized by the Adam algorithm. )e
computer has 4 GPUs, and 12Gmemory is prepared
for the experiments. )e model of the graphics card
is RTX2080s, and the CPU memory is 64G.

(4) )e parameters are adjusted to achieve the best
performance of the model and record the experi-
mental data.

5.3. Baseline and Evaluation. )is section refers to many
existing man-post matching evaluation methods [26–30].
)erefore, in the experimental stage of verifying model
performance, traditional methods including the logistic
regression (LR) model and the decision tree (DT) method
are used to construct the person-post matching model, as
well as the existing mainstream person-job fit neural net-
work-RNN (PJFNN-RNN)model based on the RNN. Owing
to the test in the industry data, multiple baseline methods
need to be created depending on the input mode. Depending
on the input mode of the designed person-post matching
model, the experiment also specifically constructs a model
using the CNN structure to verify the importance of inte-
grating a multilayer attention mechanism. A comparison is
then performed between the model of pretraining word2vec
embedding layer and the model of sentence-level embedding

after BERT coding. )en, the experiment also compares the
performance of the person-post matching model using
word2vec and BERT coding, and the experiment also refers
to a baseline method of text semantic matching, which is
measured by measuring the similarity between sentences.
Finally, the performance comparison experiment of re-
moving the knowledge map is also conducted.

)e idea of constructing the baseline model based on the
CNN as the feature extraction layer was inspired by the end-
to-end person-post matching work in the existing literature.
)e model takes the feature representation vector of the text
corpus that accepts the input of the resume and recruitment
requirements, then uses a CNN with shared features to
extract the features, and inputs them to the classification
layer after averaging for activation to output the classifi-
cation probability. Since the input dataset of the model is
consistent with the input dataset of the person-post
matching model, the BERT coding method can also be used
in this experiment to encode the sentence representation,
and the word2vec method can also be used to obtain the
averaged sentence vector.

After the resume and the required text are represented by
the embedded layer, they are input into the CNN, and the
resume representation features are output, respectively, SJ

and required characteristics Sq. )ese features are input into
classifier D and output to the sigmoid layer for prediction
through weighted activation function layer y probability of

D � tanh W d sj;sq;sj − sq  + b d ,

y � sigmoid WyD + by .

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(12)

In addition, it also provides a method for sentence se-
mantic matching between long texts required by job posts
compared to long texts such as work experience and project
experience. )e idea comes from the short sentence se-
mantic matching method. First, the sentence is segmented,
and then the previously trained word embedding matrix
such as word2vec200 and Tencent embedding are used to
calculate the representation vector of the text at the level of
word segmentation. All the representation vectors form the
sentence semantic matrix Vt, and then the dimension of the
semantic matrix of the text sentence is reduced to output the
sentence vector, and then the distance measurement method
is used to match the sentences one by one. )e purpose is to
calculate the distance between the long text data of electronic
resumes and the long text data in recruitment requirements
listed in job postings one by one and then calculate the final
matching score through the overall similarity.)is allows for
the measurement of the matching degree between resumes
and posts.)e distance can bemeasured by cosine similarity,
and the calculation formula is as follows:

cos(θ) �


n
i�1 xi × yi( 

��������


n
i�1 xi( 

2


×

��������


n
i�1 yi( 

2
 , (13)

where xi and yi, respectively, represent two sentence vectors
that need to calculate cosine similarity. From a spatial
perspective, the two sentences can be expressed as two lines
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embedded in the space, taking the coordinate origin as the
starting point and pointing to different directions, so that an
included angle is formed between the two-line segments. If
the included angle is 0 degrees, it means that the two di-
rections of the vector space are the same and the two lines
coincide. It alsomeans that the text semantics represented by
the two vectors are exactly the same. If the included angle is a
90-degree right angle, it indicates that the directions are
completely different, and the semantic results are different. If
the included angle is 180 degrees, it means that the direction
of the vector is opposite and the semantics are not similar.
)erefore, we can represent the text information of the
resume and recruitment requirements according to the fully
trained word embedding model and then judge the semantic
similarity of the vector representation by the size of the
included angle. )e smaller the included angle, the more
similar the sentence semantics. )is is also done by seg-
menting sentences in the above dataset, and experiments are
conducted based on the above ideas.

)e experimental method is to calculate the similarity
between all the sentences based on the resume and all the
sentences of the recruitment post, select the highest simi-
larity value in the recruitment requirement text one by one
based on all resume sentences, then normalize according to
the number of resume sentences, and finally calculate the
matching degree. For example, the similarity between sen-
tence 1 and all recruitment-required sentences is calculated
in turn, and the highest similarity value is selected as the best
matching semantic sentence of the resume sentence and
then calculated in turn. Note that, after the sentences of
recruitment requirements are matched, they cannot be
matched again. )erefore, this is matching from the per-
spective of the resume.

When comparing the segmentation sentences between
the resume and the recruitment requirements, the input data
are the resume text information, and the company data are
the text information required for recruitment. After

embedding space conversion and averaging is performed,
this information will be calculated as described above, until
all distances are calculated, and the result consistent with the
number of service pairs to be matched is output, i.e., it
represents the matching degree.

Finally, the performance of the model is compared with
the frontier person-post matching model PJFNN-RNN
under different structural data to verify the performance of
the model. PJFNN-RNN is an end-to-end model based on
the RNN as the feature extractor of the resume and required
text. Compared with the data analysis in the previous sec-
tions, the experiment is based on industry data collected by
real enterprises, and there are fixed requirements for the
threshold of recruitment regulations. )erefore, in the
analysis of the recruitment process, the admission pass rate
is set as label 1, and a failure result is set as label 0. )e
accuracy, the accuracy recall rate, and the F1 value are used
as evaluation indicators for the results. Finally, 80% of the
dataset is selected as the training set, the next 10% is used to
fine-tune the parameters, and the last 10% is used as the test
data as the test set. It is worth noting that Table 3 also reflects
the problems of data imbalance and label category imbal-
ance. However, because of the differences between civilian
posts and technical posts, the data are divided into civilian
posts and technical posts. Simultaneously, some sampling
methods are limited because of the actual recruitment re-
sults. )erefore, the experiment is also based on the actual
production application, through cooperation with enter-
prises, using some of the artificial knowledge to improve
some of the data. For example, the description of the CVs of
low-level development posts may be closer to that of me-
dium-level development posts, and it is noted that about
3.72% of candidates choose to apply for multiple job
postings at the same time. Based on this idea, a small number
of similar job postings are sampled and labeled manually,
and the datasets are added to the admission and interview
file categories.

Table 2: )e main parameters of the person-post matching model.

Project Tag description Parameter action
Num-history 4 )e model loads the optimal number of resume data copies in history
Learning rate 0.001 )e learning rate affects the training time and effect
Batch_sizes 8 Enter the amount of batch data for model training
Filter [1, 2] CNN convolution kernel step size selection
Entity_dim 50 )e dimension length of the embedded vector of the entity
Epoch 500 Control the total number of training rounds

Table 1: )e main parameters of the BERT server.

Project Tag description Parameter action
BERT_config BERT_config.json Parameter fixed setting file of the BERT model
Number of parallel services 4 Adjust the number of simultaneous tasks processed by the BERT server
BERT pretraining model
parameter file Chinese_L-12_H-768_A-12 Chinese 768-dimensional pretraining model is used

Model_dir File address )e address where the BERT pretraining model is stored
Vocab_dir File address Address where vocab thesaurus is stored
Input_length 512 Maximum allowed sentence length
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5.4. Experimental Results and Analysis. )e most important
and difficult points of the experiment are the processing of
resume and recruitment data and the construction of a
model training set. Our experiments are based on the in-
dustry corpus data collected during the actual recruitment
process. )e resume and post data files collected in the
enterprise recruitment platform after strict desensitization
measures are converted into dataset files after preprocessing
the data. By analyzing the practical application requirements
and related literature, the task is divided into two categories
to perform a detailed experimental human work matching
task.

First, as the results in Table 4 show, the built embedded
knowledge map and BERT-based person-job fit are
knowledge graph-based deep-learning-inspired person-job
fitting model, KG-DPJF. Table 4 shows the performance of
the person-post matching model based on knowledge-
driven and multilayer attention mechanisms in the exper-
iment. In addition to the comparison experiment between
the model and some baseline models, including DPJF (deep-
learning-inspired person-job fitting model), some ablation
experiments were also performed. )e designed human post
matching model integrating the knowledge map and at-
tention mechanism is better than the traditional input
feature classifier, and the F1 value is improved by nearly
13%. At the same time, the correlation method that uses
multilayer attention calculation to simulate the recruitment
process also improves the performance of the model.
Compared with the single use of the CNN feature extractor,
the F1 value is improved by nearly 6%. In addition, com-
pared with the direct use of pretraining word2vec200 coding,
the use of BERT coding can increase the performance. )is
shows that the BERTmodel based on unsupervised training
of a large number of Chinese corpuses can give the person-
post matching model more semantic knowledge for learn-
ing, and the BERTcan also be fine-tuned again based on the
domain’s own data. In addition, Figure 2 also shows the
analysis of the training time and also shows that using the
BERT-based sentence coding method also has significant
advantages in training time, while the method completely
based on the word-level input feature extraction layer greatly
increases the amount of calculations required, resulting in a
longer training time, which can further enlighten the re-
search idea of constructing the person-post matching model
in the way of two-stage model structure. In addition, based
on the above, because the knowledge is input as the entity
embedding layer in the person-post matching model, the
knowledge input can be removed for experiments. In the
experiments, the model embedded in the knowledge map for
job search has better performance than the model without

the embedded knowledge map for job search, which also
shows that the entity knowledge method embedded with a
priori person-post matching information can help the model
better understand the meaning of potential skills and key-
words behind sentences, express the enhanced correlation
between entity words, and combine the rich semantic in-
formation of BERT. It can not only reduce the amount of
calculation and increase the operation speed but also en-
hance the matching accuracy. )is means that, during the
recruitment process, the human resources department will
be able to judge whether the candidate is able to meet the
standard based on the key information of the text content.

However, it should be noted that only unstructured data
are used for testing to match the input and output of the
existing person-post matching model; that is, information
inputs such as years of work and gender are removed, and

Table 3: Analysis of experimental data.

Statistics Value
Proportion of resumes submitted by job-seekers for two or more positions at the same time in the total number of resumes 0.0372
Average number of words in each resume of technical posts 1271
)e experimental data analysis 643
Recruitment ratio of technical posts 0.3733
Civilian post recruitment ratio 0.2642

Table 4: Experimental performance table—no structured data.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
Logistic regression 0.5091 0.4493 0.4473 0.4627
Decision tree 0.5369 0.4478 0.4615 0.4646
CNN and word2vec200 0.5632 0.5001 0.5385 0.5185
CNN and BERT 0.5736 0.5147 0.5465 0.5383
DPJF-word2vec200 0.5939 0.5278 0.5846 0.5548
DPJF 0.5874 0.5421 0.5974 0.5684
KG-DPJF 0.6139 0.5810 0.6047 0.5926
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Figure 2: Performance comparison between word2vec and sen-
tence-level embedding.
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only work experience and project experience are retained as
these discrete characteristics have different processing
problems.

In Table 5, we can see the person-post matching model
PJFNN-RNN constructed based on the RNN, which is a
matching model for person-post text information percep-
tion based on the RNN.)e PJFNN-RNNmodel is based on
the cosine distance loss function. )erefore, we can compare
the performance of models based on unstructured data, that
is, long text as the input. From the table, we can see that the
KG-DPJF model has some improvement compared to the
PJFNN-RNN. )e KG-DPJF model with more semantic
knowledge performs better than the method that simply
relies on long-distance feature extraction and multilayer
CNN extraction. At the same time, these methods also have
performed better than the methods based on cosine distance
rearrangement and DT. It could be that they only rely on
distance calculation without learning the feature informa-
tion between sentence vectors and cannot fully utilize se-
mantic information.

Table 6 begins the experiment to integrate unstructured
data, i.e., age, gender, and other characteristics. At the same
time, input introduces unstructured knowledge about en-
tities. However, when constructing the input, for these
discretionary data, we first use one-hot form coding to
measure the performance of different models. )e experi-
mental results in Table 6 show that using one-hot coding
discrete data can improve the performance of these models.
In the context of analysis, it is helpful for matching because it
enriches the input of some important matching information,
such as gender and education. However, one-hot formal
coding has its own shortcomings because it obscures some
semantic information, such as the progressive relationship
and the importance of educational levels.

)e experimental results are shown in Table 7. For
discrete data such as structured data, we tried to use BERT to
uniformly encode them into a public space rich in semantic
information and input them into the person-post matching
model for training in combination with their entity infor-
mation and the remaining unstructured data. )e experi-
mental results show that the performance of these models
has been improved to a certain extent, and these models can
be uniformly encoded into the shared fixed space using
BERT in both unstructured data and structured data to
provide some information to the language model before
training. In particular, the attention mechanism matching
model developed in this section based on the knowledge
map and BERTcan unify the coding input and coding space
and learn richer information from the prior knowledge of
the knowledge base and the language model. )is allows us
to enhance the model performance, which also enlightens
the future as the performance of BERT domain represen-
tation can be adjusted in the first stage. In this manner, the
performance of the two-stage person-post matching task is
improved.

In this paper, a detailed person-post matching appli-
cation experiment is conducted. From the above experi-
mental results and analysis, it is found that the person-post
matchingmodel based on the attentionmechanism designed

in this section can achieve an excellent matching effect and
realize the matching degree between resumes and recruit-
ment requirements. From the summary of the literature and
the analysis of experimental results, it is found that there are
still some common defects in the existing experimental tasks
of person-post matching:

(1) Inevitable text truncation: in the e-resume data of
today’s actual recruitment platform, there are often
many sentences in the unstructured data. )e
number of words displayed in the corpus statistical
information map in the experiment is not consistent
with the experimental data of other recent literature
works. )is is because other works usually use the
method of truncation or fine extraction before the
experiment, restricting the total number of words to
a certain range, which is even less than half of the
total number of words. In this way, we adapt to the
method of not using a pretraining vector repre-
sentation and feature extraction and hope to fully
learn the semantic information in sentences. )is
study discusses how to make full use of pretraining
sentence information, pretraining model, and prior
knowledge to solve this problem.

(2) Matching defects caused by data imbalance: in real
electronic resume data, the data often consist of
semistructured data, while other works usually
transform items such as gender and education into
discrete data. )is is because their values have the
ability to possibly change the perspective of the
whole recruitment such as education: masters and

Table 5: )e comparative experiment—no structured data.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
Logistic regression 0.5091 0.4493 0.4473 0.4627
Decision tree 0.5369 0.4478 0.4615 0.4646
Cosine distance 0.5275 0.5281 0.5034 0.5169
CNN and word2vec 0.5632 0.5001 0.5385 0.5185
CNN and BERT 0.5736 0.5147 0.5465 0.5383
PJFNN-RNN 0.6023 0.5716 0.5864 0.5789
KG-DPJF 0.6169 0.5810 0.6047 0.5926

Table 6:)e comparative experiment with structured data one hot.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
Logistic regression 0.5955 0.4973 0.5034 0.5040
Decision tree 0.6247 0.5159 0.4800 0.4973
PJFNN-RNN 0.6333 0.6511 0.5689 0.6079
KG-DPJF 0.6562 0.6467 0.6018 0.6286

Table 7: )e comparative experiment combined with structured
data BERT.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
Logistic regression 0.6023 0.4956 0.5177 0.5063
Decision tree 0.6274 0.5138 0.4967 0.5050
PJFNN-RNN 0.6528 0.6274 0.5953 0.6109
KG-DPJF 0.6522 0.6483 0.6125 0.6298
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college degree. )ese ordered datasets cannot be well
solved by deep learning methods in the actual re-
cruitment data. In addition, there is also a rela-
tionship between recruitment discrimination and
data samples. )is usually reflects inequality in re-
cruitment. For example, statistically, there are more
men than women programmers. )e model should
understand and avoid these datasets. However, in the
experiment in Table 7, instead of massaging the data,
the data are regarded as short sentences, encoding
their semantic information, embedding entity in-
formation, and transferring the expressed theme
learning to thematchingmodel. In the future, we will
investigate whether the knowledge map provides
effective information and internal relationship for
the processing of these ordered data.

6. Conclusion

Based on the knowledge map of supply and demand, this
study embeds and represents knowledge into a low-di-
mensional dense space. )e research shows that the person-
post matching model based on the knowledge-driven and
linguistic model has better performance and more inter-
pretability than the existing person-post matching methods,
which can provide some clues for the future work on person-
post matching.
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